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Preface

 Lee Baxter and Paula Brăescu

*****

1. Defining Fear
The Fear, Horror and Terror (FHT) conference that took place in Oxford in

September 2010 explored many different facets of fear, which lead to horror and
terror from a truly interdisciplinary perspective. Our group was comprised of
professors and graduate students working in many different disciplines: literature,
history, social sciences, film, and gaming, to name but a few. This group of people
presented chapters on the Holocaust, films, literature, music, plays, landscapes
(virtual and actual), and the abuse of power (national, state, and regional). We
discussed villains and dictators, witnessing and victims, heroes and myths, and the
various ways in which these subjects are linked to the everyday fear, horror and
terror that people encounter daily in both our real and virtual lives. More
importantly one of the main discussions that we continually returned to was how
fear, horror and terror affects our lives. The affect created by fear impinges on our
actions and reactions whether the situations are real, such as bunkers filled with
armed soldiers watching the populace’s daily routines, or imaginary, such as not
knowing what may (or may not) jump out from around a corner or out of the dark,
as we play first person narrative video games.

As a graduate student I came away from the conference questioning how we
navigate and critically engage with the idea of fear. After returning home, a
question was posed via email by one of the participants: ‘What is the definition of
fear?’ The responses varied. George Thomas spoke of fear in terms of the political,
a cyclical form of fear, ‘fear begets fear,’ as he states that a political party can
become fearful and therefore create sever laws of out self-preservation. Paula
Brăescu, who began the conversation, offered this definition: ‘Fear is elicited by a 
danger/threat that can be real or socially constructed. Fear can be elicited by an
internal (a thought or a headache) or an external stimulus (a cataclysm, the
behaviour/action of a person). The danger/threat needs to be relevant to major
concerns of our organism.’ Rob Fisher, the founder of Inter-Disciplinary.Net,
wrote: ‘I guess my definition of fear is when we are confronted by something that
doesn’t ‘fit’ with the way we usually make sense of the world – and the sense of
panic or unease this initially creates and stays until we do find a way of making
sense of it.’ After reading the responses by various people I was prompted to ask
the class I was teaching if they could define fear, which was appropriate as we
were in the midst of reading Stephen King’s The Shining. After forty-five minutes
of breaking down what fear meant and the various perspectives that fear can be
analysed from (socio-political, historical, rhetorical), the conclusion we came to
was similar to the email discussion of the interdisciplinary group, that fear is a
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malleable form that affects us all in different ways depending on where we live and
on our past and present experiences.

But what of horror and terror? Horror and terror do not necessarily stem from
fear. Horror and terror can result from (re)actions to an immediate situation. We
see this in the daily newspapers, magazines, the internet, and documentaries that
portray the horrors of war, a car wreck, a murder – anything of which violence is
involved. The images and words we read can terrify us on a visceral level whether
the narrative is non-fiction or fiction. We saw these ideas identified through
discussions of Nazis propaganda, military rule, and the horror film. During our
investigations of various horrors, Bernard Perron suggested that perhaps ‘disgust’
should be added to the title of the conference, as disgust is a reaction that can arise
from the horrifying narratives that we were all studying and discussing at the
conference.

This volume is the product of the conference and although it provides the
majority of the thought provoking chapters, it is only an essence of the group
discussions, which many of us continued over lunches and dinners. Although we
have separated the conference chapters into separate chapters, each embodies the
core of the overall debate: the various shapes and forms that fear, horror and terror
take within our world.

2. Literary Fears and Melting Boundaries
As Anat Danziger, Çelik Ekmekçi and Maria Casado Villanueva discuss in

their chapters, literature acts as mechanization for manufacturing fear, horror and
terror. Fear, horror and terror emerge not only from the reader’s indirect experience
with the protagonist’s course of action, but also from his/her direct experience with
the literary text. On the other hand, fear, horror and terror evolve at the interface
between fiction and reality as literary creations propose symbols that are embedded
in real life. Matthew Melia, Aida Suleymenova and Lizzy Welby discuss in their
chapters some of these literary symbols, such as the scream, the tiger and the
female body. The boundaries between fiction and reality blur even further when
facts from reality appear in the sub-text or as the main subject of literary creations.
We can see this in L. J. Maher’s discussion about the genocides committed against
Indigenous Australians or the Holocaust.

Anat Danziger proposes a new model of understanding Kafka’s ‘In the Penal
Colony’. Danziger argues that the horrifying nature of the text cannot be based
solely on the reader’s identification with the condemned and his suffering, rather it
lies in a complex literary machine for the manufacture of fear. On the other hand,
Çelik Ekmekçi explores fear and terror in three short stories written by Edgar Allan
Poe: ‘The Tell-tale Heart’, ‘The Fall of the House of Usher’ and ‘The Cask of
Amontillado’. Ekmekçi analyses how terror, which pervades all three short stories,
highlights the use of symbolism and the imagery of death. Furthermore, María
Casado Villanueva focuses on five samples of short fiction written by James Joyce,
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Katherine Mansfield, Elizabeth Bowen, Ian McEwan and A.S. Byatt. She examines
how modern and post-modern short stories represent an element of fear related to
the unfathomable.

Matthew Melia’s analysis of Samuel Beckett and the post-internment work of
Antonin Artaud, describes the multiple facets of the scream as a method of
imposing and inflicting fear and terror on the audience. Aida Suleymenova
discusses the literary symbol of the tiger in Nikolay Baikov’s ‘The Great Wan’
(1925) and Yosano Tekkan’s ‘Tozainamboku’ (1896). By contrasting the qualities
of fear and admiration, Suleymenova investigates the tiger’s image as the blurring
of the two sides. Lizzy Welby explores Angela Carter’s novel, The Passion of New
Eve, through the theoretical ideas of Julia Kristeva. Welby argues that the female
body is a site of man’s horror, which is reconstructed as a woman’s defiance.

Examining Schindler’s Arc (Tom Keneally), The Book Thief (Markus Zusak)
and the trilogy Once/Then/Now (Morris Gleitzman), L-J. Maher argues that these
authors have used the Holocaust as a metaphor for genocide in order to begin a
narrative process of Reconciliation. In particular, she links each novel through the
sub-text and the portrayal of the genocide committed against Indigenous
Australians.

3. Film Transgressions: Assorted Discussions about FHT
FHT in films is the result of mixing music, images, ideas and texts. Music

produces horror through dissonance and ambiguity as Marco Bellano argues.
Whether the films discussed in this part are based on fiction or reality, a main
feature of each film reflect the serious concerns of contemporary society.
Constance Goh asks: Is art able to solve the discrepancies between democratic
aspiration and the constant violation of human rights? What forms of responses can
we see reflected in film to the Bush administration’s actions to traumatic incidents
caused on 9/11 (Lee Baxter). Jodi S. Brown investigates the stigmatisation through
disability studies and Jay Daniel Thompson examines in his chapter, female
sexuality and power. Contemporary society is explored further when art terror and
natural terror are considered together and interpreted as a mixture of fear and
impotency (Michelle Saint).

Marco Bellano examines the transformations of the musical clichés related to
horror films through the twentieth century. He analyses two particular musical
features, dissonance and ambiguity, and highlights how these are used as a basis
for different musical formulas in films such as Nosferatu (1922), Psycho (1960)
and The Fly (1986).

Constance Goh analyses filmic portrayals of radical violence in The Hurt
Locker (2009) and Nanking (2007). She argues that inter-national or intra-national
conflicts persist despite the global emphasis on cultural diversity and
consideration. The foundation of Goh’s argument is based on Derrida’s concept of
hostipitality. Lee Baxter comments on Christopher Nolan’s film Batman: The Dark
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Knight. She depicts how the Joker creates fear and terror in Gotham City in order
to expose the false beliefs of justice and innocence within the structure of the film
narrative. Jodie S. Brown analyses J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter novels through
the lens of disability and body studies and highlights how culture creates fear
through the stigmatisation phenomenon. She uses David T. Mitchell’s and Sharon
Snyder’s concept of narrative prosthesis to examine how Harry’s stigmatization
develops in the novels. Jay Daniel Thompson concentrates on Jose Larraz’s
Vampyres (1974). He argues that Vampyres should be interpreted as an example of
gothic parody as the movie parodies traditional representation of gender and the
domestic sphere in Victorian gothic texts and culture.

Michelle Saint argues that Noël Carroll’s account of art-horror requires
revision. She states that art-horror should be seen as a mixture of fear and
impotency rather than a mixture of fear and disgust.

4. Government Bodies Generating Fear
If we look in the past or in the present we can clearly see examples of

ideologies and policies that bring fear, horror and terror closer to the people
whether or not they belong to a specific culture, or if they are young or old, women
or men, black or white. Which one is more damaging? Which ideologies generate
more fear, horror, and terror? Is it the Nazi policy from the past, discussed by
Beverley Chalmers or the state of exception from the present, mentioned by Bjørn
Yngve Tollefsen? In today’s society uncertainty and fear, horror and terror pervade
step by step: the professions (as discussed by Shilinka Smith and Paula Brăescu), 
the place where we live (as discussed by Natália De’ Carli and Mariano Pérez
Humanes and Fazal Malik) and what we hear or see through media (Vaia
Doudaki).

Beverley Chalmers highlights the ways in which Nazi medical practice was the
primary means of implementing Nazi policy. She shows how fear, horror and terror
were experienced across the vast spectrum of people through Nazi ideology.
Connecting contemporary fear with ancient Greek tragedy, Bjørn Yngve Tollefsen
analyses the roles of today’s politics exploring the role and the rule of fear in
political thinking nowadays tracing fear through its connection with ancient Greek
tragedy, terror, anxiety and the state of exception. He argues that the state of
exception has become the rule nowadays and the need to make a decision
interrupts the democratic debate or deliberation.

Shilinka Smith explores concepts of fear through the study of performance
management systems. Her analysis highlights the need for further empirical
research to establish whether the organisations that have adopted performance
management practices are, or not, free of fear-inducing techniques. Paula Brăescu 
argues that the discourse regarding child protection does not pay enough attention
to the social workers’ fears. The empirical study examines the risks for children
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and for the social workers in the context of inadequate fear management, poor
supervision and lack of reflexivity.

Natália De’ Carli and Mariano Pérez Humanes examine how fear and the
favelas of Rio de Janeiro are synonymous. They argue that the steps toward
integrating the favelas with the urban city of Rio are insufficient. Moreover, more
attention is needed in order to remove notions of inequalities and stigma revolving
around the favelas and its population. Fazal Malik explores the context of fear,
horror and terror in the contemporary urban landscape of Kashmir. Malik argues
that the bunkers, which are temporary shelters for the paramilitary forces, have
become Panopticons that rob the people of Kashmir of their freedom of movement.

Vaia Doudaki’s chapter focuses on how the media reflected the swine flu in
Greece and in Cyprus. She examines how media reproduced the official framing of
the event by citing worst-case scenarios, which served to incite and cultivate public
fear.







Kafka’s Penal Colony: A Vibrating Human Machine for the
Production of Fear

Anat Danziger

Abstract
Kafka’s story ‘In the Penal Colony’, as typical to his oeuvre, is extremely effective
in creating horror and fear. However, this text lacks two dominant characteristics
of the Kafkaesque prose: a) the multiplicity and variety of corridors, chambers,
bureaucratic labyrinths and b) the Baroque quality of darkness, dim light and
gloomy settings. What, then, evokes so powerfully the feeling of terror in the text?
Many readings have followed Brod’s path in identifying fear of the law as awe
towards the divine. Norris, a later Kafka scholar, argues in contrast that allegorical
tendencies have caused critics to overlook elements of sadism and masochism in
the story. I offer a third way to understand the production of fear in Kafka’s
colony. The horrifying nature of the text, in view of its alternating perspectives,
cannot be based solely on the reader’s identification with the condemned and his
suffering. Compassion, pain and pathos might be elements in a complex literary
machine for the manufacture of fear:

a. The labyrinth of corridors and chambers is internalised,
dislocated inside the body or on it. A multiplicity of rhizomes:
chains, decorated script and a web of activity created by the
symmetric pantomime of the four actors.

b. Harmony and closure as opposed to discontinuity and disruption.
Due to the shifting perspective, both harmony and disharmony
generate an uncanny atmosphere.

c. Endless potentiality: detailed explanations of and hectic
preparations for a procedure that never happens. This potentiality
calls to mind not only the apparent tension between writing and
acting, but also the less visible gap between writing and
meaning.

d. Excess: the light that represents knowledge and enlightenment
also stands for blindness and confusion. The same paradox
characterizes the interpretive effort: an endless variety of
possible allegorical paths, with no sign for conventional
allegorical replacement.

Key Words: Kafka, Penal Colony, Benjamin, allegory, fear, pain, meaning,
labyrinth, excess, potentiality.

*****
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1. Is There A Kafka Text in this Class?
Is Kafka’s story, ‘In the Penal Colony,’ truly a Kafkaesque text? My inquiry is

not an authenticity research, but I wish to stress that ‘In the Penal Colony’ lacks
vital ingredients of the Kafka stew, which shape some of the its most representative
moments of fear. Firstly, variations on the theme of the labyrinth - Intertwined
Corridors, dark chambers (Kafka’s camera obscura), closed and narrow spaces,
proliferate in the Kafkaesque prose.1 In contrast, the penal colony is situated in a
‘small, deep, sandy valley.’2

The second Kafkaesque feature that is missing in our story is darkness, the very
unique Caravaggio-like variety of the gloomy, in which light is a phantasm, trace
of Being.3 This is indeed often reflected in Kafka stories, where characters face
regularly the abyss of metaphorical or actual blindness. However, here in the penal
colony, we hear that ‘The sun was excessively strong, trapped in the shadowless
valley.’ This Camusian excessive light is repeatedly highlighted and elaborated by
narrative actions such as blinking and shading of the face.

I argue that the text compensates for this lack of typical Kafkaesque horror
elements not only through moments of fear in the narrative entailing, but also
through the following structural factors: a) The labyrinth is internalised and/or
displaced; b) The dichotomy of harmony and closure against fragmentarity and
dissonance is overstated and undermined; c) Elements of potentiality evolve into
anxiety of incompletion; and d) Excess reveals itself through narrative actions,
dialogue and mimetic movements.

After a short presentation of the narrative, I will follow these lines of
investigation, excluding the forth factor which will be integrated in the general
discussion.

2. The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Penal Colony
In der Strafkolonie introduces a traveller that comes to a sunny, isolated island.

He meets an enthusiastic officer, devoted to his work as executioner and law
enforcer. These two protagonists join the other two characters that inhabit the story
- a condemned man and a soldier - to form together a play for four. Play (Spiel),
with its triple-layered meaning: a theatrical performance, a musical piece and a
game.

Most of the text is built like an arabesque surrounding the officer’s explanation
of the execution method, while the execution itself is never truly and wholly
realized. The intricate punishment machine, so we learn from the officer’s
Rhizomatic reasoning,4 is a writing automaton for the affliction of meaning
absorbed in pain. The officer views the traumatic procedure of pain-writing as a
process of enlightenment, as reflected in his vocabulary: the German klären and
erklären (to clarify, illuminate) are recurrent motifs, thematically and phonetically
echoing the more abstract Aufklärung - Enlightenment.
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Baxter speaks about bearing witness in the movie ‘Batman, The Dark Knight,’
following Caruth’s theory of trauma.5 In our text, the function of witnessing is
crucial for the officer: the fact that he has experienced the glorious executions of
the past is a necessary condition to the preservation of the old commandant’s rules
in the future. But he also needs the further witnessing of an outsider to form not
only a chronological continuity of the law, but also a spatial one. However, it is not
the trauma caused by the machine that is being displayed, but rather the potential
trauma caused to the machine - its degeneration and mistreat, and finally its
annulment by the new commandant of the colony.

3. Kafka Bound: Internalisation/Displacement of the Labyrinth
In the excessive handwork of the officer, work that carries a devotional value,

as opposed to the careless strolling of the traveller, we can see the invention of a
vibrating human machine, a dynamic labyrinth.6 In a shift from the static to the
mobile, Kafka emphasizes the lack of immobile structures and entangled lines that
typically create his mazes, and instead introduces a new type of labyrinth - the
human body. The four actors that occupy the narrative create a hectic web of
activity with symmetric and asymmetric pantomime, back and forth movements.
This net joins and reverberates the typical Kafkaesque speech - hesitated,
fragmented, built around hypothetical structures.

While the traveller is pacing back and forth, the officer is crawling under the
apparatus and climbing to inspect the upper parts. Thus they are creating together a
crisscross web that functions both as a vibrating human machine and as a dynamic
labyrinthine, Rhizomatic surface. In short, instead of moving inside the maze, they
become the maze.

In some places it seems that Kafka not only leads us through the maze, but
rather that we are stumbling, bewildered, through a mirror-labyrinth, in which
transparent and opaque qualities are frequently interchanged.7 In this theatre of
mirrors, the condemned man and the soldier look at the officer and the traveller
through the impenetrable glass of discourse, a barrier that makes the officer’s
movements both epistemologically superior and grotesquely overemphasized, a
reductio ad absurdum of the authoritarian law. Yet the mimicking gestures of the
condemned man form an intersection of two hypothetical lines that meet in a
vanishing point: one is an extension of the officer’s ostensive signals; the other is a
prolongation of the man’s deciphering gaze. These two lines meet again, like sun
beams sparking fire, in the lucid but firm glass of the machine.8 Now it is not the
man’s gaze but his entire body, with the addendum of the soldier’s body, which
meets the officer’s pointing contour: a convergence of body and law, suffering and
meaning.

The displacement and internalisation of the labyrinth reaches its peak in the
labyrinthine script.9 Here, the labyrinth of rooms and chambers transforms into
bleeding signs on the body, ritual emblems or pain signifiers that function both as
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social stigma and as bodily stigmata.10 Although we may recognize that the officer
generally represents unity and order, here he supports a system that demands
further complication and excessive labour. The labyrinthine series of lines is a
necessary outcome of duration: this is not a Faustian moment of beautiful devilish
inspiration, but rather a slow, agonizing procedure of understanding. The body
serves as a canvas for truth seeking; a truth that cannot be deciphered from the
outside but has to be experienced in the flesh. The condemned travels in the
labyrinth that is drawn on his own body. However, this is not a realization of the
metaphoric travel to the most inner parts of the soul, since the script and the body
refuse to take part in the old commandant’s unification effort. The script, a
Rhizomatic system of lines and routes, a typographic map, stays on the body as a
scar, a sign for disease. The wound thus is excessive and cannot form a gate inside
the Psyche or outside to transcendental knowledge. Even the wishful point of
understanding, when ‘our man deciphers the inscription with his wounds,’ as the
officer says, would end not with a resolution but with a meeting of the Minotaur, a
hybrid that emphasizes the failure of unification.

The effort to enlighten and transcend culminates in the sentence ‘It would be
useless to give him that information. He experiences it on his own body.’ This
sentence forms the highlight of the officer’s explanation to the traveller, the point
in his descriptive odyssey where his ancient knowledge stretches out and can
almost touch the outer world with illuminating words. It is also the peak of the
enlightenment endeavours towards the condemned. Before and after this monistic
assertion we can find further complications. Prior to it we find a discursive
choreography between the Officer and the Traveller.11 In the same way that there is
no blank space between the decorations, the excess of explanations and
interpretations leaves no space for hermeneutic relief. This is a dense, crowded
silence; all that is said accumulates to double negations, biting of the lips,
deflecting of statements. The diagrams, which are supposed to settle the
bewilderment, to bring this chaotic dance to its final salutation, do nothing but
cause further bafflement and wandering inside the labyrinth.

Later on, following the statement of unifying bodily understanding, we find
more rhetorical ornaments in the form of a fractal network of lies: in the Officers’
horrific vision an investigation of the condemned would only bring about lies that
cover other lies ad infinitum.12 Ironically, this web of lies is formalistically
equivalent to the chains that are meant to put a stop to its vicious circle.

4. Schrödinger’s Colony: Harmony/Fragmentarity
One of the main hermeneutical disputes among the readers of this story has

been over the question of empathy: with which of the characters are we asked to
identify? As I see it, the answer to this question depends largely on the way we
perceive ‘empathy’ in a literary work: are we looking for the character that is the
closest to our world and that shares our values? Or do we establish our empathy on
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other terms and characteristics such as sacrifice, suffering and devotion to truth? I
believe that in the case of In Penal Colony, our empathy is as fragmented as the
dialogue and plot. Thus, I agree with Golomb-Hoffman, who argues that the story
lures us to see ourselves in the traveller only to break this initial identification with
different strategies, like shifting perspectives, ironic connection between the
narrator and the traveller and overemphasized gestures.13

As mentioned, the officer generally reflects principals of order, utopian unity,
harmony, totalitarian truth and faith. In Opposition, we intuitively see the traveller
as a representative of liberal traits, like pluralism, relative truth, compassion for the
other, and the systematic measuring of evidence as opposed to ‘blind’ belief.
Threats on both sides of this dichotomy are conceived as threats to the characters.
Since the empathy in the text does not fit in neatly with either of the characters,
subversion under both sets of values carries a heavy weight of anxiety.

When the officer dwells in the myth of the old commandant, he notes:

We, his friends, already knew at the time of his death that the
administration of the colony was so self-contained that even if
his successor had a thousand new plans in mind, he would not be
able to alter anything of the old plan, at least not for several
years. And our prediction has held. The New Commandant has
had to recognize that.

Here, elements of harmony and correlation appear on a few levels:

a. The perfect planning of the colony. The German reads ‘so in sich
geschlossen ist’ (translated as ‘self-contained’), literally
meaning, ‘closed within itself’. This is evidence of the strong
connection between harmony and closure, which is
topographically supported by the presentation of the colony as a
desolated island, and formalistically supported by the structure of
narrative that Kafka himself saw as harmonic and unitary to
exclude the ending.14 In the original edition, the ending was set
apart from the rest of the text with three asterisks.15 Is it possible
that this mark is for the reader, to pronounce that he is now
leaving the borders of the island that has a set of known rules,
however arbitrary and strange, to land on an even stranger,
unfamiliar territory? Is a sea-sickness sending early twitches to
our stomach, before the traveler sets foot on board of his boat?
Though the scenes at the coffee-house and near the boat remake
the grotesque mime of the overall narrative, it seems that they
mark the beginning of escape, a gateway which nonetheless
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carries no remainders – nothing can be extricated from this island
but forgetfulness.

b. Correspondence between the friends’ prediction and reality: ‘Our
prediction has held’. At first, this may seem a strange statement,
since for the prediction of the friends to come true it would take
‘several years’ with no change. However, as the narrative unfolds
we learn that there have been meaningful changes.16 Is it
possible, then, that the predictions of the old commandant’s
friends form an exposition for the prophecy that appears later on
his gravestone? Might the description ‘a thousand new plans’ be
a typological number that is associatively drawn to the temporal
field, to state ‘a thousand years’? The proximity of the friends’
prophecy to the officer’s variation on the Kantian categorical
imperative - ‘Guilt is always beyond a doubt’ - forms a series of
anchor castings towards eternal, tautological truth.

c. The inability to change the structure of the penal colony is an
expression of hermetic closure. The plan is a capsule, which
belongs to the mythological past, and the degree of hermeticity in
it is so strict that no parts can be moved without destroying the
colony as an organism. This reminds Aristotle’s description of
dramatic unity.17 If we study Kafka’s text in light of these
Aristotelian criteria, the ending might seem, at least in Kafka’s
own eyes, a significant deviation from this organic unity ideal.
Despite his relation to the ending as Machwerk (botched), Kafka
has placed his story to the inspection of his friends, and even
exposed it to strangers in a rare public reading.18 These events,
which have preceded the manuscript publication at 1919, indicate
Kafka’s willingness to test himself with the same criteria to
which he subjected his characters. These public ceremonials
suggest the implementation of Kafka’s own body, the textual
body, as a focal point for the criticism taken place in a public
ritual, which parallels in communality and festivity to the
execution in the penal colony.

d. The aspired correspondence between the past that entails the seed
of planning, and the present that reflects the actualisation of this
planning, according to the officer’s utopian vision. In the layered
rhetoric structure the officer presents, the colony’s unity in the
old commandant’s thought stands in conflict with the potential
plans of his successor, which ‘would not be able to alter anything
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of the old plan […]’. The two states are dichotomic - total and
definite realization as opposed to principal inability to reach even
partial fulfilment. However, both states mark closure, standstill
and hermeticity: the colony remains frozen in past tense as in
ember; in the same way, the potential successor’s plans remain
locked inside his head and in this sense changeless - for they
cannot make the ontological leap from potentiality to actuality.
Internalness and closure form a state of stagnation, much like the
colony island to which the traveller reaches, like a new plan from
the outer nothingness. This mapping reflects the antinomy of
Walter Benjamin’s allegory, which is on the one hand a whole
and frozen-in-history capsule, while on the other hand it
demands a hermeneutical bridging over the fissure between the
material/earthly and the transcendent.19

5. Potentiality and the Rhizome
It is a crucial point that the inscription stays potential and does not evolve into

actuality. The condemned man does not, after all, go through the procedure of
writing on the flesh. Potentiality is also implied by the German phrasing, which
connects the old commandant’s role as a draftsman with the machine’s part that
determines the exact set-up of the inscription.20 This is desirable writing that never
becomes actual; an asymptotic process of planning that is ironically highlighted by
a troubling reoccurrence of manual activity.21 This excessive labour forms another
machine, a Rhizome that never reaches the depth of the ground, the kernel of truth.
In this sense, Kafka is perhaps the first modern postmodernist. This Rhizomatic
figure fails to form a simple, united and whole epistemological system, and instead
keeps on decorating its perplexing lines, in a complicated fractal system.
Numerous paths of connotation thrive on the written body to form a blooming scar-
tissue, a hermeneutic leprosy which thrives at Kafka’s heart of (un)darkness.

Notes

1 For example, in the unfinished novel, The Trial, (der Prozeβ), the distinction 
between public and private space collapses into a loop of tangled rooms, colossal
dim halls with lurking entities, agoraphobic and claustrophobic at the same time. In
The Burrow (Der Bau) one finds an underground maze of tunnels and passageways
that reflects the tormented, fragmented soul of the animal protagonist.
2 F. Kafka, In the Penal Colony, trans. 19 February 2007, viewed on 20 August
2010, All following quotes relate to this source. https://records.viu.ca/~Johnstoi/
kafka/inthepenalcolony.htm.
3 A few chapters in this volume deal with the prevalence of dim surroundings in
the creation of horror, as Ekmekçi’s discussion on Poe’s expressive rhythm ‘during
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the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day’. See Ç. Ekmekçi, ‘Pervading Moods
of Fear and Terror,’ in this volume.
4 See discussion about the Rhizome and Rhizomatic structures: G. Deleuze, F.
Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Continuum,
London and New York, 2007, pp. 3-28. The Rhizome cannot be represented by the
rational Enlightenment shaped taproot; neither can it be apprehended by the
modern radical-system, or fascicular root, that despite its fragmentary nature is still
based on the principal of unity.
5 L. Baxter, ‘Batman – The Dark Knight: The Joker’s Pursuit of Justice in an
Unjust World,’ in this volume. See also: C. Caruth, Unclaimed Experience:
Trauma, Narrative and History, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1996.
6 Kafka, In The Penal Colony: ‘The Traveller had little interest in the apparatus and
walked back and forth behind the Condemned Man, almost visibly indifferent,
while the Officer took care of the final preparations. Sometimes he crawled under
the apparatus [...] and sometimes he climbed up a ladder to inspect the upper parts.’
7 Ibid.: ‘[...] the Officer spoke French, and clearly neither the Soldier nor the
Condemned Man understood the language. So it was certainly all the more striking
that the Condemned Man [...] did what he could to follow the Officer’s
explanations. [...] he kept directing his gaze to the place where the Officer had just
pointed, and when a question from the Traveller interrupted the Officer, the
Condemned Man looked at the Traveller, too, just as the Officer was doing.|’
8 Ibid. [...] the Condemned Man had also [...] accepted the Officer’s invitation to
inspect the arrangement of the Harrow up close. He had pulled the sleeping Soldier
holding the chain a little forward and was also bending over the glass.’
9 Ibid. ‘[The officer:] I still use the diagrams of the previous Commandant. […] He
showed the first sheet. The Traveller would have been happy to say something
appreciative, but all he saw was a labyrinthine series of lines, crisscrossing each
other in all sorts of ways. ‘Yes,’ said the Officer, smiling and putting the folder
back again, ‘it’s not calligraphy for school children. One has to read it a long time.
You, too, would finally understand it clearly. Of course, it has to be a script that
isn’t simple. You see, it’s not supposed to kill right away, but on average over a
period of twelve hours. The turning point is set for the sixth hour. There must also
be many, many embellishments surrounding the basic script. The essential script
moves around the body only in a narrow belt. The rest of the body is reserved for
decoration.’
10 In her fascinating chapter, Jodie Brown examines this double feature of stigma in
J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter. See: J. Brown, ‘The Stigma of Being Harry Potter’,
in this volume.
11 Kafka, In The Penal Colony: ‘ ‘What is the sentence?’ the Traveller asked. ‘You
don’t even know that?’ asked the Officer in astonishment and bit his lip. ‘Forgive
me if my explanations are perhaps confused. I really do beg your pardon.
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Previously it was the Commandant’s habit to provide such explanations. But the
New Commandant has excused himself from this honourable duty. However, the
fact that with such an eminent visitor’—the Traveller tried to deflect the honour
with both hands, but the Officer insisted on the expression—’that with such an
eminent visitor he didn’t even once make him aware of the form of our sentencing
is yet again something new, which…’ He had a curse on his lips, but controlled
himself and said merely: ‘I was not informed about it. It’s not my fault. In any
case, I am certainly the person best able to explain our style of sentencing, for here
I am carrying’- he patted his breast pocket - ’the relevant diagrams drawn by the
previous Commandant.’ ‘
12 Ibid. ‘The captain came to me an hour ago. I wrote up his statement and right
after that the sentence. Then I had the man chained up. It was all very simple. If I
had first summoned the man and interrogated him, the result would have been
confusion. He would have lied, and if I had been successful in refuting his lies, he
would have replaced them with new lies, and so forth. But now I have him, and I
won’t release him again.’
13 A. Golomb-Hoffman, Between Exile and Return: S.Y. Agnon and the Drama of
Writing, State University of New York Press, Albany, 1991. In this book Hoffman
focuses on the Novel prizewinner Hebrew writer S.Y. Agnon, however she also
discusses Kafka’s prose innovatively.
14 In a letter to his publisher Kurt Wollf from September 1917, Kafka complained
about the ending being ‘Botched’ (Machwerk). See F. Kafka, Briefe 1902-1924, M.
Brod (ed), Fischer Verlag, Frankfurt a.M., 1967, p. 159.
15 This was already a common typographic mark in Kafka’s time, however in The
Penal Colony it appears only once, towards the end of the story – after the officer
is being executed – in a way that calls for special attention.
16 For example, there have been changes in the procedures (use of ‘caustic liquid’
was banned), in the maintenance of the machine (spare parts are rare and of a lower
quality) and in benefits for the condemned man (‘Before the man is led away, the
Commandant’s women cram sugary things down his throat’).
17 ‘As therefore, in the other imitative arts, the imitation is one when the object
imitated is one, so the plot, being an imitation of an action, must imitate one action
and that a whole, the structural union of the parts being such that, if any one of
them is displaced or removed, the whole will be disjointed and disturbed. For a
thing whose presence or absence makes no visible difference, is not an organic part
of the whole.’ See Aristotle, Poetics, XIII, trans. 2007, Viewed on 12 August 2010.
http://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/a/aristotle/poetics.

18 Kafka read an initial version of the story to Max Brod and other friends, in a
meeting that took place in Franz Werfel’s house at December 1914. A later
version, but still not the final, was read at Goltz Gallery, November 1916. See F.
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Kafka, Tagebücher, 1914-1923, Fischer Tachenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt a.M, 1994,
p. 59.
19 W. Benjamin, ‘Allegory and Trauerspiel’, The Origin of German Tragic Drama,
NLB, London, 1977.
20 ‘The Inscriber’ is called in German der Zeichner, which is the same semantic
field used for the old commandment’s diagrams, in German ‘Handzeichnungen’
and to note one of the many responsibilities this renaissance man has carried, ‘the
draftsman’ - in German once again der Zeichner.
21 The word ‘Hand’ functions as a leitmotif that appears in many phrases and
combinations: the officer has to wash his dirty hands and to dry them with a towel.
Later on, he states with relief that the handwork is done and from now on the
machine will work alone, but we can see clearly that he continues to use his hands
even more vigorously throughout the story.
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Pervading Moods of Fear and Terror:
Edgar Allan Poe’s Short Stories

Çelik Ekmekçi

Abstract
In this study, I will analyse three stories written by Poe: ‘The Tell-Tale Heart’,
‘The Fall of the House of Usher’ and ‘The Cask of Amontillado’. These three short
stories are convenient for the theme of ‘fear, terror and horror’. In each story, the
significance of fear and its usage can be seen. The creation of fear and terror and
how they take place can be observed. My aim is to evidence what elicits fear and
the protagonists’ interpretation of the events they come across. My intention is to
show the air of terror in Poe’s fiction that pervades each story. I will also analyse
the concept of ‘moody atmosphere’ and its usage in order to unravel the images of
death and despair. Poe’s stories are full of gloomy atmospheres and images. We
can also come across the feeling of pleasantness thus; the concept of ‘sublime’
takes place. On the other hand, I plan to highlight these images and their
occurrence. Lastly, through this study, I will try to understand the psychological-
mood of the protagonists and the factors that make them such fearful characters.
Detailed and textual information about each story is going to be given in a full
chapter in terms of the explanations and usages of the factors of fear and horror
and the occurrence of terror at the end.

Key Words: Fear, terror, horror, the concept of sublime, Edgar Allan Poe, short
stories.

*****

The aim of this research chapter is to study Edgar Allan Poe’s short stories: The
Tell- tale Heart, The Cask of Amontillado, The Fall of the House of Usher. Poe is
known mostly for his short stories, which mainly handle the theme of fear, horror
and terror. In his short stories, Poe talks about madness and its impact on his
characters. He has a terrifying quality that shows one to one correspondence with
the plot overview of his short stories. Thus, pervading moods of fear, horror and
terror and madness awaken intense emotions in his readers. Through such themes,
he surrounds his readers with symbols and images of death. His terrifying qualities
make his readers feel intense emotions and this combination of intense emotions is
represented through fear, horror and terror. In Poe’s short stories, excessive use of
symbolism and imagery of death can be observed throughout. Moreover, gothic
expressions and gothic settings are primary in Poe’s short stories. The thematic
point in Poe’s short stories is the extreme case of gloom and its linear order,
because, in all of the short stories there is a common point which portrays a
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gloomy atmosphere and its unpleasantness. Finally, Poe’s short stories also create a
feeling of sublime. There is a duality that the reader cannot grasp easily because,
this situation is a combination of two binary oppositions: on one hand, there is
pleasantness, on the other hand, there is a feeling of terror, horror and the fear
itself. So, all of them create a moody atmosphere, mainly in ‘The Fall of the House
of Usher’.

Subsequently, I will refer to The Tell-tale Heart. In this short story, there is a
first person narrator who is responsible for the murder. He is the murderer. In this
short story the narrator talks about madness in general. He is a madman. He has a
disease; he is in pain of over-acuteness. He says:

True! nervous very, very dreadfully nervous I had been and am;
but why will you say that I am mad? The disease had sharpened
my senses- not destroyed not dulled them. Above all was the
sense of hearing acute. I heard all things in the heaven and in
the earth. I heard many things in hell. How, then, am I mad?
Hearken! And observe how healthily how calmly I can tell you
the whole story […]. 1

The narrator tells the story very calmly. He confesses that he has no problem
with the old man and even says that he loves him, but he has a problem with the
old man’s eyes, which resemble the eyes of a vulture. This is the reason why the
narrator wants to kill the old man. He is passionate about the execution of the
crime. The old man’s eyes become the evil eyes. The narrator says:

[…] I loved the old man. He had never wronged me. He had
never given me insult. For his gold I had no desire. I think it
was his eye! Yes it was this! One of his eyes resembled that of a
vulture - a pale blue eye, with a film over it. Whenever it fell
upon me, my blood run cold, and so by degrees- very gradually
I made up my mind to take the life of the old man and thus rid
myself of the eye for ever […].2

The narrator is almost watching himself at the same time. He has his plan to
take the life of the old man. He is determined to commit the crime. His style is
slow and cautious. Nearly every night, the narrator observes the old man. However,
the eighth night is the old man’s last night as the narrator smothers him. The
narrator recounts the event of murder with calm, and the reader might feel that the
narrator talks to him/her. He says:

[…] The old man’s hour had come! With a loud yell, I threw
open the lantern and leaped into the room. He shrieked once -
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once only. In an instant I dragged him to the floor, and pulled
the heavy bed over him. I then smiled gaily, to find the deed so
far done. But, for many minutes, the heart beat on with a
muffled sound. This, however, did not vex me; it would not be
heard through the wall. At length it ceased. The old man was
dead […].3

The narrator’s intention and the combination of intense emotions create terror
and he explains this fearful air of terror in a tranquil manner. He says:

[…] I removed the bed and examined the corpse. Yes, he was
Stone, stone dead. I placed my hand upon the heart and held it
there many minutes. There was no pulsation. He was stone
dead. His eyes would trouble me no more […]. First of all I
dismembered the corpse. I cut off the head and the arms and the
legs […].4

Towards the end of the story, the reader might guess that the narrator
experienced as well fear, horror and terror; when police come to his house at the
end of the story; he confesses that he killed the old man.

In the second short story, The Cask of Amontillado, there is a plot overview
with elements of fear, horror and terror. The story takes place in a carnival season,
in a time of festivity but it ends with fear and horror. In the story, there are two old
friends, one is called Fortunato who is a wine expert and the other one is
Montresor. The key theme is that this story depends upon the desire of Montresor
towards Fortunato to topple him down because Fortunato had insulted Montresor
earlier and Montresor desires to take his revenge. So, this creates fear, horror and
terror. Furthermore, Montresor has his motto: he says, ‘Nemo me impune
lacessit’.5 In the beginning of the story, the two friends meet and start talking about
wine. Montresor invites Fortunato to see the Cask of Amontillado, which he keeps
it in the cellar under the palazzo (palace). Montresor wants Fortunato to check
whether it is really Amontillado or not in order to kill Fortunato. This situation
brings terror and horror for Fortunato. While they are going towards the cellar,
there are many vaults under the palace. As they proceed, the air becomes bad
because of intoxication and nitre. So, this is also a horrifying, fearful scene.

On the other hand, the name of the wine they drink impregnates the scene with
fear, horror and terror. The name of the wine is ‘Medoc’, which means ‘De Grave a
French wine’.6 Then, Montresor traps Fortunato and chains him up. However,
Fortunato does not understand his situation and thinks that it is a mere joke until
Montresor walls in Fortunato. Nevertheless, Fortunato does not understand the
situation. He does not understand Montresor’s desire to kill him. At the end of the
story, the noise of Fortunato stops forever. He dies because of suffocation, or with
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other words, Montressor intentionally kills him. The title of the story creates also
fear, horror and terror. The Cask symbolizes a coffin; on the other hand,
Amontillado symbolizes Fortunato’s knowledge and passion for wine. Thus,
Fortunato’s excessive and dangerous love for wine is an open door to his death.
Fortunato thinks that he is going to find the Cask of Amontillado, but instead he
finds his death.

The third and last short story is The Fall of the House of Usher. This short story
is impregnated with fear, horror and terror because the story is dreary. The
elements, the motives and the symbols are the core of fear, horror and terror. The
beginning of the story talks about the identification of the House of Usher. The
narrator defines the House of Usher in a horrific way. The gloom pervades the
story from the beginning, creating a moody atmosphere. He writes:

During the whole of a dull dark and soundless day in the
autumn of the year when the clouds hung oppressively low in
the heavens I had been passing alone, on horseback through a
singularly dreary tract of country and at length found myself as
the shades of the evening drew on within view of the
melancholy House Of Usher […].7

In the story, the narrator experiences the gloomy atmosphere, the fear and the
terror. He says:

[…] I know not how it was but, with the first glimpse of the
building, a sense of insufferable gloom pervading my spirit. I
say insufferable, for the feeling was unrelieved by any of that
half pleasurable, because poetic, sentiment, with which the
mind usually receives even the sternest natural images of the
desolate or terrible […].8

Moreover, the figures of speech used in the story, create a gothic atmosphere
through the personification of inanimate things. Thanks to these figures of speech,
the House of Usher assumes a human form. So, it creates fear, horror and terror.

[…] I looked upon the scene before me upon the mere house,
and the simple landscape features of the domain upon the bleak
walls upon the vacant eye-like windows upon a few rank sedges
and upon a few white trunks of decayed trees with an utter
depression of soul […].9

The whole story is pervaded by fear, terror and horror. Furthermore, another
significant concept is the sublime. It is the expression of awe and fear; also, in it,
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there is a little bit of pleasantness so, the concept of sublime occurs through this
binary opposition. In the feeling of sublime, there is a duality of imagination and
reality.

It is quite beyond reason and characters, mainly the protagonists, Roderick
Usher and his sister Madeline Usher and the narrator are taken in imagination so,
they experience madness. Another way that the narrator expresses the feeling of
sublime is through the events in the story. It can be clearly observed that there are
opposite feelings (good and bad) that mingle with each other. The narrator defines:

[…] The impetuous fury of the entering gust nearly lifted us
from our feet. It was indeed, a tempestuous yet sternly beautiful
night, and one wildly singular in its terror and its beauty […].10

In the story, the source of terror and horror originates from Roderick Usher’s
illness. He is suffering from an acuteness of the senses and the narrator explains
Roderick’s malady, which comes from his ancestors. This is an ancestral curse. He
defines:

[…] He entered at some length, into what he conceived to be
the nature of his malady. It was he said, a constitutional and a
family evil, and one for which he despaired to find a remedy a
mere nervous affectation, he immediately added, which would
undoubtedly soon pass off […] He suffered much from a
morbid acuteness of the senses […].11

As it is clear in the content of this short story, there is an intensity of
impressions. This defines the theme of the story. There is however more than one
theme in this short story, the others are: destroying of reason, captivation of
imagination and madness. Towards the end of the story, his sister Madeline Usher
is also ill and he tells how Roderick Usher entombed his sister, Madeline, alive.
Madeline is resuscitated and this causes the fall of the Ushers. The narrator flees.
So, another theme of the story occurs: the guilt of Roderick Usher. He is suffering
from a guilt complex causing his madness. As a result, this situation creates fear,
horror and terror. Roderick Usher points out that:

[…] ‘Not hear it? Yes, I hear it, and have heard it. Long, long,
long many minutes, many hours, many days, have I heard it- yet
I dared not speak! We have put her living in the tomb! Said I
not that my senses were acute? I now tell you that I heard her
first feeble movements in the hollow coffin. I heard them many,
many days ago- yet I dared not- I dared not speak! […].12
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The narrator expresses his feelings after the burial of Roderick Usher’s sister,
Madeline Usher. It can be clearly observed in the story, how his fear, terror and
horror take place since the atmosphere is so convenient for such feelings. The
climax of this short story is the entombment of Madeline Usher towards the end.
As a result, in this situation, fear, horror and terror are primary for both Roderick
Usher and for the narrator. In addition to the description of Madeline Usher, the
narrator observes Roderick Usher and aghast, he says:

[…] There did stand the lofty and enshrouded figure of the lady
Madeline of Usher. There was blood upon her white robes, and
the evidence of some bitter struggle upon every portion of her
emaciated frame. For a moment she remained trembling and
reeling to and fro upon the threshold then with a low moaning
cry fell heavily inward upon the person of her brother and in her
horrible and final death-agonies bore him to the floor a corpse
and a victim to the terrors he had dreaded […].13

For his own situation, at the end of this short story, the narrator points out his
fear, terror and horror. He says:

[…] From that chamber, and from that mansion, I fled aghast.
The storm was still abroad in all its wrath as I found myself
crossing the old causeway. Suddenly there shot along the path a
wild light and I turned to see whence a gleam so unusual could
have issued for the vast house and its shadows were alone
behind me […]. There was a long tumultuous shouting sound
like the voice of a thousand waters and the deep and dank tarn
at my feet closed sullenly and silently over the fragments of the
‘House of Usher’.14

These three short stories of Edgar Allan Poe can be conveniently analyzed for
the theme of ‘fear, terror and the issue of horror’. In each story, the significance of
fear and its usage can be observed and also the creation of the horror and terror and
how they take place in each of them can be clearly seen.

Notes

1 E.A. Poe, The Collected Works Of Edgar Allan Poe: The Tell-Tale Heart,
Wordsworth Library Collection, Hertfordshire, 2009, pp. 117-118.
2 Ibid., p. 118.
3 Ibid., pp. 119-120.
4 Ibid., p. 120.
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5 No one provokes me with impunity. See E.A. Poe, The Collected Works Of Edgar
Allan Poe: The Cask of Amontillado, Wordsworth Library Collection,
Hertfordshire, 2009, p. 187.
6 Ibid., p. 187.
7 E.A. Poe, The Collected Works Of Edgar Allan Poe: The Fall of the House of
Usher, Wordsworth Library Collection, Hertfordshire, 2009, p. 171.
8 Ibid., p. 171.
9 Ibid., p. 171.
10 Ibid., p. 181.
11 Ibid., pp. 174-175.
12 Ibid., pp. 183-184.
13 Ibid., p. 184.
14 Ibid., p. 184.
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Terrible Absences, Horrible Presences: Phantasmagorias of
Childhood in the British Modernist and

Postmodernist Short Story

María Casado Villanueva

Abstract
This chapter attempts to bring to fore the differences between the ways modernist
and postmodernist texts represent an ‘element of fear’ related to ‘the
unfathomable’ through the gaze of children characters. Slavoj Žižek’s distinction
between modernist and postmodernist aesthetics serves as a theoretical framework
for the examination of five samples of short fiction written by five prestigious
twentieth century British authors: James Joyce, Katherine Mansfield, Elizabeth
Bowen, Ian McEwan and A.S. Byatt. The work of these authors illustrate a
progressive displacement of the ‘element of fear’ from a marginal position, where
it is just suggested or hinted at in the modernist texts, to a central place in the
postmodernist ones.1

Key Words: Žižek, short story, horror, psychoanalysis, childhood, Byatt, Joyce,
Mansfield, McEwan, Bowen.

*****

1. From Modernism to Postmodernism
Taking up Slavoj Žižek’s theoretical distinction between the modernist and

postmodernist modes of representation this chapter examines five short stories of
five prominent British 20th century writers: James Joyce, Katherine Mansfield,
Elizabeth Bowen, Ian McEwan and A.S. Byatt. It attempts to throw light on the
aesthetic development of the genre by focusing on the ways they represent an
‘element of fear’. The common denominator of the stories chosen is the experience
of childhood, since the child’s gaze represents a form of discontinuous, socially
discordant perception, which increases uncertainty and uncanniness.

According to Žižek Modernist aesthetics lays the focus on details and indirectly
points at those elements lying at the margins, which undermine an understanding
of reality as a coherent totality. That is, modernist stories often articulate two
simultaneous discourses: one narrating an official story and, between lines, one
which subverts the validity of this story and evidences its instable character.2

Postmodernism, on the other hand, is characterized by an obsession with the
‘foreign body within the social texture’, the ‘unfathomable element’ that directly
undermines our appraisal of reality.3 In this light, the concepts modernism and
postmodernism are not necessarily related to a chronological period but rather to a
dominant manner of representing this element.
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Žižek’s ideas endorse Lacan’s tripartite scheme Real-Imaginary-Symbolic
where the Real is the world previous to symbolization and therefore inaccessible to
human consciousness and the Symbolic is the realm of conceptualizations of
reality primarily realized through language. However, language and the ways of
structuring the world, which derive from it, are only representations of reality and
never refer directly to the world itself but successively to other representations or
signifiers. As a result, the symbolic can never faithful account for the Real, there is
always a remnant of the Real, which resists representation. This impenetrable core
beyond symbolization sometimes irrupts into the apparent order of the Symbolic
world disclosing its unstable, arbitrary character.

Without engaging too deeply with the psychoanalytical implications of those
assumptions the aim of this chapter is to show how the different texts illustrate a
variety of encounters with ‘the unfathomable’. Most of these encounters relate to
presences or forms of behaviour which provoke either in the character or in the
reader a reaction of abjection, which Kristeva regards as the source of horror: ‘A
massive and sudden emergence of uncanniness’,4 something that ‘disturbs identity,
system, order’ and ‘does not respect borders, positions, rules’.5 Thus, Žižek argues,
modernist aesthetics locate these abject forms of behaviour in the margins of the
text, and therefore, they are just hinted at or intuitively perceived. In postmodernist
narrations, on the contrary, this element occupies a central position.

The short story proves particularly suited to analyse the staging of terrifying
encounters since, as short story theory has pointed out, this genre deals with a
single lingering impression, and the indeterminacies derived from its brevity cause
an ambiguity which favours the emergence of the uncanny feeling.

‘An Encounter’, the second story of Joyce’s Dubliners is the retrospective
account of a childhood experience of the narrator. Although in the moment of
telling the story the narrator is supposed to be an adult, he rejects to reinterpret his
experience on the light of his acquired knowledge privileging the child’s
fragmentary point of view. It is the story of a children’s game interrupted by the
presence of a stranger. The narrative is built around a blind spot: something that
the man does after walking away from what seems an innocent discussion with the
narrator and his friend. When Mahoney addresses the narrator saying ‘I say...
Look! ... He is a queer old josser’,6 the latter refuses to look up and the scene is left
untold. Behind the seemingly innocent chat about history, school and girls the
narrator statements articulate an unofficial discourse suggestive of something
ghastly. Thus, intuitively the narrator ‘disliked the words in his [the man’s] mouth’
and the way he ‘shiver[ed] once or twice as if feared something or felt a sudden
chill’.7 These remarks, reread in the light of the man’s subsequent secretive action,
are evocative of some abhorrent sexual behaviour. The man’s later comments,
indicative of a sadistic conduct increase the uneasiness of both reader and narrator.
Finally, the latter experiences real terror when he runs away followed by the old
man: ‘My heart was beating quickly with fear’.8 Allusions to fear had been made
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before when in presence of the teacher a classmate was caught with a cowboy
novel in his pocket, which the teacher considers an undesirable reading. This fear
to authority, to the power of order is of a radical different nature from that caused
by the presence and behaviour of the man. The teacher condemnation of playful
activity is only the ‘condition sine qua non’ to make playing enjoyable. However,
the suggested intrusion of the abject behaviour of the man simply finds no place in
the world order of the children and as such is never explicitly named. Although the
refusal of the narrator to look at what the man is doing may imply a certain degree
of knowledge about what is taking place the vagueness of the account creates a
void impossible to fill in by the reader but which completely destroys the make-
belief world of the children’s game.

The protagonist of Katherine Mansfield’s ‘A Little Governess’ is not a child
but a young girl. Nevertheless, this feminine character is endowed by all attributes
ascribable to children. Still a girl and physically small, the governess looks
helpless, lacks experience and her perception is misguided by naïveté. Moreover,
the story echoes the fairy tale ‘Little Red Ridding Hood’ in several ways, which
further infantilizes her main character. She initiates a journey to Germany all alone
after being wisely advised by her supervisor to be very careful. From the beginning
a feeling of fear pervades all her reactions and the locations depicted are seen as
menacing places. Despite all the precautions she cannot help an old man occupying
the same compartment on the train. Initially on guard, the governess is soon lured
by the old man’s nice ways to accompany him round Frankfurt and to his
apartment. The use of the well-known fairy tale structure and allusion creates an
expectation on the reader, which helps to focus the threatening element before the
protagonist does. The reactions of the reader contrast with those of the protagonist,
and are directed by the use of free indirect discourse, charged sometimes with
irony, which serves to articulate an unofficial truth. The voice of a third person
narrator typical of the fairy tale, is actually verbalizing the thoughts of the main
character that focalizes the action. When its voice states, for example, ‘how kindly
the old man in the corner watched her bare little hand turning over the big white
pages’ the reader, identifying the old man with the wolf, sees a less kindly
intention in his gaze.9

The story directly stages the moment of sexual harassment, in the form of
enforced kissing. However, the interplay of voice and vision, together with the
underlying discourse of the fairy tale displaces de locus of fear from a concrete
element suggesting the menacing nature of the whole environment. Indeed, the
ending of the story is left untold but implies that the governess, although she
succeeds in freeing herself from the pervert, will fall into further mishaps, which
remain to be imagined.

Included both in the surveys of modernist as well as postmodernist authors
Elizabeth Bowen is both chronologically and aesthetically a transitional figure.
Bowen seems to be aware of that surplus of the Real unaccounted in the Social
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order when one of the her characters states: ‘I swear that each of us keeps battered
down inside himself a sort of lunatic giant impossible socially but full scale’.10 The
Gothic and the short story tradition provide her with a way of representing the
unfathomable. ‘Look at all those roses’, narrates the protagonist’s incursion into a
hallucinatory, nightmarish world. After their car breaks in the middle of a solitary
road, Lou’s lover, Edward, leaves for the nearest town to find help. Lou, having
been left alone, knocks at the door of a strange house from which a stout woman
emerges and invites her in. More than the irruption of the Real into Lou’s world, it
is her who progressively enters a realm evocative of the Imaginary, of the primeval
impulses of the unconscious, populated by this woman and her crippled daughter
Josephine. The child is, in this story, evocative of the demonic child, the object of
the uncanny encounter residing at the very heart of the house where the protagonist
is lead in the centripetal progression of the narration. Josephine’s powerful
presence from which the universe around her seems to emanate is also suggestive
of absent discourses of female power, which destroy Lou’s own conception of the
world. Bowen’s work combines, thus, the elusiveness of modernism and a
postmodernist focus on the abject. Here ‘the supernatural’, as Sinead Mooney aptly
observes ‘is a figure for the forms of dissolution and dislocation which underlie
and afflict the official fiction of coherent identity’.11

A fully postmodern appraisal of the frightful encounter is found in Ian Mc
Ewan’s work. His stories have been called ‘narratives of shock’ and they have been
considered to infuse new power into the British literary scene as well as challenge
any expectations related to the proper subject matter of fiction. His preoccupation
with violence and deviant sexuality provokes disturbing reactions on the reader,
who is in an unmediated way faced with the unnameable. ‘Homemade’ is, like ‘An
Encounter’, the narration of a memory of a childhood experience. The narrator
makes an account of his first sexual intercourse, with his 10-year-old sister. This
horrifying, incestuous fact, stated from the first lines of the story, demises suspense
and increases the intensity of the reader’s response. The effect is enhanced by a
detached narrative voice whose reactions in relation to his acts reveal no remorse
or uneasiness. Initiated into the practices of porno enjoyment and masturbation by
his older friend Raymond, the narrator, having planned to pay the services of a
prostitute to get initiated into sex, chooses his sister as his first rehearsal before
having proper intercourse. For this endeavour he accedes to play mummies and
daddies with her to later lure her into their parents’ bedroom by explaining that
that’s what parents do every night. The scene is narrated with no concealment but
with visceral detail and the sister’s compliance to the act reinforces the sense of
dysfunction, which pervades the whole story.

In ‘An Encounter’ the children’s game, a symbolic staging of a reality, which
echoes the symbolic status of everyday life, is suddenly interrupted by the uncanny
presence of the stranger. Thus, the intrusion of the abject, of what is not
contemplated by the symbolic order is shown to lie behind the ‘game of life’. In
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‘Homemade’ it is the game itself that becomes unsettling. When the narrator
engages in his morbid hunt around the house, chasing his sister and when they
perpetrate their sexual act they are but imitating adults, they are mimicking life.
The abject, therefore, lies no longer in the backdrop but pervades the whole
everyday activity.

Finally, S. A. Byatt’s ‘The Thing in the Forest’ is a clear and deliberate
illustration of an explicit fictional representation of an encounter with the Real.
Indeed, ‘The Thing’ is the term, which Lacan uses to refer to that remnant of the
Real, which irrupts into the symbolical.12

The first line of the story is also evocative of a fairy tale but the specificity of
time and location, as well as the subsequent development of the story show no
further similarities with the genre. Set during the course of WWII, when a group of
children are evacuated from London and spend some days at an old country house
waiting to be assigned a family to live with, the tale narrates Penny and Primrose’s
encounter with a monstrous presence in the forest. This experience is a trauma,
which marks the girls future development as women and which has to be relived
when they coincidentally meet as mature women. Modernist stories focused on the
reactions of horror of the main characters towards an element, which is left in the
shadow. Byatt’s story, in contrast, offers a thoroughly detailed description of ‘the
Thing’. Her mastery of language and her use of sensorial adjectives serve to
elaborate a verbal image of the gruesome creature.

Its head appeared to form, or become first visible in the distance,
between the tress. Its face – which was triangular – appeared like
a rubbery or fleshy mask over a shapeless sprouting bulb of a
head, like a monstrous turnip. Its colour was the colour of flayed
flesh, pitted with wormholes, and its expression was neither wrath
nor greed, but pure misery. Its most defined feature was a vast
mouth, pulled down and down at the corners, tight with a kind of
pain. Its lips were thin, and raised like welts from whipstrokes. It
had blind opaque white eyes, fringed with fleshy lashes and brows
like the feelers of sea-anemones.13

The parallels between Byatt’s depiction of the Thing and the Lacanian concept
of ‘Lamella’ are evident.14 The description emphasizes a quality of the Thing as
something alive, organic. Indeed the ‘Lamella’ is an ‘uncanny excess of life’ which
goes beyond the natural ‘cycle of life and death’. Thus, the thing that the children
find in the forest is therefore not just something resisting symbolization, it is what
Žižek describes as ‘The Real in its most terrifying dimension, as the primordial
abyss which swallows everything, dissolving all identities’ and ‘The Real as the
monstrous Thing behind the veil of appearances.’
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Thus, what in Ian Mc Ewan’s story had adopted the form of an abhorrent act, in
this story takes the shape of a monster, but of a very different nature than other
fictional monsters. ‘The Thing’ is not aggressive, cruel or active; it is its sole
presence what is destructive. It is shapeless yet self-contained, although it also
seems to melt with the environment ignorant of everything around it. In both
stories, moreover, the Thing becomes an obsession permeating the characters’
existences. Žižek considers this fascination as a defining feature of the postmodern
relationship to the Thing ‘we abjure and disown the Thing, yet it exerts an
irresistible attraction on us’.15

2. Conclusions
The short story in the twentieth century seems to illustrate a movement which

displaces the abject or the object of fear from the edges to the centre. The
disturbing truths which Joyce and Mansfield weaved within the indeterminacies of
their stories irrupt violently within the texts of McEwan and Byatt. In the 19th

century, the gothic writer Ann Radcliffe had established a difference between the
terms ‘terror’ and ‘horror’ on the basis of the presence or absence respectively of
the element of fear which can be illuminating in interaction with Žižek’s
assumptions on modernist and postmodernist modes of representation.16 Although
Radcliffe’s notions refer to literature of the supernatural the difference in aesthetic
representation between ‘terror’ (based on suggestion) and ‘horror’ (based on
explicit display), it may not be too farfetched to suggest that, in very broad terms,
the project of modernism favours terrible absences, and the aesthetic of
postmodern writing tends towards the horror of showing.
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Antonin Artaud and Samuel Beckett:
The Scream as Fearful Response

Matthew Melia

Abstract:
This chapter draws on work and research carried out for my doctoral thesis
‘Architecture and Cruelty In the Writings of Antonin Artaud, Jean Genet and
Samuel Beckett’. The thesis explored and discussed the complex role and presence
of a range of images and ideas of both architecture and cruelty in the writings of
these three figures and attempted to offer a connection between the thought and
drama of the three writers. The re-imagining of Cruelty and architecture in the mid
to late 20th century is the point of ‘interface’ between these writers and dramatists,
and their work responds not just in their aesthetic to the demands of modernity and
post-modernity but to personal circumstance, victimhood and the search for
subjectivity. This chapter will focus in particular on the late, shorter drama of
Samuel Beckett and the post-internment work of Antonin Artaud (drawings,
writings, performance and radio-broadcasts). It will discuss how their work may be
seen to engage with the concepts of fear and terror as a response to the imposition
of institutional and historical cruelties. The ‘fearful’ response common to and
employed by both writers is that of the scream. The chapter discusses and debates
the nature and purpose of ‘the scream’ in Beckett and Artaud: its aesthetics; the
scream as a method of imposing and inflicting fear and terror on an audience as
well as being a symptom and manifestation of fear; and its status as a specifically
20th century theatrical device. Artaud’s late work was created during and in
response to 9 years of asylum internment, and his later work and performance
(which will be discussed in this chapter) was created during and in response to 9
years of asylum internment and 50 painful sessions of electro shock and insulin
therapy. In this way the chapter engages with the Making Sense Of: Health, Illness
and Disease project.

Key Words: Screaming, modernism, post-modernism, the absurd, architecture,
selfhood, space.

*****

This chapter emerges out of the broader context of my completed doctoral
thesis Architecture and Cruelty in the Writings of Antonin Artaud, Jean Genet and
Samuel Beckett (2007) and offers an analysis of the human scream in 20th century
visual culture as a ‘fearful’ urgent and ubiquitous response to the brutality of 20th

century experience and the dissolution and search for subjectivity and selfhood. It
will recognise and discuss the centrality and immediacy of the scream in the late
work of the writer and dissident surrealist Antonin Artaud and make particular
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reference to his final work for radio To Have Done With the Judgement of God
(1948 ). It will also discuss the later, shorter drama of the dramatist Samuel Beckett
(with reference to the 1972 monologue Not I). The scream is a response common
in the work of both men: a reaction to specific sets of imposed institutional,
personal and historical cruelties and circumstance.

The scream, and the act of screaming, is a fundamental and recurring visual,
auditory and aesthetic trope of 20th century (post) modernism and (post) modernist
visual culture. The human scream resonates across the spectrum of visual and
written disciplines and exists at the core of a canon of work by artists, writers,
dramatists and musicians as diverse as the ‘Beat’ poet Allan Ginsberg – whose
poem, Howl, (1955) may be considered in context alongside T.S Eliot’s The
Wasteland (1922) and Antonin Artaud’s To Have Done With the Judgement of God
(1948) in its anguished response to a period of historical, personal and cultural
crisis, and in its expression of deviant sexuality, corporeality, politics and
modernist fragmentation of form and narrative. The human scream has a
pronounced presence and role in the work of the painters Francis Bacon and
Edvard Munch, whose iconic and resonant expressionist painting The Scream
(1893) is a seminal and universally recognised image - a prime example of what
we shall term ‘aesthetic audibility’, when the human scream in painting or drama
manifests visually, performatively or pictorially, and as a recurring motif in the
music of John Lennon or Kurt Cobain.

If the aesthetics of early to mid 20th century Modernism are defined through the
breakdown and fragmentation of form and structure in narrative text and image and
as such mirror the social, historical and political breakdown and fragmentation of
European society after World War Two (when the barrier between public and
private spheres was removed or was at least was demonstrated to be porous: the
private space becoming a legitimate target of invasion and attack) then the human
scream, by its nature fragments, disrupts and interrupts the space around it. It is an
empathetic response where the audibility of the scream is tightly bound to its
replication, and not representation, of the 20th century expression of the human
condition on the canvas, stage, page or filmstrip.

Douglas Kahn attempts to define and locate the human scream, indicating and
proposing that the ‘audibility’ of the scream creates the framework and
dimensions, the architecture, of the surrounding space. He states:

In their natural habitat screams are heard or experienced during
momentous occasions: childbirth; life threatening situations (and
those perceived as such); psychic or psychological torture, terror,
anguish; sex expressed as pleasure or pain; the fury of an
argument; the persecution and slaughter of animals. Screams
demand an urgent or empathetic response and thereby create a
concentrated social space bounded by their audibility...Even
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prolonged, agonized human screams, which press on the hearer’s
consciousness convey only a limited dimension of the sufferers’
experience. It may be for this reason, that images of the human
scream recur fairly often in the visual arts, which for the most
part avoid depictions of auditory experience.1

Kahn’s proposal of a space, which is ‘screamed’ into existence and in which
the scream (and screamer) are contained or imprisoned, is illustrated in the painting
of the British artist Francis Bacon. Bacon’s seminal and iconic imagery famously
depict triptychs of melting or dissolving bio-morphic human flesh, twisted in
agony – the scream, if not directly emitting from the central figure, is then
implicitly present in the jarring use of violent and expressive colour, in the
contorted facial expression and twisted form of the silently screaming subjects.

Bacon’s friend, the art critic and writer David Sylvester wrote in 1954:

Nightmarish horror is what is generally felt to be uppermost in
his art. Certainly this is an interpretation justified by the primacy
in his iconography of the human scream. This scream appears
everywhere: on the faces of prelates and businessmen or
politicians; in representations of the crucifixion; and on mouths
detached from a face. The horror often persists where no such
extreme situation is presented. But there are other works, mainly
recent ones, which depend not at all for their impact upon
making our flesh creep and whose disturbing effect resides less
in its premonitions of disaster than in the sheer weight of its
sense of reality.2

Of Bacon’s painting, Ballard writes:

Bacon’s paintings were screams from the abattoir, cries from the
execution pits of World War II. His deranged executives and his
princes of death in their pontiffs’ robes lacked all pity and
remorse. His popes screamed because they knew there was no
God. Bacon went even further than the surrealists, assuming our
complicity in the mid-century’s horrors. It was we who sat in
those claustrophobic rooms, like TV hospitality suites in need of
a coat of paint, under a naked light bulb that might signal the
arrival of the dead, the only witnesses at our last interview.3

Bacon’s imagery finds dramatic resonance in the late dramatic work of Samuel
Beckett (and indeed Harold Pinter), an oeuvre populated by torturers, interrogators,
auditors and directors, disembodied, screaming, mouths hanging in a void of
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darkness. The artist’s screaming heads are regularly located and contained within
an imprisoning space, a cubic frame which itself exists within the borders of the
canvas. These ‘concentrated’ spaces afford the painting dimensionality and
‘aesthetic audibility’. These imprisoning boxes, which adorn the heads of Bacon’s
figures, bind the subject with their own audibility: capturing the scream and
imprisoning the subject within their own anguish.

The scream is a response to, and a vocalisation of cruel intent. Antonin
Artaud’s use of the term ‘cruelty’ determinedly and strategically resists definition -
like his theatrical practice, it is both ambiguous and counter-intuitive. In his
manifestos for the Theatre of Cruelty, Artaud sets out not so much to define cruelty
as to destabilise existing definitions and expectations; to be not a stable point of
reference but a site of debate and ambiguity. For Artaud, any stability of definition
was associated with political and social systems of repression and containment.

Screaming recurs in Artaud’s writing: his letters, his theatrical manifestos, his
theoretical texts, his drawings and his final radio work. When we know something
of Artaud’s biography, that during nine years of asylum internment (1937 and
1946) he underwent over 50 sessions of agonising electro-shock and insulin
therapy, starvation and the effects of the deprivation of heroin and laudanum. It is
impossible, therefore, not to think that the scream is for him a synecdoche for the
suffering of the incarcerated, and the rage of those who cannot be heard in other
ways. The scream in this context is the utterance of one upon whom cruelty is
imposed. It is also, however, an act of aesthetic Artaudian cruelty: it challenges and
disturbs the audience and invades their space. Artaud’s aesthetic in general might
be said to aspire to the condition of screaming: the condition of communicating
vividly, unmistakably, and disturbingly, but without rational exposition.

Artaud’s re-statements of cruelty and his re-engagement with his Theatre of
Cruelty project in the latter stages of his career not only attempt to action the
complete dissolution of the unstable boundary between audience and spectacle,
public and private domain, they also escape the boundaries of the theatrical site
altogether. These re-statements of cruelty manifest themselves across a broad range
of media as semi-autonomous but cohering architectural sites: drawings, journals,
correspondences, radio-transmission. After Artaud’s uneasy re-emergence within
the site of the Parisian art world in 1946, two spoken word performances took
place at the Gallerie Pierre Loeb for a variety of voices (which included that of
Roger Blin among others) as well as a final solo performance of gestural violence,
screaming, chaos, and ferocity at the Vieux Colombier theatre – where Artaud
infamously relived and replicated the intense experience of his internment
suffering before an audience of his Peers. This period climaxes with his final work,
the intended radio-transmission ‘To Have Done With the Judgement of God’, in
1948, six months before his death at the clinic of Ivry-Sur-Seine. This is a
profound (and profane) articulation of Artaud’s architectural, revolutionary, and
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theatrical ambitions, and the greatest exposition of his pre-occupations with the
exploded and reconstituted corporeal form.

To Have Done With The Judgement of God takes the form of a demanding
performative piece for radio using for several voices (including his own) reading
and performing Artaud’s written texts. These performed passages negotiate
Artaud’s demands for a purely gestural Theatre of Cruelty, the anguished cries and
experiences of his own history and experience. The poetic dialogue is punctuated
and interspersed with cries, screams, and noise. The voices themselves become
disembodied screams. Stephen Barber describes it:

Artaud’s final recording is a polyphony of screams and language,
of assonant and obtuse rhythms, of insurgent elements of chance,
and of outbursts of a black, apocalyptic laughter which mocks
religion. In its projection of imageries of the human body with
sound alone, the work recalls Artaud’s declarations about the
presence of sound in his studio 28 lecture on the nature of
cinema, almost 20 years later...The Scream is at the core of
Artaud’s recording: it emerges from, projects and visualises the
body. In the space of the recording the interaction between
Artaud’s scream and the silences, which surround it, work to
generate a volatile and tactile material of sound, image and
absence.4

Artaud states and recognises God as a construct which imprisons and negates
the autonomy of the body itself, as well as the need for the body to radiate out of it
itself in order to transcend this construct. In Artaud’s ongoing interrogation of the
body within systems and structures of architecture, cruelty is determined as the
motivating force in the body’s revolution against itself, as it disassembles and
reconstructs its own architecture.

In Samuel Beckett’s drama, characters struggle to hold themselves together
(e.g. in Not I where Mouth has quite literally come apart); they struggle to present
and articulate a rational Cartesian identity. Beckett’s late plays may be viewed as
an imaginative negotiation with an intellectual crisis of Enlightenment reason that
many theorists of the post-modern era have identified as one of the defining
intellectual features of Beckett’s time. In Beckett, the philosophical dimension is
perhaps most clearly and deliberately articulated: the title Not I, for example,
seems to be a direct address to the question of conscious subjectivity.

During the last twenty years, the centrality of Beckett’s career in the French
Resistance had an important influence on his work, and the affect his escape to
Roussillon in the ‘unoccupied’ South of France during the latter stages of the war
had on Beckett’s life and work has finally been acknowledged. Critics and scholars
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such as Hugh Kenner, James Knowlson, and Marjorie Perloff have linked this
experience to the interpretation of his work.5

Life in the French Resistance (or indeed any partisan group) was a form of non-
existence: having to live and work secretly, with the ever present threat of capture,
torture, interrogation, and execution. The existence of anyone involved with
resistance activity was a space somewhere between occupation and liberation,
remaining free but severely restricted in mobility. The later plays can be outwardly
defined through the expression of this experience: in May’s restricted nine-step
movement back and forth across a strip of light within the stage confines in
Footfalls; in the implications of torture, authoritarianism, and interrogation in
Catastrophe and What Where; in the interrogating beam of light in Play.

In the late plays there is no war-time drama, but the plays focus on a set of
existential motifs that can be seen to relate to Beckett’s wartime experience:
oppression and pain (Catastrophe), tedium (Krapp’s Last Tape), the contesting of
space and claustrophobia (Endgame and Play), confession (Not I), and
interrogation (What Where).

Not I stands at the crossroads of the Theatre of the Absurd and the extended
project of Artaud’s Theatre of Cruelty. It bears the thematic weight of Beckett’s
previous dramatic concerns regarding the absence and negation of God in the
Twentieth Century, but it also shares the aesthetics of Antonin Artaud’s
architecture of fragmentation in its presentation of a disembodied orifice of birth
and death: a ‘Mouth’ whose lived experience is manifested through the verbal, and
literal, scream that emits forth from it. The urgency of this scream, a fearful
response to the condition’s of ‘Mouths own experience, is characteristic of the
final stages of Artaud’s project, in particular the intended radio transmission of To
Have Done With The Judgement of God. We may also draw parallels with the
painting of Francis Bacon.

Bacon’s paintings demand and necessarily get an empathetic response from the
viewer, perhaps in the vein of the anonymous Auditor in Not I, who beneath his
black djebella, raises his arms in a ‘gesture of helpless compassion’ every time
Mouth comes close to recognising, but ultimately resisting her own subjectivity
and selfhood with the cry ‘What?..Who?...No!..She!’. A dialectical relationship of
scream and response, screamer and responder, is brought into being, creating a
‘concentrated’ social space.

The scream which Mouth emits takes two forms, a literal one which occurs
midway through the dialogue and through which Mouth attempts to re-affirm to
herself her physical presence (which is demonstrably absent). This constitutes the
start of a search for subjectivity through an attempt to articulate the facts of her
existence. She ultimately falters at the point where subjectivity threatens to
announce itself. It is at this juncture that Auditor makes his first compassionate
gesture. How are we to read this? The mediation of the auditor negotiates not only
the relationship between Mouth and audience, but re-negotiates the theatre space
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itself in that it breaks down the division between suffering and compassion that
would conventionally exist, given that the Auditor is clearly not meant to be part of
a recognisable diagesis, but rather a figure of deliberate ambiguity.

The Auditor is an indefinable and ambiguous presence, an unknown other, a-
sexual and anonymous beneath the black djbella. Auditor’s authority lies in the
dictating of the theatrical space via a minimal yet striking response to Mouth’s cry.
The gesture itself is as indefinable as its perpetrator. Is it intended as a mirror of
our own empathetic response? If the cruelty of Mouth’s experience is, replicated in
the body of the performer, then the porous nature of the barrier between spectacle
and viewer also dictates that the audience’s response is replicated in the private
domain of the performance area.

The Auditor’s gesture of helpless compassion is a barometer, which dictates the
level of our own response to Mouth’s scream, or is it a manifestation of our own
necessary empathetic response? Inasmuch as it can be said to stand for anything
specific, the figure of Auditor fills the space vacated by a sympathetic God, and is
a personification of the need for empathy in a Godless epoch.

To conclude therefore, the scream in the work of both Artaud and Beckett is
both the scream of and a fearful response to 20th century experience: at attempt to
negotiate and dramatise the loss of subjectivity and identity, re-affirming self-hood
in the face of horrific and cruel odds.

Notes

1 D. Kahn, Noise, Water, Meat~: A History of Sound In The Arts, MIT Press,
Massachusetts, 2001, pp. 346-347.
2 D. Sylvester, About Modern Art: Critical Essays 1948-1996, Pimlico, London,
2002, p. 53.
3 J.G. Ballard, Miracles of Life: Shanghai to Shepperton, An Autobiography,
Harper Perennial, London, 2008, p. 15.
4 S. Barber, Artaud: The Screaming Body, Creation Books, London, 1999 pp. 97-
98.
5 See H. Kenner, A Reader’s Guide to Samuel Beckett, Thames and Hudson Ltd,
London, 1973. See also J. Knowlson, Damned To Fame: The Life of Samuel
Beckett, Bloomsbury Publishing, London, 1997. See also M. Perloff, ‘In Love
With Hiding: Beckett’s War’, Iowa Review, Vol. 35, No. 2, March 2005, pp.76-
103.
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The Image of the Tiger as the Expression of Fear and Power in
the Russian and the Japanese Literature

Aida Suleymenova

Abstract
The image of the tiger as the source of threat to all human beings is well-known
among the inhabitants of Japan, China, Korea and the Russian Far East. At the
same time the largest cat is the personification of the natural power and can be
considered as an emperor among the other animals. The chapter deals with the
contrast of fear and admiration as the two sides of this image presented in the
writings of the Russian writer Nikolay Baikov (‘The Great Wan’, 1925) and in the
poems of the Japanese poet Yosano Tekkan (‘Tozainamboku’, 1896). The novel of
the Russian author comes from the main motive of ‘Moby Dick’ – the victory of
the large animal over the silly human, but includes the descriptions of rich Far
Eastern woods. The characters of ‘The Great Wan’ are the hunters who are trying
to find the mutual understanding between Human and Nature. The tanka anthology
(the anthology of the traditional Japanese 5-lined short poems) by Yosano Tekkan
may be considered the case of deep personification of the author’s temperament.
Tekkan has created the wild child – the poet and the animal at the same time; he is
terrifying the reader with his howling, killing all enemies and climbing the tops of
mountains. In both cases the reader comes across with two types of Terror – the
real natural being in Baikov’s novel (though it is enormous and has some
supernatural features) and the attempt to terrify, to be the King of Animals among
human beings.

Key Words: Tiger(s), zoomorphic images, power and fear, Japanese poetry,
Russian ecological fiction.

*****

1. Tiger Image: From Chinese Folklore to Blake
The representatives of the so-called charismatic megafauna like a whale, an

elephant, a tiger, a giant snake always make human beings tremble before the
grandeur of the Nature. The admiration often transforms into feelings of fright
when one does not face the object of the admiration and intensifies to the level of
hysteria when the above-mentioned object appears in the close vicinity. Chinese
traditional culture interprets the character of this animal in such explanation of the
zodiac personage, as ‘Tiger people can be extremely short-tempered’. It is
important to mention the conflicts of the short-tempered tiger with the Confucian
moral: ‘Other people have great respect for them, but sometimes tiger people come
into conflict with older people or those in authority’.1
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This feature of the tiger became the main reason why Chinese and Japanese
chose the tiger along with the dragon to be the head of their mythical pantheon.
The literary imagination of the tiger has more complicated history from fairy tales
on its transformations into humans (or vice versa) to the modern romantic
associations connecting the feline with the king of the wild nature or the fighter
with the routine and the prose of life. In the modern literary history readers come
across the image of Shere Khan whose name Rudyard Kipling took for his ‘Jungle
Book’ from the legendary emperor Shere Shakh Suri (1486-1545). Further, the
terrible and powerful symbol changes into the cute Tigger, in A. A. Milne‘s stories
of Winnie the Pooh; or even in Kisa Sohma, a young girl who transforms into the
tiger of the Chinese Zodiac in the manga and anime ‘Fruits Basket‘.

The most anthologized poem written by William Blake, ‘The Tyger’, may have
been considered as the linkage with some samples of the modern Japanese poetry.
There is nothing awful that could be found in the plates to the ‘Songs of
Innocence’, only one’s own remembrances of toy tiger and limericks, however, the
phrase like ‘Could frame thy fearful symmetry’ draws attention to the interference
of stripes on the tiger’s skin:

Tyger! Tyger! burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?2

And the same break at the end of the poem reminds the initial intentions of
Blake to find the Author, or to decide who could create such a unique being
combining the fire and the darkness:

Tyger! Tyger! Burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Dare frame thy fearful symmetry?3

There are some interpretations of these rhetorical breaks, in the wide range –
from the artist’s creative process to Blake’s own special Gnostic mysticism. The
striking idea has been offered by Ed Fridlander, a pathologist and a great fun of
Blake’s poems: ‘Yet it still inspires a certain horror and a sense that we are in the
presence of a transcendent mystery at the very heart of creation - and a certain
terrible beauty’.4 In his poetry and masterworks Blake stands too close to the
traditional Japanese poetry which includes all aspects of the ‘animate nature’, all
interactions between living beings, all penetrations into the other world. And at the
same time he has built the temple of the human who is a key chain in the world
integrity.
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As the commentator says, ‘The poem is deliberately composed of a series of
questions, none of which is answered’.5 And from ‘The Tyger’ the reader gets the
feeling of disturbance at the ambiguity of what exactly he sees in the burning eyes
of the beast. The other vague thing for the reader is who (and with whom) is
speaking.

2. Romantic Irony and Political Allusion in the Modern Japanese Verse
The role of the poet and writer Yosano Hiroshi (Tekkan, 1872-1935) for the

modern Japanese art history may be determined with the question of Nietzsche:
‘Who is speaking?’ and the explanation made by Michael Foucault who interpreted
its rhetoric in such words:

[…] it was not a matter of knowing what good and evil were in
themselves, but who was being designated, or rather who was
speaking when one said Agathos to designate oneself and Deilos
to designate others […]6

Like for Nietzsche and Mallarme in the essay written by Foucault it was also
important for the Japanese poet Yosano Tekkan to speak and to determine who is
speaking. At the end of the nineteenth century when Tekkan7 declared the reforms
of the traditional tanka8 poetry all Japanese authors searched for their own
individuality. For the clear understanding of what individual language can be
applied for the national poetry the Japanese poet used the way of personification
and compared himself with the mythical tiger in his early poetic work ‘East, West,
South, North’ (‘Tozainamboku’, 1896).

The main target of his poetical work was the fight against the so-called
feminine old-fashioned poetry. Namely Tekkan was the first one who appealed to
other authors of traditional genres in his essay-manifest ‘Bokoku no On’ (‘Sounds
Ruinous to the Country’, 1894). The polemic essay criticized the conservative
poets with such words: ‘If a man has magnanimity of mind, what he sings of the
Universe is the Universe itself’.9 The nationalistic spirit of the Japanese society
during the period between the Chino-Japanese War (1894-1896) and the Russo-
Japanese War (1904-1905) grew up into the wave of romantic individualism,
which may be determined at the early works of Yosano Tekkan.

Not only his tanka poems and his free verse were full with the tiger images but
also his friends called him ‘Tekkan-tiger’.

How furiously
The tiger roars
In the mountain.
A storm will surely rise
In the evening.10
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At the peak of Chino-Japanese War the poet set for the trip to Korea where his
imaginative tiger could turn into the real beast in the real Korean mountains. He is
listening to the invisible animal and finding it in the surrounding. He emphasized
the fear of the war and the fear of the unknown land, Korea, with all these vast
territories full of the non-Japanese flora and fauna in the next verse:

I heard the warning:
‘Here is the tigers’ kingdom,
Please do refrain to move at night’,
Yes, tigers have to take an attack,
What Barbarian horror will be there,
If herds of horses go down, to South,
All roads are covered with the blood!11

The poet compares the tiger, or the Unknown, with aliens, enemies, with
Koreans who are interpreted like ‘Ebisu’ (Barbarian), they are acting not like brave
men, not dying in the open fight, but attacking from the back. There are about 10
references of the tiger image in early poetic writings of Tekkan, but he may not
have named this danger by its real name, just referring to someone’s shadow.

It is shame to speak loudly,
And to wait for the answer,
Though I know: all’ in vain,
Just make me a sign, just call me,
You, the shadow behind.12

Indeed, he had no feeling of the concrete fear in the concrete situation; the poet
should have to create this situation to make his readers experience the sincere
horror. Yosano Tekkan describes the feeling of the alien, which has not been
supported with tiger features but, judging from the source of the last verse, the
Korean song, the danger came from the predator, namely from the great cat. The
Romanticism, the desire to be ahead of the world, the search of the beauty led
Tekkan to the metaphoric shape in the language and the imagery.

3. Tigers and Fear in the Fiction of Nikolay Baikov
Indeed, tigers are considered to be the most consistently dangerous species,

though their characters are supposed to be rather placid like in the descriptions
made by the zoologist and the nature writer of the early twentieth century, Nikolai
Baikov (1872-1958). The writings of this eco-author are still important for the
experts in the tiger population and the concrete zoology. The less known side of
the Baikov’s fiction is his short stories on hunting and hunters, on the life of
Russians among Chinese and Manchurians at the time of the Manchuria
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development, in 1910-1930-s. The famous novel ‘The Great Wan’ (‘Veliky Wan’,
Harbin, 1925) has not still been translated into English. It is a variant of the ‘Moby
Dick’, where the part of Ahab is taken by the almost crazy hunter Vergasov and the
part of the giant whale – by the tiger with the Chinese letter ‘Wan’ (‘King’ or ‘The
Great’) on its head. Though Baikov also uses the specific animal narration in the
text influenced by the works of Jack London and Rudyard Kipling. All acting
animals in the novel are considering each event and each movement like human
beings, some clue Chinese personages (an old Chinese hunter Toon-Lee, for
example) are included in this kind of the narration. This novel may be called the
new ‘Taiga Book’ (by analogy with the ‘Jungle Book’ of Rudyard Kipling). Toon-
Lee behaves according to the Taiga rules when he met with the Great Wan for the
first time: he is arriving to the tiger without showing the slightest fear or hesitation,
the astonished animal does not attack the brave person, and Toon-Lee is leaving in
such a calm manner.

The danger consists in the change of the position.

The human who turns around shows his hesitation and
cowardice, and in the head of the predator would appear the new
thought to take the prey, as the former fascination and the
influence of the will would be destroyed with predatory
instincts.13

Toon-Lee meets a few times with the Great Wan, namely, when the tiger was
young and the animal just remembered the unusual behaviour of the experienced
hunter, when Wan got older and the hunter repeated his trick calmly walking
before the tiger’s head. The third time was the tragic last moment when the tiger
was already dead after the crazy bloody hunting, and the body of the Great Wan
was transforming into the part of the rock where it had died. The poetic description
of the giant tiger lying on the mountain slope is based on the Chinese and
Manchurian folk motives accepting all in one – animals and stones, human beings
and animal souls.

The master of the naturalistic description, Baikov, uses the precise
psychological portrait of the person who was frightened of tigers. This description
appears in the short story ‘The tiger’s night’. This night occurs once a year, in
December, when male species are fighting for the female one. The voice of tiger is
frequently heard in the primeval woods, resembling the dull roar and cough. The
inexperienced hunter in the Baikov’s story gives up to the thrilled voices of tigers
during the so-called ‘tiger’s wedding’, the peak of the pairing period. ‘The tiger’s
night’ is accompanied with the strongest roaring, meowing and howling. Namely
this phenomenon of tigers’ ‘singing’ may cause the irretrievable changes in the
state of an inexperienced mind. Various in their strength and temper voices of
tigers, the actions of the skilled hunter who started firing the fuel to scare tigers
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away, the December night, just two hunters and numerous tigers surrounding the
fireplace, - all this fantastic spectacle affected the sensitive human. The young
person literally is losing his mind and getting insane. His companion paid attention
to this too late:

Then I looked at him, he jumped to the feet and lifting his head
above fires as if preparing to address an audience in a theatre, he
began to sing. He had a beautiful baritone in a voice and had,
indeed, some fame in Moscow as a singer. He sang with great
emotion, choosing as his opening number aria from a popular
Russian opera. The singing, accompanied by the roaring of tigers
and crackling of blazing fires added to the fantasy of the night.
At the end of the first song he paused for a while, his face still an
empty blank. He didn’t take the slightest notice of me. In fact, he
appeared to be unconscious of my presence. Presently he began
another aria singing it in a much fuller voice… What was the
matter with the man? Had he gone mad?14

The state of horror transformed into the hysteria expressed with these songs,
but, from the other side, it may be shown as a kind of excitation at the animal
strength, the strength of the Nature. At the end of the last song, the mad hunter
rushed into the deep forest without saying anything to his friend. It took a few days
to find him, it was strange that he was absolutely physically safe, but his behavior
was strongly disturbed. It might be a kind of the conversation between the insane
human mind and the mythic soul of the nature.

4. Two Views on the Tiger Image
Both Japanese and Russian authors may be considered the successors of the

masculine style in the literature. The symbolic attitude to the tiger in the poems of
Yosano Tekkan and the realistic writings with elements of the psychological
insight in the ecological fiction made by Nikolay Baikov extremely approximate at
their view on the tiger as the source of the danger. Tekkan is playing with the fear
caused with the tiger and Baikov uses the tiger image as the factual description
combined with folklore motives.

But, indeed, who dare to frame the dreadful symmetry of the tiger? From the
Blake’s hint, the Russian writer and the Japanese poet touched the possible answer
without determining the real source of terror of this animal. It has been rooted in
our natural desires and wishes, so there may be no answer to this question, or it is
too early to ask the Universe on its power. Careful dissection will only spoil the
fascination of these works.
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Notes

1 ‘Year of the Tiger’, Chinese Culture Center of San Francisco, Viewed on 29 July
2010, http://www.c-c-c.org/chineseculture/zodiac/tiger.htm..
2 W. Blake, Songs of Innocence, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1967, p. 42.
3 Ibid.
4 E. Fridlander, Understanding William Blake’s ‘The Tyger’, Viewed on 2 August
2010, http://www.pathguy.com/tyger.htm.
5 W. Blake, op. cit., p. 42.
6 M. Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences,
Routledge, London, New York 2008, p. 333.
7 Here and below the pseudonym ‘Tekkan’ will be used instead the whole name
according to the Japanese tradition of the citation.
8 Tanka – the canonical 5-lined poem built in the meter rhetorical system including
31 syllabi and the whole arsenal of poetic devices. There are well-known the
anthologies of these short poems (individual and collective).
9 Japanese Literature in the Meiji Era, Obunsha, Tokyo, 1955, p. 374.
10 Ibid.
11 T. Yosano, ‘Tozainamboku’ (East, West, South, North), in Tekkan Akiko Zenshu
(The Full Collected Works of Tekkan and Akiko), Ben’I Shuppan, Tokyo, 2001, p.
77. Done in the author’s translation from Japanese.
12 Ibid., pp. 84-85.
13 N. Baikov, ‘Veliky Wan’ (The Great Wan), Rubezh (The Border), Vladivostok,
Vol. 1, 1992, p. 40. Done in the author’s translation from Russian.
14 N. Baikov, ‘The Tiger’s Night’, Big Game Hunting in Manchuria, adapted from
Russian by S. Ivanoff and G. Mask, Hutchinson and Co, London, 1936, pp. 170-
171.
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The Monstrous Feminine: Confronting the Horror of Female
Fecundity in Angela Carter’s The Passion of New Eve

Lizzy Welby

Abstract
‘I am the Great Parricide, I am the Castrix of the Phallocentric Universe, I am

Mama, Mama, Mama!’1 So thunders Mother, Angela Carter’s terrifying,
bounteous, abject, life-affirming creation of womanhood. In one narrative stroke,
the author overturns masculine western praxes that represent the fecund female
body as diseased, polluted and thus necessarily contained. Set in a disturbing
dystopian United States, where vestiges of life drift among the decay experiencing
the world through flashes of primeval emotion, The Passion of New Eve rips
through the autocratic authority of a paternal order and unleashes a horror absolute.
The male protagonist, Evelyn, an English professor whose emotional attachments
with women extend only as far as their vaginas, is captured by a female colony
living below the desert sands worshipping their goddess of the feminine, Mother.
Carter’s vibrant, fleshy, multi-breasted earth mother overwhelms the Englishman,
subjects him to a humiliating rape, castrates him then carves into his body a bona
fide, fully functioning, leaking, seeping womb; a ‘wound that would, in future,
bleed once a month, at the bidding of the moon.’2 This surgically-sculpted new
Eve(lyn) is thus made to psychically as well as physically experience what it
means to be gender positioned on the boundaries of a phallocentric order. This
chapter will discuss the notion of female sexuality as the site of men’s terror. By
exploring The Passion of New Eve through the theoretical ideas of Julia Kristeva, I
hope to demonstrate that the fecund female body, which is frequently contained
and constrained in other practices that serve to diminish the maternal authority, in
this novel, is a site of man’s horror but also re-translated in a woman’s celebratory
defiance. The son’s ‘fear of his very own identity sinking irretrievably into the
mother’ spectacularly comes to fruition by Carter’s monstrous feminine incarnate,
Mama.

Key Words: Angela Carter, Julia Kristeva, horror, female sexuality, abjection.

*****

According to Jane Ussher, ‘[t]hroughout history, and across cultures, the
reproductive body of a woman has provoked fascination and fear.’3 The fecund
female form is subject to a curious doubling in western discourse. Fertile feminine4

flesh often provokes contrary reactions of disgust and fear as well as desire and
fascination. Menarche marks a crossing of the border that separates childhood from
adulthood and position the body in a sexual discourse. Ussher argues that
menarche signifies the moment at which childhood is ‘swapped for the mantle of
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monstrosity associated with abject fecundity.’5 It also marks the moment when
women are scrutinised by a (sexualised) male gaze and the female form is
henceforth a site of both temptation and taboo. At the other end of the age bracket
stands the post-menopausal woman whose ageing reproductive body provokes
horror and disgust and as such is frequently positioned as abject. This potent
matriarch poses a threat to the phallogocentric economy that our western discourse
is founded upon. However, Barbara Creed argues that a powerful phallic woman
can represent the Kristevan notion of a pre-symbolic maternal authority. As a
threat to the stability of the patriarchal symbolic, whose paternal law is dependent
on the abjectification of the maternal body, her image is retranslated in, for
example, the horror genre as a terrifying negative force with the power to castrate.6

Set in a disturbing dystopian United States, where the ragged vestiges of broken
lives drift among the city’s decay, experiencing the world through flashes of
primeval emotion, The Passion of New Eve rips through the autocratic authority of
a paternal order and unleashes a horror absolute. When we first meet the male
protagonist, Evelyn, an Englishman whose emotional attachments with women
extend only as far as their vaginas, he is spending his last night in London at the
cinema watching old re-runs of Tristessa movies (an actress he has adored since
puberty) amid catcalls and jeers that are ‘sibilantly hushed by pairs of sentimental
queers.’7 He is watching the film whilst some nameless ‘girl or other’8 performs a
fellatio that brings him to orgasm.

The notion of the male gaze is in operation from the beginning of the novel as
Evelyn recreates his adolescent masturbatory pleasure by watching a screen whilst
an unseen woman is on her knees in the darkness below him, exiled from his
affections by his supreme indifference. Although she is marked by anonymity, her
tears belie the strength of her attachments to her unresponsive lover. But she is
imaged as abject, kneeling on the ‘dirty floor of the cinema, among the cigarette
ends and empty potato crisp bags and trodden orangeade containers.’9 The detritus
that lies scattered on the cinema floor recalls the Kristevan notion of bodily waste
matter, characterised as filth, that represents what is beyond the borders of the
clean and proper self and what must be ceaselessly cast out in order for the ‘I’ to
exist as a functioning social entity.10 Into this abject, rubbish-strewn setting, this
unnamed woman is inserted and positioned according to her sexuality; indeed
valorised only as a faceless, defiled sexual gratifier. This rather grubby opening
prepares the reader for the emotionally disconnected sexual relationship that
Evelyn will subsequently form with the black cabaret stripper, Leilah.

Carter nihilistic vision of the United States is a menacing metropolis where
fires burn, rape is commonplace, murder is habitual and entropy reigns. Evelyn’s
appreciation of the city is of a ‘lurid, Gothic darkness that closed over [his] head
and became [his] world].’11 His pre-supposed notions of New York were of a city
comprised of ‘hard edges and clean colours’ whose female inhabitants are
epitomised by the spectre of the Englishman’s base imagination, ‘a special kind of
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crisp-edged girl with apple-crunching incisors and long, gleaming legs like
lascivious scissors.’12 These imagined signifiers, which guarantee the stability of
the symbolic, have been overturned in this malevolent city. It is, he says ‘an
alchemical city […] chaos, dissolution, nigredo, night.’13 Nigredo, as Evelyn learns
from a Czech alchemist who lives in the same building as him, is ‘the stage of
darkness, when the material in the [alchemist’s crucible] has broken down to dead
matter.’14 It is a moment, he goes on to say, that ‘embraces all opposing forms in a
state of undifferentiated dissolution.’15

In this respect, the nigredo is a metaphor for collapsing boundaries between self
and other, between included and abjected, between gender roles themselves.
Roberta Rubenstein argues that Carter’s use of alchemical metamorphoses
‘underscore[s] the potentially transformative nature of events.’16 Evelyn’s gender
transmutation, painfully performed by Mother, is a pertinent, if look-away
grotesquely gruesome, example of Rubenstein’s point. Signifiers are skewed and
buckled. The streets that had once been ‘designed in clean, abstract lines, discrete
blocks, geometric intersections’17 point to a symbolic realm in disarray where
chaos and filth are emblematic of abject horror and are expressive of transgressive
irruptions from the semiotic into the symbolic. Into this atmosphere, which both
repulses and enthrals him, Evelyn meets Leilah, the ‘profane essence of the death
of cities, the beautiful garbage eater,’18 whom he subsequently interacts with and
defines only in terms of (what he sees as) her debased sexuality. The Englishman’s
first description of her is centred solely on her corporeality. She is wearing shiny
black leather high-heeled shoes, black fishnet stockings and is encased in a fox fur.
His male gaze sees her sexuality in terms of a grubby pornographic titillation and
her identity is viewed through the mirror of a bestial lust that needs to be slaked.
The fox-fur image serves to debase her sexuality further, reducing it by degrees to
animalistic solipsism and shackling her fecund body irretrievably to Evelyn’s
desire.

Her seduction of the Englishman is manifested, he tells us, in her ‘lascivious
totter’ that morphs into a ‘stumbling dance’, her ‘vague song’ and the ‘hot animal
perfume she exuded.’19 She is reduced to a synecdochic heap of crumpled
signifiers that speak to the man’s libidinous impulses. Yet her vitality bespeaks of a
pulsing energy that moves amongst the dead and corrupted detritus of the city. She
exudes vibrant corporeality in a violent landscape where men fight like animals
and women are summarily, almost casually, raped among this ‘arid world of ruins
and abandoned construction sites.’20 However, in the novel’s phallogocentric order,
Leilah’s assigned role is that of a whore. Evelyn ties her to the bed for hours while
he wanders the streets. Returning to find she has defecated on the sheets in
defiance (mingling abject faecal matter with the sexual space), he beats her for her
dissent. Leilah’s fecund female body in this phallogocentrically-organised structure
is aligned with a bestial, frightening corporeality and is thus contained and brought
under Evelyn’s (male) jurisdiction.21
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However, her dominating lover peripherally glimpses an ambivalence of
subject positioning in the abjection and jouissance that marks his relationship with
the desirous, debased black stripper. Indeed, he comes to understand that Leilah’s
‘voracious, insatiable’ sexuality masks a more powerful cerebral drive toward self-
signification and the sexual act, for her, becomes an ‘exorcism by sensuality.’22

From a Kristevan point of view, her sexual abstraction collapses the borders
between designated gender roles and highlights a more archaic (masculine)

temptation to return, with abjection and jouissance, to that
passivity status within the symbolic function where the subject,
fluctuating between inside and outside, pleasure and pain, word
and deed, would find death, along with nirvana.23

She is represented here as a split subject and her fragmented and disconnected
self evokes the novel’s concerns not only with the destructive power of the male
gaze, but also with the potential liminality of gender-identity. ‘I would lie on the
bed like a pasha’ says Evelyn, ‘watching, in her cracked mirror, the transformation
of the grubby little bud who slumbered all day in her filth; she was a night-
blooming flower’ and in the process brings ‘into being a Leilah who lived only in
the not-world of the mirror and then became her own reflection.’24

Evelyn describes her as ‘black as the source of shadow’ with a skin that is ‘far
too soft, so that she seemed to melt in [his] embraces.’25 She is a liminal being, a
curious mix of tenderness and ferocity, both childlike and womanly.26 Such a
borderline creature threatens the ordered logic of the symbolic. Even her syntax
will not comply with any grammatical structure and it is delivered in a voice that
sweeps from one pitch to another, never staying in one octave for long. Her
guttering ‘expostulations’ take precedence over calmer, less wild sentences ‘for she
rarely had the patience or the energy to put together subject, verb, object and
extension in an ordered and logical fashion.’27 In Kristevan terms, Leilah’s mode
of speech resembles the indistinct echolalia of the infant that enables one to
‘rediscover […] the voiced breath that fastens us to an undifferentiated mother.’28

She is variously described as a ‘mermaid,’ a ‘lorelei,’ a ‘ghetto nymph,’ a ‘marsh-
fire,’ ‘subtle as a fish.’29 These fluctuating, relational images evoke a Cixousian
fluidity that is intimately connected to the mother. Evelyn’s journey toward the
monstrous Mama and his eventual castration begins in this transformed landscape,
an abject, heart of darkness, a ‘wasted inner-city moon to which pollution lent a
mauvish tinge.’30 In this respect, Carter reinstates Freud’s ‘dark continent’ of
female sexuality as a site of discourse, even as it remains within the phallotext
where binary oppositions of male and female are still in place.

Eventually, Leilah becomes pregnant. Any feeling that Evelyn felt for her
vanishes once he is confronted with her fertile body. She has a backstreet abortion,
haemorrhages in the back of a taxi on her way home and the disgruntled
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Englishman is forced to take her to a clinic, all the while wondering how he will
pay for her treatment and which moment might prove opportune for him to slip
away. At this point in the narrative, Evelyn has plumbed the depths of his
egocentric masculinity but his actions figuratively and literally unman the man.

Leaving Leilah to the anguish of her botched abortion, Evelyn escapes into the
desert with the intention of taking a road trip. Carter’s ironic voice rings through
the narrative as he is actually about to embark on a metaphysical road trip into his
masculinity. It is a journey that sees his manhood abandoned like the broken car he
leaves behind in the desert. As the city is linked to an abject feminine, a horrifying
transgressive space that is intimately linked to Leilah’s fecundity so the desert is
similarly imaged as a feminine space but this time it is an arid, barren wasteland
where the promise of fertility has long-since departed. It is described as ‘an abode
of enforced sterility, the dehydrated sea of infertility, the post-menopausal part of
the earth.’31

However, this place will not kneel before the will of the phallogocentric
economy so easily for it hides a subterranean place of terror for the man, the city of
Beulah whose creator is the omnipresent goddess of fecundity, Mother. She is
Carter’s terrifying, bounteous, abject, life-affirming creation of womanhood and in
one narrative stroke the author overturns the masculine western praxes that
represent the fertile female body as diseased, polluted and thus necessarily
contained. The desperate Evelyn is captured by one of Mother’s fanatical
priestesses, Sophia, taken to Beulah and imprisoned in a womb-like room where he
is ritually ‘shaved, washed and greased’ and is made to dress in the style of
Mother’s acolytes. Appraising his reflection in the mirror, Evelyn decides that he
looks like Sophia’s sister, ‘except I was far prettier than she, though not a flicker of
her eyelids registered this irony.’32

Through labyrinthine tunnels whose uterine walls are ‘unnatural, slippery,
ersatz [and] treacherous,’33 Evelyn is taken to meet Mother. His descent, which
entails moving ‘[d]own, down, down an inscrutable series of circular, intertwining,
always descending corridors’34 is not only representative of the downward climb to
his unconscious, but also a move back to the mother’s womb, where the maternal
body has yet to be abjected and all desires are fulfilled in this intimate union with
the mother. In Kristevan terms, Evelyn has retraced the path back to the
undifferentiated coalescence of the semiotic realm. For the sexually abusive
Englishman, Carter’s subterranean city is a place of disquiet. ‘I knew I was at the
greatest possible risk to myself in these convoluted passages,’35 he says. At the end
of this psychological descent waits Mama, ‘where I’d exiled her, down in the
lowest room at the root of my brain.’36 The repressed image of the mother figure is
retranslated in Carter’s symbology as a post-menopausal woman, who, far from
being the desiccated crone of western popular culture,37 is a powerful matriarch
frighteningly outside the control of the male gaze and hence the Lacanian law of
the father. Her fecundity is both terrifying. She is a ‘sacred monster’ of
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‘personified and self-fulfilling fertility’ with a ‘false beard [like] Queen Hatshepsut
[…] fully clothed in obscene nakedness’ and ‘breasted like a sow.’38

Carter’s vibrant, fleshy, multi-breasted earth mother overwhelms the
Englishman, subjects him to a humiliating rape, castrates him then carves into his
body a bona fide, fully functioning, leaking, seeping womb; a ‘wound that would,
in future, bleed once a month, at the bidding of the moon.’39 This surgically
sculpted new Eve(lyn) is thus made to psychologically as well as physically
experience what it means to be gender positioned on the boundaries of a
phallocentric order. As Carter’s New Eve discovers, Leilah and her Mother are
linked by more that a biological connection for the fecund young woman who
offered the false promise of lascivious sex ‘had lured […] out of the drug-store,
into the night, toward her bed, she had organised the conspiracy of events that
involved the desert, the dead bird, the knife, the sacrificial stone’40 to atone for the
sins of his gender.

In her maternal metaphorizations of the fecund female form, Carter offers a
terrifying retort to traditional western ideology that identifies maleness with
dominance, superiority, culture and reason. Such a subject positioning encloses
women within a self-defining phallogocentric cage that superimposes instinctual
sensory responses onto their negated discourse and renders them as, to use Cixous’
forceful phrase, ‘always childlike, always savage.’41 In The Passion of New Eve,
Carter not only uncovers the dichotomy of a binary distinction between male
logicality, desire and sovereignty and female materiality, sexuality and fecundity
but devises a feminine ‘elsewhere’, imaged in the Amazonian city of Beulah,
where Plato’s cave is redefined as the ultimate symbol of creation, the womb-like,
oneiric space of creativity and imagination. Carter’s wild, surreal, violent vision of
the breakdown of an annihilating phallocracy extols the heterogeneity of the
maternal feminine and the fecund female form. In this respect, the author castrates,
with Mama’s vagina dentate, her protophallic father, Freud, whose nom du père
has been responsible for the colonisation and mapping of the ‘dark continent’ of
female sexuality as a terra incognita filled with wild uncontrollable she-devils. The
hermaphroditic New Eve thus, in Cixousian terms enters ‘the domain where you
can reclaim your nursling […] threading your way into its entrails, into the black
continent where women don’t kill their dead […] woman proceed black in the
black/feminine’ (my emphasis).42 Carter in her irrepressibly surreal novel makes ‘a
start on the feminisation of Father Time.’43

Notes

1 A. Carter, The Passion of New Eve, Virago Press, London, 1982, p. 67.
2 Ibid., p. 71
3 J. Ussher, Managing the Monstrous Feminine: Regulating the Reproductive
Body, Routledge, London and New York, 2006, p. 1.
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4 I use the term ‘feminine’ from a French rather than Anglo-Saxon viewpoint. That
is to say, that feminine (feminine) in French relates more to a woman’s corporeality
as opposed to the Anglo-Saxon term, which Anne-Marie Smith argues, connotes a
‘culturally imposed gender difference [that] stands in opposition to feminist.’ A.
Smith, Julia Kristeva: Speaking the Unspeakable, Pluto Press, London, 1998, p.
10. Julia Kristeva, after Freud, maintains that men were once within their mothers’
bodies and must learn to include the ‘feminine’ in their psyches. In this respect the
feminine and the pre-symbolic maternal realm (what Kristeva calls the semiotic)
are inextricably bound together. For a more detailed explanation of the linguistic
complexities of French and Anglo-Saxon feminism, see Speaking the Unspeakable,
pp. 8-13.
5 Ussher, op. cit., p. 19.
6 The female is, Creed argues, often imaged as a ‘voracious maw, the mysterious
hole that signifies female genitalia.’ B. Creed, The Monstrous-Feminine: Film,
Feminism and Psychoanalysis, Routledge, London and New York, 2007, p. 27.
7 Carter, op. cit., p. 5.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid., p. 9.
10 Kristeva argues that ‘[t]hese bodily fluids, this defilement, this shit are what life
withstands, hardly and with difficulty, on the part of death.’ J. Kristeva, Powers of
Horror: An Essay on Abjection, L.S. Roudiez (trans), Columbia University Press,
New York, p. 3.
11 Carter, op. cit., p. 10.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid., p. 17.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
16 R. Rubenstein, ‘Intersexions: Metamorphosis in Angela Carter’s The Passion of
New Eve and Lois Gould’s A Sea-Change’, Tulsa Studies in Women’s Literature,
Vol. 12, No. 1, 1993, pp. 103-118, p. 108.
17 Carter, op. cit., p. 16.
18 Ibid., p. 18.
19 Ibid., p. 21.
20 Ibid., p. 21.
21 Western epistemologies have highlighted the split between the logical human
intellect and its animal corporeality in the social and dialectic organisation of our
world. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to examine the implications of the split
between the intellect and sensory perception on the formation of identity. For an
excellent study see, J. Mason, ‘Animal Bodies: Corporeality, Class and Subject
Formation in The Wide, Wide World’, Nineteenth-Century Literature, Vol. 54, No.
4, March, 2000, pp. 503-533.
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22 Carter, p. 18.
23 Kristeva, op. cit., pp. 63-64.
24 Carter, op. cit., p. 28.
25 Ibid., p. 18.
26 Evelyn refers to her as a ‘Baby Ruth’ adorned with ‘purple lipstick on her
mouth,’ Ibid., p.19.
27 Ibid.
28 J. Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art,
L.S. Roudiez (ed), T. Gora, A. Jardin and L.S. Roudiez (trans), Blackwell, Oxford,
1993, p. 195.
29 Carter, op. cit., pp. 21-24.
30 Ibid., p. 20.
31 Ibid., p. 40.
32 Ibid., p. 55.
33 Ibid., pp. 55-56.
34 Ibid., p. 57.
35 Ibid., p. 58.
36 Ibid.
37 See Ussher, op. cit., pp. 126-160.
38 Carter, op. cit., p. 59.
39 Ibid., p. 71.
40 Ibid., p. 58.
41 H. Cixous, La Jeune Née, [10/18], Paris, 1975, p. 57.
42 H. Cixous, Souffles, Editions des Femmes, Paris, 1975, pp. 147-148.
43 Carter, op. cit., p. 67.
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The Salesman, The Book Thief and the Book Sellers’ Son:
Horrific Voices in Australian Holocaust Literature

L-J Maher

Abstract
The last thirty years have seen an increase in the number of fictional stories by
Australian authors that address the Holocaust. Positing 1967 as the source year,
(where the Australian Constitution Act 1901 (UK) was amended via popular
referendum to include Indigenous Australians in the census count), this
development mirrors the temporality, historical concerns and thematic approaches
of West German vergangenheitsbewältigung since the conclusion of the Holocaust
in 1945. This chapter proposes that Australian authors have used the Holocaust as a
metaphor for genocide in order to begin a narrative process of Reconciliation out
of a fear of perpetuating non-Indigenous privilege by usurping Indigenous voices.

Key Words: Australian authors, fiction, genocide, Holocaust, literature,
reconciliation, stolen generation, Vergangenheitsbewältigung.

*****

In her 1999 book, Language of Silence,1 Ernestine Schlant addressed the issue
of collective silence around the Holocaust. She examined West German literature
pertaining to life under the Third Reich and noted the absence of any discourse
pertaining to the Endlösung der Judenfrage by Germans who were privileged
under the regime.2 She concluded that this discursive aporia was a result of silence
contoured by language. Simply put, there was no ‘way’3 to speak it. However,
perhaps emboldened by the Eichmann trial4 in Israel in 1961, German artists,
philosophers, writers and historians began to ruminate on and engage with the
seemingly forgotten horrors. The questions they asked were uncomfortable:

How did this happen?
Who was responsible?

Was it me?
What would you have done?

This process is called Vergangenheitsbewältigung: ‘coming to terms with the
past.’5 In literary studies, Vergangenheitsbewältigung is a genre of fiction relating
specifically to stories that engage with the widespread compromise of many
German social, cultural, religious, and political institutions by Nazi ideologies. I
maintain that Australia needs to undertake a similar literary (and legal) process as
an aspect of what is termed Reconciliation.
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In 1993 the Australian High Court ruled in favour of the possibility of Native
Title6 and exploded Australia’s greatest silence: the legal doctrine of Terra
Nullius.7 Until 1993 Australian legal discourse did not acknowledge the existence
of fifty thousand years of Indigenous art, music, culture, history, war, politics,
philosophy or law. Britons, initially sent to Australia as punishment, were part of
an invading force who collectively inflicted a multitude of injustices and abuses
upon Indigenous Australians8 that satisfy the elements of genocide as established
in Article II of the Convention on the Prevention of Genocide.9 However, in
Nulyarimma v Thompson,10 the Australian High Court refused to address the issue
of whether genocides happened, instead asserting that Federal Parliament must
implement legislation that incorporates international law into domestic law before
international law could be interpreted by Australian courts. This elided a formal
discourse addressing the genocides committed against Indigenous Australians.
Further, when this word – genocide - is used in relation to this history it is
differended;11 labelled radical, black-arm band and apologist by historians,
politicians and people who are unwilling to complicate their heterogeneous
national identity.12 This is what Jean-François Lyotard identifies as the straining of
the mind at the edges of itself and at the edges of conceptuality.13 Lyotard premised
his writing on the differend on the Holocaust, responding to Holocaust denial. He
explained the differend as:

The unstable state and instant of language wherein something
that must be able to be put into phrases cannot yet be... This state
is signalled by what one ordinarily calls a feeling: ‘one cannot
find the words’ etc... In the differend, something asks to be put
into phrases, and suffers the wrong of not being able to be put
into phrases right away... what remains to be phrased exceeds
what [one] can presently phrase.14

In this sense, the Jewish witness of the Sho’ah is divested of the means to
argue: if they attempt to prove that Auschwitz was an extermination camp in
Poland during the Second World War where many Jewish people and others were
systematically murdered, as an empirical fact, the moral gravity is lost; if they
attempt to demonstrate the personal effect of Auschwitz, the general is lost and
there is no way to determine either collective harm or collective and individual
responsibility. Similarly, the harm done to Indigenous Australians is also
articulated from a conceptual voice that manifests as silence: there is no model or
basis of how to ascertain what Indigenous culture might be or become in the
absence of over two hundred years of legal and cultural imperialism.

The Sho’ah has become an archetype that references narratives of fear,
isolation, displacement and oppression.15 These narratives stand mimetically for a
fear that is unspeakable in Australian history: the fear of responsibility for and
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perpetuation of Indigenous oppression by non-Indigenous privilege. I think this
discursive vacuum creates anxiety amongst Australians who are privileged as a
result of this genocide (where they are aware of this privilege) of talking about the
genocide. This fear is a reflection of the discursive aporia that pivots on their
speaking to privilege without being marginalised or usurping either an Indigenous
voice or Indigenous harms. I maintain that this space has been filled by a literary
exploration of responsibility and harm through the Sho’ah as an archetype of
genocide. I explore this phenomenon through books by authors who were
personally unaffected by the Sho’ah: Schindler’s Arc16 by Tom Keneally, The Book
Thief17 by Markus Zusak and the trilogy Once/Then/Now18 by Morris Gleitzman.
Keneally, Zusak and Gleitzman wrote books that explore a ruptured culture
including the conflation of guilt, responsibility and harm as it is experienced by
non or indirect perpetrators.

The books explore similar themes and motifs: all contain a sympathetic but
privileged protagonist, a damaged landscape, a naive, girl-child character and a
child removed from their parents’ care. They write with metaphors, tropes and
images drawn from testimony and eyewitness accounts.19 The authors use the
archetype to explore issues of harm, responsibility and privilege that are
disconcertingly analogous to Indigenous Australian survivors’ stories: as such, the
genocide committed against Indigenous Australians appears as a sub-text in these
works.20

Each of these books takes a different approach to story telling. Schindler’s Ark
is written as a biographical novel. It is focalized through a distanced, third-person
voice. It includes references to conversations that Keneally had with witnesses
after the events. Keneally does take poetic license with the events, but the overall
tone is succinct and formal. In contrast, The Book Thief is elegant and often florid.
Zusak uses poetic language, magical realism, embedded narratives and fractured
narrative style to evoke a mythological perspective of the Holocaust. The story is a
fiction that uses stories Zusak’s parents told him about their wartime experiences.
It is focalized through Death, a not so grim reaper. Finally, there is Gleitzman’s
trilogy Once/Then/Now. The language is simple and childlike, often relying on
sounds and repetitive phrases. Gleitzman explicitly states that the story is fictional:
a work that imagines the unimaginable. Once and Then are focalised through Felix,
the child protagonist and are both in the first person, present tense. The third book,
Now, is focalized by another child protagonist, Zelda, and is also first person,
present tense. This places the reader against the survivors’ moment, creating a
temporal affinity between narrator and reader.

Each of these voices has ramifications. Keneally claims the illusion of objective
authority, Zusak troubles the idea of the differend by speaking as those who didn’t
survive, and Gleitzman takes aligns his readers the differended group, providing
immediacy to their idiom. These books have all received critical acclaim, however
when directly addressing the genocide against Indigenous Australians, there is a
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movement away from adopting such voices. Keneally’s 1972 novel, The Chant of
Jimmie Blacksmith,21 although shortlisted for The Man Booker Prize, has since
been disavowed by the author: Keneally stated he would no longer presume to
write an Indigenous voice and, if he had written the story in more recent years, he
would have focalised the narrative through a white character.22 Using the Sho’ah
as a metaphor for genocide allows these authors to explore the harms committed
against marginalized peoples - including Indigenous Australians - without usurping
the harms they suffered.

Gleitzman, whose Jewish grandparents emigrated from Poland to the UK in the
1920s, does write a Jewish voice. Neither Keneally nor Zusak directly narrate a
Jewish perspective, although they do write Jewish characters. Instead they address
the privileges resulting from harms committed against these characters. Keneally
draws attention to Schindler’s opulent lifestyle, however he also implies that there
is a fine line between security and instability under the Nazi regime.23 Gleitzman’s
narrator, Felix, is naïve, and this horrifies the reader who knows the historical
circumstances. However it is Zusak’s Death who takes the perspective of one who
is present for the whole of the Holocaust and experiences every death. In The Book
Thief, Death’s narrative voice gives credence to a factual history that Zusak, as
author, could never know. Death writes of Auschwitz:

I shiver when I remember – as I try to de-realise it.
I blow warm air into my hands, to heat them up.
But it’s hard to keep them warm when the souls still shiver.
‘God.’
I always say that name when I think of it.
‘God.’
Twice, I speak it.
I say His name in a futile attempt to understand. ‘But it’s not
your job to understand.’ That’s me who replies. God never says
anything. You think you’re the only one he never answers?24

He is a narrator who sees and speaks about injustices that are never talked of,
that are not seen by outsiders, and that have no official name. This is particularly
poignant for Indigenous Australians whose stories and traditions are silenced by
death and long-term damage to cultural institutions that preserve knowledge. In
contrast, Schindler’s Ark focuses only on Oskar Schindler, and survivor voices are
offered as confirmation of the narrator’s knowledge. Once/Then/Now shifts voices,
moving from Felix, the survivor, to his granddaughter, Zelda. This sets a parallel
between the individual experiences (of the character) and the collective harm
(where the characters stand mimetically for the oppressed peoples). Much of this
experience is difficult to articulate. Where Death stretches the constraints of
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language with poetry, Felix is at his most articulate with interjections rather than
words:

The town square is packed with people but I see Mr Krol straight
away.
Oh.
Oh no.
Then I see Zelda and Genia.
I pray it’s not really them. I pray that any second they’ll come up
behind me and give me a hug and Zelda will tell me off for
having smudgy glasses and not being able to see clearly.
She won’t.
Because I can see clearly. Even with smudged glasses. Even with
tears.
Oh Zelda.
Oh Genia.
The breeze turns them gently and now they’re facing me.25

Framed, as it is this ‘Oh’, is the sound of a breaking heart, of snapped
innocence and the whispered crest of rage. It shows again that language
unconstrained by formal linguistic rules and conventions cut to the centre of
meaning.

Recurring motifs perform similar functions to expressive and poetic sound
insofar as they represent either a series or a conflation of meanings in one figure.
The sympathetic but privileged adult protagonist is one such recurrent motif in
Australian fictions that I have not seen with as much regularity in American,
British or European stories or stories told by survivors and their children.26 In
Schindler’s Ark, this is of course Oskar Schindler – a Sudetendeutsche and
successful businessman who worked within the National Socialist system to keep
the Jews who worked in his factories out of camps and direct SS control. In The
Book Thief, the protagonist is a young blonde girl with ‘dangerous brown eyes’27

who is removed from her parents’ care - they are Kommunists – and placed in the
care of the Hubermanns, a sympathetic German family. The Hubermanns refuse to
join the National Socialist party and hide a Jewish family-friend in their basement.
Similarly, in Once/Then/Now, Felix is befriended by a young Polish girl, Zelda,
whose Nazi parents were Nazis, killed by Resistance fighters. The children are
finally taken in by Polish farmers, Genia and Gabriek. These characters are a plea
for forgiveness: this is how it should have been done; this is how I hope I would
be.
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I hope I would be just and brave.
I hope I would not commit such harms.

I hope I would not be guilty.

These are characters who (if found out) become victims themselves (as with
Oskar, Genia and Zelda). These are political prisoners in waiting. In Language of
Silence, Schlant notes that, in West German literature, ‘[p]olitical prisoners are the
subject of a considerable body of literature. Since they were opponent of the Nazi
regime, their sufferings were invested with a sense of pride and there was no need
for strategies of silence.’28 I think that Australian authors are replicating this trope.
They are creating flawed and scared characters that take a ‘natural’29 position as to
what is ethically right because these characters are not systematically silenced.

Ruptured landscapes are another recurring motif in these stories. Death
describes the fictional village of Molching under siege:

The last time I saw her was red. The sky was like soup, boiling
and stirring. In some places it was burnt. There were black
crumbs, and pepper, streaked among the redness...Within
minutes, mounds of concrete were stacked and piled. The streets
were ruptured veins. Blood streamed until it was dried on the
road... the sky remained a devastating, home-cooked red...
Snowflakes of ash fell so lovelily you were tempted to stretch out
your tongue to catch them taste them...30

Similarly, Gleitzman’s character, Zelda, describes a once familiar landscape in
the aftermath of the 2009 Black Saturday bushfires:

All that’s left, scattered on the ground are chunks of burnt wood
and twisted sheets of roof metal and lots of little sooty things I
don’t recognise because the used to be part of bigger things... It’s
not just the house that isn’t there. Nothing is.31

She continues:

The main street looks as if it has been bombed. All that’s left is
rubble and smoke and ash and tangled wire and twisted sheets of
metal and bits of wood that look like they used to be shop signs.

Bricks everywhere.
Black.
And burnt bodies.
Oh.32
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This rupture is at the heart of non-Indigenous Australia’s relationship with the
land. We are not owners: that privilege resides in the Crown. Our literary culture
recognises a disconnect, a neuroses, about our relationship with the land. We are
scared of it. It obscures and consumes us. The landscape is alien and othered - even
abjected. There is no balance, no equilibrium, no boundaries, only a perpetual fight
for domination over land instead of reconciliation with it.

Finally there is the child motif that occurs through the books. This theme
presses the stories against Stolen Generation testimonies.33 Keneally writes about a
little girl in a red jacket, removed from her parents to join her extended family in
the apparent safety of the ghetto.34 Zusak’s protagonist, Leisel Meminger, is
likewise removed from her parent’s care and placed in foster care.35 She also loses
her brother who dies while they are being transported.36 Finally, Felix’ parents hide
him in a Catholic orphanage, hoping to keep him safe by absenting themselves.37

The forced removal of children from their family networks was central to the
Australian Government’s assimilation policy for Indigenous Australians, well into
the 1970s.38 It is interesting to note that Arnold Zable, a prominent author from
Melbourne’s Jewish community, dedicates Café Scheherazade, his fictional
exploration of the Holocaust, to Melbourne’s first storytellers, the Bunnarong and
Warandjuri nations.39

When Australian Authors write the Holocaust, the Australian experience of
genocide is so close; it leans against the Australian reader’s mind, or the mind of
the Australian author as reader, gently guiding how they tell stories.

Zusak’s death posits his own modest proposal:

People observe the colours of the day only at
Its beginnings and ends, but to me it’s quite
clear that a day merges through a multitude
of shades and intonations, with each passing
moment. A single hour can consist of
thousands of different colours. Waxy yellows,
cloud spat blues. Murky darknesses. In my line
of work, I make it a point to notice them.40

This is true of stories as well. One structure houses many paradigms and, as
Eagleton noted, sometimes it is in these spaces that hidden tales lift themselves,
grab unsuspecting readers and drag them through murky text and into their story.
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I Fear What I Hear: The Expression of Horror in Film Music

Marco Bellano

Abstract
This chapter addresses the transformations of the musical clichés related to horror
films through the 20th century.1 The discourse uses as a reference two particular
musical features – dissonance and ambiguity- and studies how these are used as a
basis for different musical formulas in films such as Nosferatu, Psycho and The
Fly. In-between the study of the films, a short historical digression shows how the
origins of the formulas based on dissonance and ambiguity can be put in relation
with musical practices from the Baroque to the 19th century.

Key Words: Baroque, Bernard Herrmann, film music, Hans Erdmann, horror,
Howard Shore, Nosferatu, opera, Psycho, The Fly.

*****

1. Introduction
More than two hundred years have passed since the Symphony no. 40 KV. 550

by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was named ‘the horrid’ because of its daring
harmonies; and more than a century separates our age from a certain critic, quoted
by Volker Scherliess, who explained that the Piano Sonata Op. 53 by Ludwig Van
Beethoven was nicknamed ‘Horror’ ‘[…] because of the surprising modulation at
the beginning that creates a feeling of horror’.2 That author was being deceived by
a naive phonetic transcription. However, his words testify how in 1900 it was still
possible to feel something frightful in a piece that today evokes only a sense of
noble drama.

My chapter will describe how the expression of musical emotions can change
through time by focusing on film music and by studying a specific emotion: horror.
In particular, I will address two features that are an important constant of ‘horror’
film music, ambiguity and dissonance. These recurring features will be used as a
reference to follow the evolution of ‘horror’ musical formulas that appear in films
such as Nosferatu (Friedrich Wilhelm Murnau, 1922), Psycho (Alfred Hitchcock,
1960) and The Fly (David Cronenberg, 1984). The reason of the specific choice of
ambiguity and dissonance will be explained by tracing, in between the film
examples, a short historical summary intended to show how these features actually
draw a path of clichés and musical standards that arrives to horror film music from
the music of the Baroque age.

2. Dissonance, Ambiguity and Conventionality in Nosferatu
Pino Donaggio, a film music composer renowned for his scores for Brian De

Palma, when asked to define how it is possible to express ‘horror’ in music,
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answered by saying that the basic device of the various possible kinds of ‘horror’
music is always the same: dissonance.3

However, the ‘familiarity’ of contemporary cinema audiences with the
dissonant musical styles often quoted or paraphrased in horror film music is not
something that must be taken for granted. Instead, this is the result of a slow
process of accustomisation, before which horror film music was dominated by a
substantially different set of clichés. It is possible to understand that just by
considering that the ‘dissonant’ styles featured in modern horror films usually take
inspiration from the works of 20th century composers that reached artistic maturity
and significant acknowledgement from the 1920s onwards.4 As the conventional
date of birth of cinema is December 28th 1895, and the first films with ‘horror’
elements started to appear just a year after, it is possible to notice how for 25-30
years the dissonant ‘clichés’ were not available at all to horror features. And even
when they became ‘available’, quite a lot of time had to pass before they would be
able to infiltrate mass culture, and thus cinema: as Jeremy Barham noticed, the first
mainstream horror films to make a relevant use of music that was somehow
inspired by 20th century Avant-gardes were released only during the early Cold
War years, Forbidden Planet being among the most important precursors to this.5

One example from the silent age of cinema can help in defining this point.
Nosferatu, an early classic of horror cinema, was among that minority of silent
films that were joined with an original musical comment, specifically created to be
played with them.

Nosferatu’s music by Hans Erdmann has been reconstructed by Berndt Heller
in 1984 and by Gillian B. Anderson in 1995.

In Heller’s reconstruction,6 excerpts from a composition by Erdmann, titled
Fantastisch-romantische Suite, appear during the very first ‘horror’ scene of the
film. Jonathan Hutter is a guest in Count Orlok’s manor, and at midnight he
witnesses the transformation of the Count into a vampire.

The music here does not reference the Avant-garde in any sense. Instead,
Erdmann uses a late-Romantic musical lexicon, dominated by the sound of a
particular chord: the diminished seventh. This chord is actually considered a
dissonant one, within the system of tonal harmony (the musical system that has
been predominant from 1600 to early 1900). It easily became a vehicle of fearsome
and unpleasant sensations, precisely because of its dissonance. Moreover, this
chord is also an ambiguous one, as it can resolve in four different ways, each one
of them plausibly leading to a different tonal context. The use of this chord without
a subsequent resolution leaves thus the music with a feeling of ambiguity. Arnold
Schönberg called it a ‘vagrant’ chord, adding that

It was the ‘expressive’ chord of that time. Wherever one wanted
to express pain, excitement, anger, or some other strong feeling –
there we find, almost exclusively, the diminished seventh chord.7
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However, by the time of Nosferatu, as Schönberg himself reported, its
expressiveness was already starting to wane: its use was becoming banal.8

Nosferatu’s prolonged use of the diminished seventh is a clear proof of the
expectations of a spectator of 1922 in terms of ‘horror’ film music. Unaware of the
tearing dissonances that would have been at the core of the sonic terror in cinema a
few decades later, Erdmann’s public was educated to be terrified by an altogether
‘regular’ dissonance, framed within the tonal system.

Nonetheless, it is possible to argue that Nosferatu’s musical stereotypes played
with dissonance and ambiguity, features whose presence in the logic of
contemporary horror soundtracks is undeniable, even if that presence is now
evoked by different musical devices.

So, a line of continuity seems to exist between the old ‘horror’ stereotypes and
the new ones. It might be useful to shortly retrace the path of the expression of
horror in music, which actually has its origins in the Baroque age.

3. Baroque Anticipations: Monteverdi’s ‘stile concitato’
Theoretical reflections about the relationship between certain kinds of music

and the expression of feelings were prevalent since ancient Greece;9 but it was the
conspicuous literature10 that flourished during the Baroque that brought these
reflections to the modern age.

The Baroque interest around this topic was primarily due to the developments
of a strong narrative and dramatic tendency in Italian music of the late 16th century:
a tendency that developed through vocal compositions called madrigali and
culminated in the birth of opera in Florence in 1600.11

During the Baroque, a so-called doctrine of the affections focused on the effect
that a union between certain musical formulas and words brings to the psyche.12

Some of the ‘affections’, that is to say the formulas, by Italian composer
Claudio Monteverdi can surely be considered as ancestors of future ‘horror’
stereotypes. Monteverdi felt that the music of his age was missing formulas to
express the most extreme passions of the human soul. He acknowledged the
existence of a temperato style (intended to express temperance), and also of a
molle style (related to humility or supplication). In addition to that, he suggested a
concitato style, devoted to emotions like anger and wrath.13 In his Ottavo libro di
madrigali), titled Madrigali guerrieri et amorosi (Madrigals of war and love) a
clear example of this new style is the Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda, set
on an excerpt of Torquato Tasso’s poem Gerusalemme Liberata,14 that narrates the
tragic story of the Christian soldier Tancredi who fights and kills his beloved
Clorinda, who was disguised as a man. The concitato style that describes the battle
emerges from the use of fast repeated notes, conveying a sensation of anxiety and
rushed movement. This formula is surely related, but not to be confused15 with the
tremolo, a typical effect of the bowed string instruments that would have become a
staple of ‘horror’ music. The text of the Combattimento actually directly alludes to
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feelings of horror, at least once, when Tancredi uncovers the face of his mortally
wounded enemy, and recognizes Clorinda.16 The moment of the revelation is
underlined by a series of frenetic leaps in the vocal line that remains opened, with a
sudden stop in the melodic phrase. A ‘suspension’ in a melodic or harmonic
movement, as seen in the study of Nosferatu, is as well another important feature
that composers will learn to associate with horror.

4. From Opera to Cinema
Between the Baroque and film music, the composers that lived during almost

three centuries kept adding items to the ‘library’ of musical formulas related to the
expression of emotions.

It is within opera that composer and musicologist Luigi Dallapiccola
recognized a strong ‘formulaic style’, that in 19th century ‘offered the Italian
people a key for comprehending the dramatic situation and identifying themselves
with it’.17 As for horror in particular, Dallapiccola notices how ‘every shock, every
horror, every rape and abduction, every surprise, every apostrophe, every curse –
and sometimes even desperate invocations – are underscored by the diminished–
seventh chord’.18

Nosferatu’s use of that chord is thus a heritage of that operatic practice. The
‘recycling’ of that formula was moreover openly encouraged by the silent film
music practice that was prevalently based upon the use of arrangements of pre-
existent music.

5. Shifting Dissonances: Psycho
As the history of cinema went on, some of the stereotypes of horror film music

seemed to continue their evolution by following the basic guidelines set during the
Baroque age. It is possible to verify this by briefly re-examining one of the most
influential horror scores of all times: Bernard Herrmann’s music for strings
composed for Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho.

Notwithstanding its modernity and originality, well aware of 20th century
musical styles like the ones of Béla Bartók and Igor Stravinsky, Hermann’s music
can also be read as a clever reframing of more recent ‘horror’ music clichés within
the path of dissonance and ambiguity discussed before. I will now deal with the
notorious ‘shower’ scene and its ‘shrieking’ motif. This motif can surely be put in
relation with the typical horror ‘stinger’: just like it often happens since Franz
Waxman’s music for Bride of Frankenstein, a scary and sudden image is put in
relation with an aggressive and isolated sound event. This is the case of the
apparition of ‘mother’ as the shower tent opens; however, arguably, it is just the
first sound of the motif (an E flat) that works as a stinger, because the ‘stinger’
function is immediately negated by the subsequent obsessive repetition of the
sound and by its inclusion in a wider orchestral pattern. The episode is thus
reframed into the classical practice of the obsessive repetition of sounds, giving
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new life, in a sense, to an ancient archetype of the acoustic communication of
terror. In addition to that, it is possible to notice how the inherent dissonance of the
whole ‘shower’ sequence is most importantly due to the use of intervals of major
seventh (or of diminished eighth, which is acoustically equivalent). The major
seventh is also featured in the cue that opens Psycho. There, however, the interval
is contextualized and revealed as the scaffolding of a full chord, that has sometimes
been called ‘Psycho chord’,19 even if it is just a regular minor-major seventh chord.
So, in a way, Herrmann did not betray the ‘tonal’ roots of horror film music;
notwithstanding his learned and appropriate references to the dissonant styles of
20th century composers, he persevered in the use of dissonances based on seventh
chords, shifting though from the ‘weakened’ diminished seventh to the minor-
major one.

6. Horror in Absence: The Silence of The Fly
Additional examples of transformations of old audiovisual clichés into different

ways of conceiving a ‘horror’ film music can be found in Howard Shore’s long
lasting collaboration with director David Cronenberg. A film like The Fly seems to
be particularly close to the Baroque-operatic historical line that has been followed
until now, because of the overall melodramatic quality of the story that Cronenberg
chose to tell.20

Shore often communicates or enhances Cronenberg’s narration with leitmotif
techniques, whose ‘wagnerian-melodramatic’ heritage actually permeates the
whole history of film music; but it can be also pointed out how in The Fly Shore
prefers to underline passionate bursts of emotions or building frightful tensions
with intense crescendos and loud and acoustically enveloping orchestral passages,
that share a lot, in terms of emotive result, with the typical musical strategies of
Italian operas.

However, within this ‘operatic’ frame, a resettlement of former ‘horror’ film
music clichés is at work. A scene can be used to rapidly comment upon this point:
Seth Brundle, after four weeks of isolation, calls the woman he is in love with,
Veronica Quaif, and begs her to come to his place.

It is when Cronenberg shows the first true ‘horrific’ vision of the sequence that
Shore introduces an element of novelty. When the close-up of Seth’s horrid and
pitiful mutating face appears, Shore just lets the music end. The ensuing dialogue
between Seth and Veronica is accompanied by a persisting absence of music, that
sounds especially puzzling and tense because of its contrast with the ‘operatic’
musical richness of the rest of the film.

Shore is here apparently elaborating on the conventional concept of
‘suspension’ and ‘ambiguity’ that, as discussed before, is often linked with
‘horrific’ sound atmospheres. The suspended dissonance of the seventh chords, or
the perceivable incompleteness of certain melodic lines, has been substituted here
by a suspension of the whole musical phenomenon. However, it is necessary to
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stress again how this suspension is not merely a result of the disappearance of the
music, but of the contrast between this absence and the previous presence of
important musical episodes.21 This kind of subtraction of the music seems to play
with and evidence a primal function of film music as a whole, that, as Royal S.
Brown argued, ‘[acts] as a wallpaper soporific to allay fears of darkness or silence
[...]’.22

7. Conclusion
At the end of this short itinerary through horror film music, one may wonder if,

by remaining on the path traced by the use of dissonance and ambiguity, it would
be possible to foresee the possible developments of horror film music in the near
future – at least in the limited fields of the two basic features that have been
purposely chosen for the present discussion.

The answer would be a negative one. By managing to accept more influences
from daring or Avant-garde styles than any other film music ‘genre’, horror film
music has perhaps its ultimate cliché in being the place where any kind of music
can become cliché.23

However, the shift from a certain set of clichés to a new one would always be
necessarily gradual, because of the time the audience needs to reset its musical
expectations. This is why certain continuity with the past seems to be guaranteed,
and this is why it has been possible to retrace this continuity starting from
Monteverdi, passing through opera, and then arriving to Nosferatu, Psycho and The
Fly. So, for the researcher that would like to proceed in the study of the evolution
of the horror film music stereotypes, going beyond the mere categories of
ambiguity and dissonance, the most sensate approach seems to be the one of a
historian. In addition to that, this researcher should of course never forget that film
music is a part of cinema as a whole, and that any film music analysis should
always be an audiovisual analysis. ‘I fear what I hear’ said Niccolò Machiavelli in
the verse that I used as an excuse for the title of this chapter; but the quotation is
incomplete, as the whole line by Machiavelli actually reads: ‘I fear what I hear and
see’.24

Notes

1 I wish to thank for the confidence in my researches on film music my Ph. D.
advisor, Prof. Alberto Zotti Minici, as well as the whole Ph. D. School in Storia e
Critica dei Beni Artistici, Musicali e dello Spettacolo of the University of Padova,
Italy. A special thanks to Prof. Victoria Duckett of the University of Melbourne,
for her constant support to my work and for having proofread this chapter.
2 V. Scherliess, ‘Beethoven Klaviersonaten – Versuche einer Annäherung’,
Beethoven – Klaviersonaten, R. Evidon (ed), Complete Beethoven Edition, Vol. 5,
Deutsche Grammophone, 1997, p. 70.
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3 This information come from an unpublished interview I had with Donaggio on
June 8, 2007 in Venice, Italy.
4 What is crucial for the impact on the public is however the dissonance itself, and
not the style. So, the works of 20th century composers such as Arnold Schönberg,
Anton Webern, Béla Bartók and Sergej Prokofiev, notwithstanding the substantial
differences between their musical languages, can equally be sources of inspiration
for horror film music –even within a single film. This is something that is perfectly
legitimate: as Italian musicologist Roberto Calabretto explains, ‘[Film music] is
[...] a universe where it is possible to collect the most disparate genres, making it
possible to rework and redefine the very forms that went through the history of
music itself for a long time’ R. Calabretto, Lo schermo sonoro: La musica per film,
Marsilio, Venezia, 2010, p. 11. English translation by the author of the present
chapter.
5 J. Barham, ‘Incorporating Monsters: Music as Context, Character and
Construction in Kubrick’s The Shining’, Terror Tracks: Music, Sound and Horror
Cinema, P. Hayward (ed), Equinox, London, 2009, p. 138.
6 I am referring to the recorded and synchronized version of the music that is
available in the Nosferatu DVD published by Divisa Red S. A. U., enclosed with
L. Berriatúa, Nosferatu: Un film Erótico-Ocultista-Espiritista-Metafísico, Divisa
Ediciones, Valladolid, 2009.
7 A. Schönberg, Theory of Harmony, University of California Press, Los Angeles,
1983, p. 238.
8 Schönberg, op. cit., p. 238.
9 The main reference is the Theory of Ethos, as it is found in Aristotle’s Politics
and in Plato’s Laws and Republic, where music is considered the sovereign art
‘because rhythm and harmony possess to the utmost degree the power to penetrate
the soul and move it strongly [...]’. Plato, La Repubblica, Italian trans. G. Lozza,
Mondadori, Milano, 2000, p. 229. English translation of the quotation by the
author of this chapter.
10 How to express the passions with specific musical tropes is shown in
Burmeister’s Musica poetica (1606), Nucius’ Musicae poeticae praeceptiones
(1613), Johannes Crüger’s Praecepta musicae practicae figuralis (1625),
Wolfgang Schoenleder’s Architectonice musices universalis (1631), Marin
Mersenne’s Harmonie universelle (1636), Athanasius Kircher’s Musurgia
universalis (1650), and in Autumnus Herbst’s Arte prattica e poetica (1653).
11 The first opera is conventionally believed to be Euridice, with verse by Ottavio
Rinuccini and music by Jacopo Peri. It was staged on the 6th October, 1600, during
the grand wedding between Maria de’ Medici and Henry IV of France, at the
Palazzo Pitti in Florence.
12 See G. Haydon, ‘On the Problem of Expression in Baroque Music’, Journal of
the American Musicological Society, Vol. 3, No. 2, 1950, pp. 113-119. However,
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as Manfred Bukofzer noticed, that was by no means a ‘scientific’ interest, based on
a study of the reactions of the audience to a certain musical stimulus. M.F.
Bukofzer, La musica barocca, Italian trans. by O.P. Bertini, Rusconi, Milano,
1982, p. 4.
13 J.A. Westrup, ‘Monteverdi and the Orchestra’, Music & Letters, Vol. 21, No. 3,
1940, p. 244; also F. Dorsi and G. Rausa, Storia dell’Opera Italiana, Bruno
Mondadori, Milano, 2000, pp. 33-34.
14 Canto XII, 52-62, 64-68.
15 As Hans Ferdinand Redlich did: ‘This new effect of rapidly repeated notes,
which he dignifies as the symbol of passion is, however, nothing more than the
string tremolo so well known to us today as to be hackneyed’. H.F. Redlich,
Claudio Monteverdi, Oxford University Press, London, 1952, p. 107.
16 ‘La vide e la conobbe: e restò senza/e voce e moto. Ahi vista! ahi conoscenza!’
Tasso, Gerusalemme Liberata, XII, 67.
17 L. Dallapiccola, ‘Words and Music in 19th-Century Italian Opera’, Selected
Writings – Volume One, R. Shackelford (ed and trans), Toccata Press, London,
1987, p. 143.
18 Dallapiccola, op. cit. pp. 139-140.
19 S.Murphy, ‘An Audiovisual Foreshadowing in Psycho’, Terror Tracks: Horror,
Cinema and Sound, P. Hayward (ed), London, Equinox, 2008, p. 50.
20 As film critic Gianni Canova argued, ‘The Fly has the structure and the emotive
temperature of a melodrama. In this sense, the film ultimately makes explicit the
melodramatic vein that emerges and stays in Cronenberg’s cinema since its
inception’. G. Canova, David Cronenberg, Il Castoro, Milano, 2005, p. 70. English
translation of the quotation by the author of the present chapter.
21 This audiovisual strategy was probably conceived on the basis of a comparable
use of silence that is relevantly featured in the film scores by Japanese composer
Toru Takemitsu. Shore openly spoke of Takemitsu’s influence on his scores for
Cronenberg (see P. Brophy, Cinesonic: The World of Sound in Film, Australian
Film, Television and Radio School, Sydney, 1999, p. 2). As Kyoko Koizumi
explains, Takemitsu explored a creative use of silence in horror films like Kwaidan
(Masaki Kobayashi, 1964) by referring to the Zen Buddhist concept of ma, that ‘is
not simply the replacement of sound by silence – it has a positive sense of
lingering sound’ (K. Koizumi, ‘Creative Soundtrack Expression. Toru Takemitsu’s
Score for Kwaidan’, Terror Tracks. Music, Sound and Horror Cinema, P. Hayward
(ed), London, Equinox, 2009, p. 80). Inherent to ma is the concept of relationship
between music and silence, as the word means ‘between two sounds’.
22 R.S. Brown, Overtones and Undertones: Reading Film Music, University of
California Press, Berkeley, 1994, p. 32.
23 See Bahram, op. cit. pp. 137-138 and p. 157.
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24 ‘E paura ho di ciò ch’i’odo e guardo’, Io spero, e lo sperar cresce il tormento,
verse 8.
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Cryptography as Living Death: The Horrors of
Rupture or Totality?

Constance Goh

Abstract
This chapter reconsiders how the arts can function as means to democratic ends
after Theodore Adorno’s comment on the impossibility of poetry after Auschwitz.
Can the arts aid in resolving the discrepancies between the democratic aspiration
and the brutal violations of human rights in various parts of the world? In what
ways do creative expressions reflect the democratic ideals, the apparently a priori
rights of the individual to freedom of speech and the satisfaction of her
fundamental needs? As creative expressions, the arts can be seen as instances of
revolutionary rhetoric but in what manner can aesthetics inform in terms of
democratic collaboration and conflict resolution? Under what conditions would
democratic collaboration be possible? For nations at war, can the strategies of
conflict management lead to an impartial resolution? In order to properly address
the democratic aspirations of aesthetics, one must also query its tendency toward
elitism, combat representations themselves as sites of contestation. This chapter
engages with Slavoj Žižek’s psychoanalytic reading of political fear and terror and
Jacques Derrida’s interview with Giovanni Borradori in Philosophy in a Time of
Terror, a radical rethinking of comparative politics in and through aesthetics as
analogy of political subjectivity, in order to read Robert Capa’s words on the
photographic. The chapter starts with an ironising of Capa’s famous quote ‘The
truth is the best picture, the best propaganda’. Capa’s meta-aesthetic/political
thoughts on war and representation are used to extrapolate the principles of
judgment and hegemony, problematised by the filmic representations of extreme
violence in The Hurt Locker (2009) directed by Kathryn Bigelow and Nanking
(2009) by Bill Guttentag and David Sturman. The thesis asserts that inter-national
or intra-national conflicts persist despite the global emphasis on cultural diversity
and consideration because of the politics of recognition, clashes necessitating one
more principle, an extra-normative tolerance Derrida calls ‘hostipitality’.

Key Words: Violence, war, politics, aesthetics, representation, propaganda, media,
tolerance, democracy, terror.

*****

1. The Truth is the Best Picture, the Best Propaganda
Robert Capa’s famous quote ‘The truth is the best picture, the best propaganda’

gains resonance when we investigate the politics of representation in the
photojournalistic field. What does this statement mean, especially with ‘truth’ and
‘propaganda’ invoked in the same statement? Truth and propaganda in the context
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of mediatised events are words that indicate the aporetic relations between image
and reality, the inherent contradictions of reality revealed when it is manipulated to
generate pictures in accordance to the intention and interest of the media
producers. If Capa is referring to the photographic capacity of picturing the realism
of war atrocities, then he may have to contend with the contemporary critiques of
photojournalistic representations, critiques that note the politics of simulation,
substitution and imitation. A distinct feature of modernity is the incessant
encounter, at a distance, with the horrific portrayals of human suffering. And it is
the argument here that the screen, as a figure of the public platform, can either
incite the viewer to action or inure the observer because of the barrage of images
encountered. The following inquiries are in line with Slavoj Žižek’s psychoanalytic
reading of political fear and terror: is the screen a protection from the actual
horrors suffered by others or is the screen also that which makes us question the
extreme violence of the atrocities enacted in conflict zones and care about the grief
and horror suffered by the victims? Are we brave enough to face the reality out
there, the actual violence inflicted, without the protection given by the screen?
There are those who take the risk because they feel that something of the truth
must be told even though it has been qualified that the photographic image cannot
be the absolute truth of the occurrence.

As representations, its politics inadvertently comes to the fore, considered as
sites of contestation. Gadi Wolfsfeld’s Media and Political Conflict provides a
comprehensive study of the politics involved in battle broadcasting. Some of the
theoretical concerns include who determines what is photographed and transmitted,
the various frames used in order to adhere to government policies as well as
promote narrative coherence, and the embedding of authorized news personnel.
Wolfsfeld’s theoretical model for war reporting, termed ‘political contest model’
and crucial to the discussion here, is predicated upon five arguments.1 And these
arguments imply that the authorities and challengers alike use four techniques,
censorship, concealment, manipulation and deformation of information, to incite
support for an ‘us against them’ perspective. However, the thesis questions not
only the idea of journalistic intervention in representing reality but also the concept
of truth in and as mediated events, encryptions underscored by the argument that
the art of war is also the war of art, aestheticised politics and politicised aesthetics.
Hegemonic events when elaborated tells us more about the principles of judgment
involved in war productions, made evident by analyses of the camera angles and
the editing process. And this is made evident by Wolfsfeld’s definition of
contentious politics: ‘Political conflicts are characterized by moves and
countermoves’2 which, in a way, testifies to the appropriateness of the cinematic
medium, a language known as movement-in-writing, in this reflexive discussion on
politics and aesthetics. Capa’s meta-aesthetic/political thoughts on war and
representation are used to examine the hegemony of truth and its ambiguous
relationship to photography, problematised by the filmic portrayals of radical
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violence in The Hurt Locker (2009) directed by Kathryn Bigelow and Nanking
(2007) by Bill Guttentag and David Sturman.

Working with the semiotic function of cinematography with its photographic
beginnings, the thesis attempts to answer the following questions. Can the arts
function as means to democratic ends after Theodore Adorno’s comment on the
impossibility of poetry after Auschwitz? What are the ways in which the arts can
aid in resolving the discrepancies between the democratic aspiration and the brutal
violations of human rights in various parts of the world? Perhaps the response has
to come from Adorno’s poetic impossibility after Auschwitz, the silence when
confronted by the unspeakable horrors of massacres, which is arguably the
launching pad for thoughts on the extremity of violence. And it is the assertion
here that the paradoxical impenetrability of terror simultaneously makes
impossible an absolute and responsible address and makes possible the many
attempts to acknowledge, make known and prevent totalitarian terror. Photography
is one of those means to that end, fostered by the recent critique of how war images
may result in demoralising propaganda instead of gaining public support for war
effort.

Surrounding the ethics of representing warfare are polemic arguments with
which this chapter will negotiate. By depicting war atrocities, the
photographer/director’s complicity not only has to do with the graphic
representations of torture and killings during combat as well as the destruction and
casualties after the conflict. Although the uncalled-for attention on the victims’
humiliation is cited as an unethical response, prompting assertions such as ‘war
images are the pornography of photojournalism’, at stake is the politics implied by
the ethics of picturing human misery, one that renders obvious the horrors of
hegemonic control in structural and cultural terms. The fact that the image is an
extraction and a composition of elements from reality testifies to the
abovementioned structural violence, an aggression predicated on the semantic play
of the word ‘abstraction’ to which the metaphysical emphasis on conceptualization
reinforces.

Not only should one assume that the visceral impact of war images leads to the
desired outcome in sense making; the images themselves are used in ways to
contest the opponent’s privileged meaning. While the brutal actuality of warfare
must be acknowledged, photojournalistic representations may shield the
psychological impact of a face-to-face confrontation with extreme violence, of
which the military personnel in The Hurt Locker and the characters of Nanking are
instances. Can there be an impartial conflict resolution? Derrida explains the
concept of mondialisation and his version of tolerance to Borradori: ‘It is once
again a question of the Enlightenment, that is, of access to Reason in a certain
public space, though this time in conditions that technoscience and economic or
telemedia globalization have thoroughly transformed: in time and as space, in
rhythms and proportions. If intellectuals, writers, scholars, professors, artists, and
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journalists do not, before all else, stand up together against such violence, their
abdication will be at once irresponsible and suicidal’.3 Speaking of the madness of
decision in the midst of ontological indeterminacy, Derrida alludes to Emmanuel
Levinas’s ethics of ethics, predicated on illeity, an ethical submission to the Other
as God and the other as the neighbour, the bearer of the divine face. This ethics of
welcoming the unforeseeable other may be inconceivable to some and yet it is
taken up by Derrida in his response to Levinas because the ethics of alterity
destabilises the very politics of recognition, a rupture that gestures to the
unaccounted for, the ones who do not have a voice and, yet, need to speak.
Derrida’s list in the above citation on the Enlightenment insists that these
representatives, who can use the very same resources that mediatisation accords to
challenge extreme authoritarian violence, must work with this power given to them
for the suffering of others, an act that he calls hostipitality, a type of speaking out
that may prompt action to relieve suffering. The Hurt Locker and Nanking are
instances of this hostipitality.

2. Hospitality as another Tolerance
Stylistic complexity in Nanking and The Hurt Locker exposes the tensions

between subjectivity and society. In psychoanalytic terms, this has to do with the
desire to be the desire of the Other, the Lacanian Symbolic Other. The Japanese
kamikaze pilots are examples of what this psychoanalytic concept means. They
would go on suicide missions because the Emperor deemed it necessary. Whereas
most cultural forms of war memory are more socially conscious as they cater to the
needs of the community, the two films highlight the psychological effects of
radical violence on individuals. T.G. Ashplant’s, Graham Dawson’s and Michael
Roper’s edition, Commemorating War notes the interactive process of public forms
of war remembrance and individual’s personal war memorabilia and the
contradictory relations between authoritative, social and personal forms of war
memory. Moreover, the potency of cultural forms of memory, at times, may
marginalise personal memories that do not fit the dominant commemorative
discourse. Either that or it is the pain that causes the complicated psychological
dissociation that represses the violent event. Inclusive in their argument is how
social commemoration may mask a certain reticence that the abovementioned films
can be argued as having the capacity to evoke. Instead of just focussing ‘on the
ways in which subjective responses to war are shaped by existing cultural forms of
expressions’, both films rework cinematic stylistics to emphasise how the personal
and the subjective, what the above editors call ‘sectional memories’, linking
narratives, can make us understand ‘what is involved subjectively in the struggle to
establish new forms and meanings’ and ‘may help to generate a dissenting or
oppositional narrative which can challenge dominant official memory’.4

Guttentag’s and Sturman’s Nanking, a subversion of conventional documentary
film, is one such space in which the multiracial cast takes on the roles of a small
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group of foreigners and locals who did not leave when the Japanese invaded the
capital city. The cast works with first-person narration to speak of the horrors of
the rape of Nanjing that undermines the conventional third-person narration of
documentaries. Accompanied by graphic depictions of the pillage, rape and deaths,
the actors evidently speak as subjects in their performance and subjects as the
expatriates whose resistance resulted in the creation of the safety zone,
representatives standing in for those who spoke of the horrors in their diaries and
letters. The photographic dynamics of this war production can be found not only in
the intersections between realism and fiction, documentary and drama, and image
and speech, but the juxtapositions of speech and image, realism and fiction, and
documentary and drama also provide a narrative that involves multiple viewpoints:
the Westerners who stayed and helped, the locals who survived the tragedy, and
the Japanese soldiers who, affected by what is known a forward panic, participated
in a killing spree.

Both Nanking and The Hurt Locker won awards for editing. As a docu-drama,
Nanking’s filmic aesthetics overturns the realism attributed to the documentary by
diverting attention to its forceful merging of filmic fragments, an artful manner of
interrupting the documentary’s pretence to realistic depiction of events, a concept
inherited from photography, and foregrounds the genre as craft, similar to other
types of filmmaking. On the other hand, Bigelow’s The Hurt Locker, a movie on
the American military elite Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD) squad in Iraq,
uses documentary techniques to give us a taste of the Lacanian Real. Mark Boal’s
screenplay is based on his journalist observations of the risks involved in the EOD
experts’ dismantling of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) on the streets of
Baghdad. Boal, who was embedded with a special bomb squad unit in Iraq, gives
us an insight into the dangers of disarming bombs and Bigelow translates the
screenwriting with filmic devices to depict the potential annihilation of the bomb
technicians, textual performances that challenge the ruling government’s political
agenda of amassing support for the war on terror. Thus The Hurt Locker can be
read as a cinematic attempt to disrupt American war on terror by giving us an
eruptive rendering of the bomb deactivators’ nightmarish existence that has
psychological repercussions.

3. The Possible Terror of Revolutionary Violence
The above iconic analysis of filmmakers’ treatment of conflict is given impetus

by Derrida’s words on the creation of a public platform. But I would also like to
direct attention to Derrida’s assertion of the stakes inherent to such a space:

I do not wish to grant too great a privilege to the juridical sphere,
to international law and its institutions, even if I believe more
than ever their importance… Some have said, not without
exaggeration but also without some plausibility, that between the
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forces that are being mobilized today against globalization and
those of international terrorism (in two words, ‘September 11’)
there is a common cause, a de facto alliance or collusion, if not
an intentional conspiracy. Enormous effort will be required to
introduce here all the necessary distinction (both conceptual and
practical), which will have to take into account the
contradictions, that is, the autoimmunitary overdeterminations on
which I am insisting. Despite their apparently biological, genetic,
or zoological provenance, these contradictions all concern, as
you can see, what is beyond living pure and simple. If only
because they bear death in life.5

Another reckoning of the Enlightenment ideals is necessitated such that one
would have to look beyond good and evil, or any binary fixation, and measure
against the immeasurable, an endeavour made despite the awareness of the
indefiniteness of the destination. When Derrida speaks of the autoimmunitary
process, an infighting that destroys the entity’s immunity to foreign influences, he
is gesturing to an invasive terror that threatens any organisation, state or otherwise.
If one cannot live pure and simple especially after experiencing trauma, as the
unhiemlich figure of William James informs us, it is because one has to confront
that which has great bearing in life, death. Life, as it is, is always already lived as
being-toward-death, the adrenaline rush that James gets when he overcomes the
annihilating threat, which, in itself, provides a sense of mastery.

The critical deliberation, then, must acknowledge the possibility of the worst
that comes with the best; that, within the inscriptive espacement, an endeavour
with the best of intentions may have the worst outcome. Whether the best or the
worst, it still remains our task to help create a public arena for the victims of war
atrocities and terrorism to speak of the horrors they faced. And it is within this
becoming of the revolutionary in time and space whereby democratic negotiation
may occur. Whether it concludes in the formation of a political regime lies with
how the opposing parties react at the point of the encounter. If Derrida does not
believe that the promise of democracy ultimately designates a political regime that
is because it comes with the possibility of justice as deconstruction. Yet his cryptic
remark in Philosophy in a Time of Terror that the best comes with the worst
suggests that the threat inherent to the politics of representation is the possibility of
totalitarian violence in an idea that has its beginning as revolutionary violence.

Notes

1 G. Wolfsfeld, Media and Political Conflict: News from the Middle East,
Cambridge and New York, Cambridge University Press, 1997, pp. 3-5. The five
arguments are ‘First, that the political process is more likely to have an influence
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on the news media than the news media are on the political process. […] The
second argument is that the authorities’ level of control over the political
environment is one of the key variables that determine the role of the news media
in political conflicts. […] The third major argument is that the role of the news
media in political conflicts varies over time and circumstance. […] The fourth
argument is that those who hope to understand variation in the role of the news
media must look at the competition among antagonists along two dimensions: one
structural and the other cultural. […] The fifth and final argument is that while
authorities have tremendous advantages over challengers in the quantity and
quality of media coverage they receive, many challengers can overcome these
obstacles and use the news media as a tool for political influence’.
2 G. Wolfsfeld, op. cit., p. 4.
3 G. Borradori, Philosophy in a Time of Terror: Dialogues with Jürgen Habermas
and Jacques Derrida, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago and London,
2003. p. 125. Derrida’s question is of paramount significance when examining the
ramifications of instrumental violence. The Enlightenment itself, which, according
to Jürgen Habermas in an interview with Giovanni Borradori, is an unfinished
business, and, in itself, bears a lightless enclave. But does this mean that we
discard the entire notion of enlightenment with its emphasis on reason even if it
concluded with Nazi terror? According to Derrida, technological violence is a tool
used by both the authority and the insurgents: ‘What would ‘September 11’ have
been without television? ...Maximum media coverage was in the common interest
of the perpetrators of ‘September 11,’ the terrorists, and those who, in the name of
the victims, wanted to declare ‘war on terrorism.’ Between these two parties, such
media coverage was, like the good sense of which Descartes speaks, the most
widely shared thing in the world. More than the destruction of the Twin Towers or
the attack on the Pentagon, more than the killing of thousands of people, the real
‘terror’ consisted of and, in fact, began by exposing and exploiting, having exposed
and exploited, this image of terror by the target itself’ (author’s emphasis, 2003, p.
108). History informs us that reason can also be an instrument for both state terror
and revolutionary terror. Thus Muslim fundamentalist terror and the systematic
state terror of the United States are not that different when perceived in terms of
the means used. Both utilise the resources given by technoscience and economics
for the promotion of their agenda.
4 T.S. Ashplant, G. Dawson and M. Roper (eds), Commemorating War: The
Politics of War Memory, Transaction Publishers, New Brunswick, NJ, 2004, p. 32.
5 G. Borradori, Philosophy in a Time of Terror: Dialogues with Jürgen Habermas
and Jacques Derrida, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago and London,
2003. p. 119. Of significance to the thesis is Benjamin’s evocation of a third
violence, one that resolves the duality of founding and preserving violence in
‘Critique of Violence’: ‘Divine violence, which is the sign and seal but never the
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means of sacred execution, may be called sovereign violence’ (1979, 154).
Derrida’s reading of Benjamin’s concluding statement on violence in the postscript
of ‘The Mystical Foundation of Authority’ has aroused critiques from political
thinkers but, with hindsight, rings true because a revolutionary violence that is
unalloyed, without the illegality involved in the latter’s discussion of legal
violence, and eradicates without bloodshed can only gesture to an all-
encompassing violence one names fascism. Benjamin’s divine violence is
comparable to the structural violence of inscription and the hegemonic proclivity
of writing despite its revolutionary potential is perhaps an index to the
monopolising tendency of state violence. Such a bloodless violence that Derrida
compares to the bloodlessness of the annihilation in Nazi gas chambers, finds its
modern correlation in computerised warfare, where the enemy is eradicated with
the mere pressing of a button. However, it must be said that this monopoly of
violence so crucial to state control can be intervened. If the above is read in
relation to Derrida’s comments in Rogues, we are all implicated in such violence;
the culpability has to do with the need for structural wholeness, in writing or
otherwise. It is important, at this point, that we heed Derrida’s option for the lesser
violence, the abstract violence of art as means to fight real aggression.
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Batman: The Dark Knight: The Joker’s Pursuit of Justice in an
Unjust World

Lee Baxter

Abstract
Christopher Nolan’s film Batman: The Dark Knight is an allegory that utilizes the
spectacle of 9/11 images and subsequent government policies - the War on Terror -
to critique the black and white morality posited in the rhetoric of the Bush
administration. Using the characters of Batman, the Joker, and Harvey Dent/Two-
Face, The Dark Night exposes the gap left by the terrorist attacks to critique the
black and white binaries established by the Bush administration’s response to the
traumatic incidents caused on 9/11. The replaying of 9/11 images and re-
construction of the traumatic narrative ‘bares’ witness to the fears and terrors that
the original event caused in order to create witnesses. It is from the gap or the
wound that remembering and creating narrative representations of the traumatic
events are produced in order to facilitate witnesses of the terrifying events. These
terrifying images erupt from the victim’s past scarring, such as the Joker, to haunt
the present. The Dark Knight’s narrative, I argue, is spoken directly through the
wound - the Joker’s scarred mouth. Batman, the Joker, and Dent are all victims of
traumatic events that ultimately create who they become - a crime fighter/vigilante,
a terrorist, and a ‘judge’/criminal. Each character ‘acts out’ his original trauma,
however only Batman ‘works through’ his, causing fear and/or terror amongst the
citizens of Gotham City. The main focus of this discussion investigates how the
Joker through re-enacting his own traumatic wounding creates fear and terror in
Gotham City in order to expose the false beliefs of justice and innocence within the
structure of the film narrative. The Joker’s narrative also represents the traumatic
wound in the very discourse of ethics literally in the face of the other (Harvey
Dent/Two Face).

Key Words: Batman, the Joker, trauma, injustice, terrorism, narrative, fear, terror.

*****

1. Traumatic Events & Memories
Picking up from where Batman Begins (2005) ends, Batman The Dark Knight1

continues exploring the corruption in Gotham’s justice system, alongside Batman’s
newest, and perhaps deadliest foe, the Joker. With the help of Lieutenant James
Gordon and Harvey Dent, Batman sets out to dismantle the remaining crime
organizations in Gotham city. However, Batman, Gordon, and Dent soon find
themselves facing a threat, the Joker, who unleashes chaos and fear amongst the
terrified citizens of Gotham. The Joker’s tactics are acts that reflect well-known
media images taken on 9/11 and its aftermath, such as representations of exploding
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buildings, ‘bound hostages, used to relay demands on television’, the crusade
against evil, and a communal fear of the unknowable terrorist and vigilante.2 The
Dark Knight focuses on how traumatic events and memories are depicted and
repeated in different formations within a socio-political context. I argue that to
return to past fears, anxieties, and traumas in the present is to re-create the original
traumatic narrative through a new idiom. The Joker’s wounded mouth, whose scars
are emphasized by smeared clown make-up, calls forth past traumas that are both
personal and national in scale.

Trauma theorists such as Cathy Caruth and Dominick LaCapra state that a
temporal distance between the original event and its re-telling is necessary to
enable survivors to critically engage with the past event to bear objective witness.
Caruth also notes how fictive narratives are relevant to the understanding of the
relationship between knowing and not knowing the experience during a traumatic
event. The relationship between the known and unknown causes a gap or rupture,
through which the re-creation of a narrative helps to make sense of the original
traumatic event. I argue that The Dark Knight’s narrative is spoken directly
through the traumatic wound created by 9/11; more specifically, through the
Joker’s scarred mouth to reflect and critically engage with the chaos, terror, and
anxiety caused by terrorism.

2. The Repetitive Nature of Trauma and Critical Witnessing
Traumatic experiences and memories of horrific and/or terrifying events

position individuals who experience them in connection with a larger cultural
context: politically, psychologically, and socially.3 A recurring theme within
Trauma studies is that the traumatic event produces a fear or terror in the victim
that renders her/him speechless and divides or destroys her/his identity, causing the
initial trauma to be repressed and at times denied. Given this speechlessness,
Caruth argues that ‘trauma stands outside representation altogether,’4 leaving a gap
or wound between the original experience and its representation. It is from the gap
or the wound that remembering emerges, and from which narrative representations
of traumatic events are re-produced in order to create witnesses of the terrifying
event. Moreover, LaCapra explains that the purpose of constructing narratives that
give testimony to original traumatic events is to bear witness by ‘acting out’ and
‘working through’ the trauma in a language that provides an understanding of those
events.5

Part of this process involves critically assessing the event, analyzing the
problems it poses, and trying to change the understanding of the event. LaCapra
notes that part of writing about trauma is portraying historiography’s relationship
to the original event by ‘reconstructing the past as objectively as possible;’6

however, in striving to create objectivity the author must be aware of her/his
implications in the investigation and the writing. The writing reflects a distance
from the initial trauma because a traumatic event disrupts the known everyday
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experiences.7 The process of writing trauma includes ‘acting out’ and ‘working
through’ the event in order to give voice to the past.8 LaCapra explains ‘acting out’
as part of the process that can, but does not always, ‘work through’ the traumatic
incident. By compulsively repeating the event, victims and secondary witnesses are
‘acting out’ the original traumatic event. The ultimate aim of ‘working through’ a
traumatic incident is to differentiate between the past and the present, which in turn
can provoke ethical and political responses to the consequences of the event. This
does not, however, mean that the working through process cannot or will not be
returned to and revised at a later date. The fact that the revision can happen
indicates that to move beyond ‘acting out’ is not always possible. In other words,
without critical engagement, the repetitive nature of the trauma, which can vary, is
continuously re-enacted, and is part of the process needed to transcend the original
traumatic event.9

E. Ann Kaplan argues that ‘witnessing’ is ‘an ethical response’ that holds the
possibility for changing the way someone perceives the world and/or what
someone believes about justice. Like LaCapra, Kaplan suggests that art possesses
the potential for opening up discussions of traumatic events on individual and
collective levels. During the production of the artistic piece, the victim/witness
remembers and re-enacts the event and uses the artwork as a vehicle to create a
narrative for an audience to understand the traumatic event. The artwork, in this
case The Dark Knight, is a narrative that bears witness to the traumatic event.
Through the re-telling of the narrative via art, a new idiom is utilized, such as the
monster in the film Cloverfield (2008) or the Joker in The Dark Knight, to re-create
the fear and terror caused during the traumatic event. This process incorporates
critical engagement, which questions the political contexts surrounding the event.
For instance, taking into account American foreign and domestic policies before
and after 9/11, the Joker can be viewed as both an external and an internal threat to
the American nation. In other words, the Joker represents both the fear of the
home-grown terrorist who ‘camouflages’ himself amongst other criminals, and as
an external symbolic image of al Qaeda. Playing on the disbelief and fear caused
by 9/11, the Bush Administration capitalized on the American public’s fear
through propaganda that generated an atmosphere of fear rather than security.10

Investigating ‘the implications of the War on Terror for civil liberties and
international conceptions of human rights’, Linnie Blake argues that ‘hillbilly
horror’ films ‘explore the traumatic cultural aftermath of terrorist atrocity’ and
‘illustrat[e] how the bombing of the World Trade Centre has been re-narrativised,
re-visioned, and re-remembered’ in political contexts.11 Echoing Blake’s work, I
argue that Batman The Dark Knight is a narrative which re-members the terror and
fear caused by the traumatic events on 9/11 and critically explores the trauma and
its aftermath via the Joker.
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3. Speaking through the Wound
The Dark Knight’s narrative, I have argued, is spoken directly through the

wound - through the Joker’s scarred mouth. The Joker relays different narratives to
explain the origins of his trauma, which, as Caruth notes, provides the wound with a
voice.12 Moreover, the Joker’s reiteration of his wound with different explanations
of how he received his scars re-creates a repetitive loop of wounding and violence
without critically engaging with the trauma. The Joker’s wounded mouth re-tells
and critiques 9/11 and the Bush administration’s response. Yet, for the Joker, unlike
the Bush administration’s adopted view of 9/11, the wound is secondary to the
original traumatic event. In other words, the Joker focuses on the origins prior to the
occurrence of his trauma, the injustice and corruption in the justice and political
systems, whereas, the Bush administration’s rhetoric focused on victims and
terrorists, ignoring previous government policies that affected foreign countries. By
re-narrating his pain through psychological and physical terrorism, the Joker takes
revenge on the political and judicial systems that he believes caused the injustices
that led to this traumatic wound. The Joker’s acts parallel al Qaeda’s attacks on
what they believe to be the origins of U.S. oppression; they struck at the buildings
that best represent U.S. economic, military, and political power. Therefore, as the
Joker speaks through his wound, he re-creates the origins of the traumatic event by:
re-creating fear through terrorist threats; exposing the victim(s) to corruption—the
lack of ethics and morality - as the cause of traumatic events; and finally, by
wounding and/or murdering others.

For instance, while interrogating the Joker regarding the disappearance of
Rachel Dawes and Harvey Dent, the Joker asks Gordon: ‘Who did you leave him
with? Hm? Your people? Assuming, of course, they are still your people […] Does
it make you [Commissioner Gordon] feel responsible for Harvey Dent’s current
predicament?’ The Joker’s testimony exposes the corruption in the police force,
however Gordon refuses to listen.13 Gordon’s lack of reflection on the corruption
within his department, results in both the kidnapping of Rachel and Harvey as well
as Rachel’s death and Dent’s physical and psychological wounds. The Joker’s
attempt to convey the origins of the trauma - the corruption in Gotham’s police
force - is ignored by Gordon and results in his complicity in Rachel’s death and
Dent becoming Two Face.

The Joker further indicates that Batman is similarly complicit in the death of
innocent people. By refusing to turn himself over and meet the Joker’s terrorist
demands, Batman, as the Joker notes, ‘let[s] five people die’ in his place. In this
instance, the Joker underscores Batman’s status as a perpetrator of violence,
obscuring the binaries of black and white, good and evil. The Joker’s reflection on
the kidnappings and deaths echoes the Bush administration’s focus on the loss of
innocent lives. The Joker’s statement indicates corruption and an unwillingness to
acknowledge past indiscretions in a way that parallels America’s failure to
acknowledge past and present internal and foreign policies. Such a failure to reflect
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on past policies is a form of masking that authorities hide behind, not unlike the
masks worn by the Joker or Batman, which creates an allusion to memory loss or
lack of acknowledgement of America’s complicity in the terrorist acts of 9/11.

The Joker’s mask, however, functions differently from those of the authorities.
The Joker’s mask not only exaggerates his facial scar, but is also part of a ritual
that allows him to be identified as a terrorist, someone to be feared. Without the
makeup, the Joker is able to pass as ‘normal.’ This is shown during the ceremony
paying tribute to the life and death of Police Commissioner Loeb. The Joker,
without his makeup, passes as a police officer paying tribute to Loeb’s life.
Therefore, the ritual of putting on clown makeup is very much a part of his
identity, the origin of which he does not necessarily recall. As shown when he re-
tells different stories about the origin of his scars.14 The Joker repeatedly acts out
the initial trauma, albeit differently each time, creating a repetitive loop of the
violence and the injustice he has been subjected to at the hands of others.15 The
Joker’s endless repetition acts out but does not critically engage with the origins of
his wound. The Joker tells his narrative directly to a witness, who becomes his
victim/witness to the narrative. During the film, the Joker’s traumatic narrative is
repeated three times; however, Batman interrupts his third attempt with a violent
act, leaving the narrative mostly untold.

With each re-telling of his traumatic narrative, violence ensues, and the
narrative ends in the death of the Joker’s innocent witness. However, not all of the
witnesses are innocent. The first witness to the Joker’s narrative is part of the mob
syndicate, and therefore is not truly innocent. Moreover, as the Joker bears witness
to his traumatic narrative he implicates the witness including the audience, in the
act of violence and its repetition. As the Joker holds a knife to his witness’s mouth,
he not only forces the witness to listen to his story, but the audience also desires to
hear his story. With each re-telling of the narrative the Joker’s wound becomes
more prominent because the audience, like the Joker, cannot fully access his
trauma.

By focusing on the Joker’s re-enactment of his original trauma, I am exploring
the idea that there is no true origin, but rather that there are factors that take place
prior to the wounding that must be considered. Without critically engaging with the
event the victim/witness is subject to an endless repetitive loop of violence and
terror. For example, Harvey Dent blindly believes that he can bring justice and
order back to Gotham by prosecuting all of Gotham’s criminals without
acknowledging repercussions that may occur. Only when Rachel is killed does
Dent recognize that justice is subjective.16 Ironically, Dent attempts to distribute
justice by repeating the violence that caused his trauma by kidnapping
Commissioner Gordon’s family and bringing them to the warehouse where Rachel
died. Refusing to acknowledge his own culpability in Rachel’s death, Dent
explains: ‘The world is cruel. And the only morality in a cruel world…is chance
[…] Fifty-fifty [as he holds up his coin].’17 Dent/Two Face attempts to repeat the
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injustice of Rachel’s death by killing someone Gordon loves. Similarly, the U.S.
denied any role in the 9/11 attacks and focused solely on its role as a victim, a
nation attacked without provocation. This rhetoric provided the means to openly
declare the War on Terror, to bring those who terrorized America to justice. The
corruption that Dent, Batman, and Gordon had vigilantly attempted to abolish, both
internally in Gotham’s police and political sphere and externally in the mob, is
exhibited on Dent’s face and in his psyche. The normal right side of Dent’s face
represents justice, while the disfigured left side represents the corruption and
injustice within the political and judicial system. Dent’s psychological and physical
wounding blurs the binaries of good/evil and justice/injustice, causing him to seek
justice through the flip of a coin and repeating the original trauma through the
death of another. Like the Joker, Dent, as the victim/witness, becomes the
perpetrator, someone to be feared.

4. Conclusion
Narrating his story through his wound, the Joker repeatedly seeks justice by

underscoring the injustices that are committed daily. By continuously repeating his
original trauma, but never critically engaging with it, the Joker’s actions serve as a
subversive narrative that emphasizes America’s perpetuation of the myth of
innocence. The narrative also highlights the implication of both sides in acts of
violence where clear Manichean boundaries become blurred. The Joker illuminates
the truth of this blurring and mutual implication, a truth that is often hard to accept.
Harvey Dent’s corruption exposes the hypocrisy of the ‘civilized’ world’s morals
and codes, and how justice is a social construct created by those in power.

Terrifying images erupt from a victim’s past scarring and haunt the present
through narratives. Yet these narratives are important, as Blake, Kaplan, and
LaCapra contend, to critically engage with the original event. Traumatic narratives
bear the fears and terrors that the original event caused in order to create witnesses.
The public’s fascination with traumatic narratives portrays trauma’s privileged
position within contemporary society.18 Adam Lowenstein argues that historical
trauma is part of individual and national identity and that Gothic and horror film,
‘may well be the genre of our time that registers most brutally the legacies of
historical trauma.’19 I add that, these traumatic narratives bear the fears and terrors
that the original event caused in order to create critical and objective witnesses.

Notes

1 Batman Begins, Dir. C. Nolan, Warner Bros., 2005, Batman The Dark Knight.
2 J. Dawson, ‘Has the new Batman Plundered its Plot from 9/11? Batman versus
the Joker Now Reads the War on Terror Goes Superhuman’, Times on Line: The
Sunday Times, 20 July 2008. http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_
entertainment/film/article4352512.ece, Par. 1.
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3 See: L. Blake, The Wounds of Nations: Horror Cinema, Historical Trauma and
National Identity, Manchester University Press, Manchester, NY, 2008 and A.
Lowenstein, Shocking Representations: Historical Trauma, National Cinema and
the Modern Horror Film, Columbia University Press, New York, 2005.
4 C. Caruth, Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative and History, Johns
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, MD, 1996, p. 17.
5 D. LaCapra, Writing History, Writing Trauma, Cornell University Press, Ithaca,
NY, 1998.
6 Ibid., p. 186.
7 Ibid., p. 186.
8 Ibid., p. 186.
9 Ibid., pp. 148-149.
10 Rhetorical strategies such as establishing red and amber security alerts and
announcing the War on Terror where used by the Government and circulated
throughout the media. Also see George Bush’s press report ‘Remarks by President
upon Arrival: The South Lawn’, September 16, 2001, March 28 2010, http://usinfo.
org/wf-archive/2001/010917/epf103.html.
11 L. Blake, The Wounds of Nations: Horror Cinema, Historical Trauma and
National Identity, Manchester University Press, Manchester, NY, 2008, p. 13. The
films that Blake examines ‘depart[] from ordinary reality’ in order to ‘provide
indirect commentary or insight’ regarding cultural reality. See D. LaCapra, Writing
History, Writing Trauma, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY, 1998.
12 C. Caruth, Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative and History, Johns
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, MD, 1996.
13 The Joker’s statement is corroborated earlier in the film as Lau, a Chinese
mobster and accountant to Maroni’s mob syndicate, mentions that Maroni has
‘well placed sources’ within the police, and perhaps the District Attorney’s office,
who act as, and possibly more than, informants.
14 For readers of the Batman comics different stories of the Joker’s origin are
narrated by the Joker and the Riddler. See Batman: The Killing Joke and Batman:
Hush Returns for narratives of the Joker’s origins. In The Killing Joke the Joker
acknowledges that he does not necessarily remember the complete story of the
origin of the incident.
15 It can be argued that although Batman is ‘working through his trauma’ he too is
caught in a continuous loop that does not set him free to look to the future. The
loop Batman/Bruce Wayne is caught in is further exacerbated in the film by the
Joker killing Rachel and ‘pushing’ Harvey Dent into the realm of madness.
16 Rachel is killed in an explosion, detonated by the Joker and his gang.
17 In The Long Halloween Batman tells Dent to ask how killing Alberto Falcone
makes him different from the criminals. Dent/Two-Face responds, ‘You know the
system doesn’t work. That justice can be decided like the flip of a coin’ p. 350.
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18 See Mark Seltzer, Serial Killers: Death and Life in America’s Wound Culture,
London; New York: Routledge, 1998.
19 Adam Lowenstein, Shocking Representations: Historical Trauma, National
Cinema and the Modern Horror Film, New York: Columbia University Press,
2005, p. 10.
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The Stigma of Being Harry Potter

Jodie S. Brown

Abstract
My chapter interrogates J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter novels through the lens of
disability and body studies, specifically utilizing Irving Goffman’s theory of
stigma. Harry’s story is a bildungsroman, a story of the young man trying to find
his niche, the place where he belongs within his cultural community. Harry is
marked literally and figuratively as both eccentric and undesirable, not belonging
to the dominant cultural group either at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry or in his adoptive home with the Dursleys. I also draw on David T.
Mitchell’s and Sharon Snyder’s concept of narrative prosthesis, a focus on
disability that serves as a narrative trope to propel the story, to examine how
Harry’s stigmatisation develops in the novels. Interrogating the series using the
lens of disability studies allows readers to see the fear mechanisms involved in
creating societal hierarchies based on arbitrary significations. I use both Goffman’s
premise of stigma and Mitchell’s and Snyder’s model of narrative prosthesis to
analyse Harry’s struggles with cultural negotiations in both of his homes, the
Muggle and wizard worlds, and in the process examine how culture creates fear
through the stigmatisation phenomenon.

Key Words: Harry Potter, stigma, embodiment studies.

*****

People often yearn for recognition as a distinct individual, but fear becoming so
eccentric as to be singled out as not belonging to the larger group. According to
Erving Goffman’s work investigating stigma, balancing these positions becomes
especially difficult given that ‘society establishes the means of categorizing
persons and the complement of attributes felt to be ordinary and natural for
members of each of these categories.’1 J. K. Rowling creates a character that lives
out this balancing act before our eyes in the seven novels that comprise the Harry
Potter series. If we accept that

Rowling’s point is to use elements of fantasy literature to draw
the reader into a parallel world where human nature remains the
same, and where the means by which the physical world can be
manipulated offers little help to understanding or altering human
nature,2

then the Harry Potter series offers us an opportunity to examine the story from as
many lenses of human nature as possible.
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Focusing an embodiment studies lens on the Harry Potter series elucidates the
conflict inherent in stigmatisation and provides an opportunity to investigate some
of the mechanisms society uses to simultaneously envelop and marginalize
individuals. Goffman’s theoretical framework of stigma, ‘an attribute that is deeply
discrediting’3 and an ‘undesired differentness,’4 and David T. Mitchell and Sharon
Snyder’s concept of narrative prosthesis, a ‘perpetual discursive dependency on
disability,’5 both provide a platform from which to launch this interrogation. As
Harry matures and tries to make sense of his life and his place in the world
throughout the novels, he repeatedly confronts the stigma that separates him from
full inclusion in either world, and we readers confront our tendency to stigmatise
individuals, shutting them off from full inclusion. As each of us embodies a
mixture of desirable and undesirable characteristics, we mirror the characters in
Rowling’s stories, which causes us to reflect and think about what we read
critically.6

Although Harry’s intellect and his bodily frame and functions appear normal,
he possesses characteristics that mark him as different. Lerita Coleman notes ‘what
is undesired or stigmatised is heavily dependent on the social context and to some
extent arbitrarily defined.’7 This is the case with Harry in both the worlds he
inhabits. The primary way the wizarding world identifies Harry as outside the
norm is the recognizable scar on his forehead. Philip K. Wilson’s study on
maternally marked children of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century literature
explores the freakish and monstrous nature of children born with deformity.
Wilson notes ‘[i]t is often through markings on the skin that expressions of both
individual and cultural identities are read.’8 Wilson’s exploration, although of an
earlier era, reveals the reasons society creates barriers between the marked child
and the non-marked entirety of the population: now, as then, we fear the
implications of the markings themselves. Harry’s scar and its accompanying
legend of survival indelibly mark Harry as heroic and yet mystically connected to
the Dark Lord, making his existence in society’s midst discomforting at best
because of its inexplicability. The message that marked difference is undesirable is
unmistakable.

From the moment Harry enters the wizarding world at the age of 11, the entire
wizard community recognizes him. It is marked difference like Harry’s that David
Mitchell and Sharon Snyder discuss in ‘Narrative Prosthesis’ when they posit

[d]isability serves as a symbolic symptom to be interpreted by
discourses on the body…disability inaugurates the need to
interpret human differences both biological and imagined.
Whereas the able body has no definitional core (it poses as
transparently average or normal), the disabled body surfaces as
any body capable of being narrated as outside the norm.9
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Because Harry possesses a recognizable deformity (scar) and the wizarding
community reads it as the outward expression of some intangible quality that
protected him from Voldemort, Harry’s body meets the definition of a stigmatized
body. This echoes Wilson’s assertion that ‘those deemed to be socially or morally
deviant are believed to carry upon them, or within their genes, some recognizable
marking peculiar to their deviancy.’10 Harry’s mother’s love marks him, and the
resultant scar is a bold advertisement to the world that he is deviant because he
survived what everyone else could not.

Harry is an interesting case for studying how stigma manifests. Goffman
outlines three types of stigma in his work entitled Stigma:

First there are abnormalities of the body…Next there are
blemishes of individual character…Finally there are the tribal
stigma…being stigma that can be transmitted through lineages
and equally contaminate all members of a family.11

Harry is a wonderful example of how all three distinct types of stigma collide.
Harry’s stigma of the body manifests through the scar he bears on his forehead,
marking him much as the Greeks burnt or cut signs into the body to advertise to the
world the bearer’s blemished person.12 Additionally, Harry’s stigma of individual
character manifests when Harry questions his own character. Harry struggles with
whether he is a worthy wizard, whether he is as gifted a wizard as others seem to
profess, why he is the ‘chosen’ enemy of Voldemort, and often if he himself is evil.
Finally, Harry also bears the stigma of tribal affiliation and allegiance as he
repeatedly casts his lot with the ‘mudbloods,’ those wizards of mixed magical and
Muggle ancestry. In the character of Harry Potter, Rowling combines the full
spectrum of stigmatisation Goffman delineates. Because we sympathize with Harry
and his friends, we recognize the ways we marginalize individuals, forcing us to
recognize biases of which we often prefer to remain ignorant.

While the majority of the stories occur at Hogwarts, the events that take place
in the Muggle home of the Dursleys are significant to Harry’s sense of ambiguity
and lack of belonging. In both worlds, Harry is a stigmatised outcast and as he
begins to find some acceptance in the Hogwarts world, he starts to realize he will
never be accepted in the Muggle world. As narrative prosthesis, a mechanism
augmenting the story’s narration, Harry’s stigmatisation unites the Muggle world
with the magical world. According to Mitchell, ‘one cannot narrate the story of a
healthy body…without the contrastive device of disability to bear out the symbolic
potency of the message.’13 While Harry’s magic creates differentness for him in the
Muggle world, the Dursleys provide the contrast of the ‘healthy,’ of not being
magical. Harry experiences deliberate stigmatisation at the hands of his Uncle
Vernon, Aunt Petunia and cousin, Dudley. The Dursleys live with fear the entire
time they care for Harry; this fear stems from the possibility that their friends and
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neighbours will discover that Harry is different and in turn treat the Dursleys with
the contempt they have rained down upon Harry. They fear becoming the object of
the stigma with which they have marked Harry because ‘fear is not a natural but an
acquired response to differences of stigma.’14 We readers detest the Dursleys
because of how they mistreat Harry, and astute readers should recognize their
reactions to Harry as the reaction of the able-bodied and nonstigmatized vis-à-vis
the disabled or stigmatised.

Stigma often overshadows the positive attributes an individual exhibits or
possesses, and this is certainly the case for Harry. Unfortunately, Harry’s aunt and
uncle are never able to see Harry for any of his positive attributes. For Harry, much
like the stigmatised individual in our society, ‘[a]ll other aspects of the person are
ignored except those that fit the stereotype associated with the stigma.’15 The
Dursleys rely heavily on the stereotypes they have formed of the freaks of nature
that populate what they would prefer to see as the ‘imaginary’ magical world, and
‘neutraliz[e the] positive qualities and undermine [Harry’s] identity.’16 Harry’s
cousin Dudley remains the only one of the family who is able to ‘“break through”
and see a stigmatised person as a real, whole person with a variety of attributes,
some similar traits and some different from [his] own.’17 In the final novel, Dudley
represents the individual, whose own thought processes mature, cultivating change
and growth, however slight. Dudley’s attempt to apologize for his ill treatment of
Harry throughout their youth18 speaks volumes about Dudley’s acceptance of
Harry as a peer, on some level a hero, not someone to be feared or held in
contempt. That little bit of acceptance is all that Harry will receive from his
Muggle relatives, and more than many stigmatised individuals in our society ever
receive from those who marginalize them.

The Dursleys’ fear of Harry and Dumbledore’s magic and of being exposed as
freaks themselves prohibits their recognition of Harry as anything other than
distastefully different. Through the Dursleys’ contempt, our tendency to
marginalize those who do not conform becomes transparent; the uncomfortable
truth about our own insecurities is no longer hidden, and society can engage
conversation about an unpleasant issue in its midst.

Harry’s journey into the magical world is the main ground for our exploration
of Harry’s difference. Here, Harry finds that what marks him as different in the
Dursleys’ world is irrelevant. This exposes the reality that culture dictates what is
disabling and stigmatisable, that ‘what is undesired or stigmatised is heavily
dependent on the social context and to some extent arbitrarily defined.’19 The
stigmatisation that is infectious in one situation is benign in another, and through
this Harry finds the opportunity to negotiate another identity. Harry immediately
finds acceptance in the wizard world, most immediately in the form of Hagrid.

Hagrid serves as a bridge between the Muggle world and the wizard world,
introducing the naïve Harry to new people, places, and concepts. Several powerful
wizards and witches meet Harry with suspicion, mistrust, and enmity, as when
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Harry meets the villain-in-training, Draco Malfoy. Draco’s venom is unmistakable
when Harry dismisses Draco’s attempt at broaching an alliance with him. Draco’s
mission to seek out the great Harry Potter and form an alliance shatters before his
eyes in a public manner,20 emphasizing and solidifying the stigmatisation Harry
experiences. Further, Draco’s initial failure threatens to stigmatise him, and he
makes bravado-laden attempts to escape further stigmatisation. This dismal scene
emphasizes the fine line between acceptance and rejection, echoing the Dursleys’
fear of being labelled as different. This meeting also exemplifies the point that

[…] when normals [non-stigmatised] and stigmatised do in fact
enter one another’s immediate presence, especially when they
there attempt to sustain a joint conversational encounter, there
occurs one of the primal scenes of sociology.21

Goffman’s identification of the moment of tension elucidates the extant tension
between Draco and Harry. Harry knows nothing of Draco or his family, or the
near-war surrounding his own family and Voldemort; Draco, on the other hand,
only knows what he has grown up hearing his whole life from his family, the
vitriolic propaganda about mudbloods and Harry. Despite the fact both boys are
ignorant of the extent of the underlying reasons for their mutual loathing, the fact is
that both boys viscerally feel the tension created by Harry’s stigmatisation. In fact,
this scene amplifies the nature of the unconscious element of stigmatisation many
often discover only after years of serious reflection.

Yet another manifestation of Harry’s stigma comes through a special ability he
possesses: the ability to speak Parseltongue - snake language. The Hogwarts
community reads this special language ability as further reason to stigmatise Harry,
to mistrust and be suspicious of who he is. We, along with Harry, learn this is a
rare gift, one that is not desirable.22 The stigma attached to Harry’s linguistic
ability, despite the fact he did not even know he possessed this exceptional talent,
significantly marks him and emphasizes the visible scar he bears. Additionally, this
incident causes us to question the labels we place on the special abilities
individuals in our own society possess: do we celebrate differentness as talent or
defame it as deviant?

At the crux of Harry’s stigma is the scar, which outwardly distinguishes him
from the other wizards. It is remarkable that this tiny blemish, a lightning-bolt-
shaped scar on the forehead of a young boy, is the crucial identifying element of
Harry’s otherness. The meaning attached to this skin marking, or the way the
wizard community reads the scar, is what causes Harry’s exclusion in the first
place. In Frances E. Mascia-Lees and Patricia Sharpe’s work on attaching meaning
to body modifications specific to tattoo and gender designations, it becomes
evident that this scar marks Harry with the history of the wizard world23 and one
tyrant’s attempt at genocide. It marks Harry as the only one capable of conquering
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Voldemort; simultaneously, the scar is a reminder to Voldemort that he failed. The
fact that Harry does not have even one memory of how he became scarred is
irrelevant; the fact of the scar and its historicity remain. Further, the fear evoked by
Harry’s stigmatisation resulting from the scar provides fuel for Voldemort’s quest
for domination. Voldemort must destroy Harry; his success depends upon Harry’s
demise so that the fear aroused by the scar fully infuses the wizards and witches
with the understanding of Voldemort’s omnipotence.24 Otherwise, Harry’s scar
fails to have meaning; his differentness is irrelevant.

The destruction of the Horcrux spell mirrors the ability of an individual to
transcend societal stigmatisation. Harry’s triumph simultaneously obliterates the
part of Voldemort’s soul residing in Harry and the force of the stigma itself. As
Mitchell and Snyder might see it, ‘Disability cannot be accommodated in the ranks
of the norm[al]s, and thus there are two options for dealing with the difference that
drives the story’s plot: a disability is either left behind or punished for its lack of
conformity.’25 Harry has been punished throughout the series for his lack of
conformity; it is time the reading of the scar as difference is left behind. Now, the
scar represents Harry the hero, not Harry the ostracized, and the underlying
message is that difference can be championed. The narrative prosthesis of
disability helps us to move beyond the visible marking of the body to see the
individual with his full complement of flaws and talents. Harry’s acceptance of his
scar, and consequently, the stigmatisation resulting from the meaning the wizard
world has ascribed to it - what he feels, what society has marked him with, what
we have watched him wrestle with - is left behind for good, despite the fact the
scar remains intact.

Interrogating Rowling’s Harry Potter series through a lens of disability studies
augmented by narrative prosthesis opens up the possibility of interrogating the
mechanisms employed in creating outcasts, othering those who do not fit a shared
vision of acceptability. As we ‘meet the stranger [the initially unknown Harry] face
to face and find that he is us,’26 we recognize that because of the arbitrariness of
the process of stigmatisation, we could be him. We see that difference often does
define us and challenges us in interesting, not always fair ways to become all that
we can be. Harry’s scar is the ‘narrative prosthesis…[that] proves essential to, even
the essence of, the story of difference.’27 Stigma provides the key for Harry to open
the door to his adopted family and native world. As Catherine Jack Deavel and
David Paul Deavel affirm, Harry reasserts the ‘culture of life’ in a new way by the
end of the series as a champion of the disenfranchised, marginalized masses who
possess some discernible quality society deems unacceptable.28 Further, we
understand that our fear of being stigmatised stems from a primal fear of not fitting
in, and from that understanding our fear is, in fact, conquerable.
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Very Unnatural Ladies: Vampyres as Gothic Parody

Jay Daniel Thompson

Abstract
Jose Larraz’ Vampyres (1974) has commonly been classified as simply another
(s)exploitation film. I argue that it is most productive to read this film as an
example of ‘gothic parody’. I contend that Larraz’ movie parodies traditional
depictions of gender and the domestic sphere in Victorian gothic texts and culture.
The female title characters are anything but ‘angels of the house’. The domestic
sphere is portrayed as a site of male fear, vulnerability and suffering. The film’s
representations of sex and violence are significant. I argue that these
representations are absurdly exaggerated, and hence can be read as poking fun at
male anxieties about powerful and sexually-active women.

Key Words: Gothic fiction and film, parody, fear, sexuality in popular culture.

*****

1. Introduction
Jose Larraz’ Vampyres (1974) has commonly been classified as yet another

exploitation film. I argue that it is most productive to read this film as an example
of ‘gothic parody’. I contend that Larraz’ movie can be seen as parodying
depictions of gender and the domestic sphere in Victorian gothic texts and culture.
The female title characters of Vampyres are not ‘angels of the house’; they are
house-bound demons. The domestic sphere is portrayed as a site of male fear,
vulnerability and suffering. I particularly emphasise the importance of the film’s
representations of sex and violence. These representations are absurdly
exaggerated, and (I argue) can be read as poking fun at male anxieties about female
sexuality and power.

2. Gothic Parody and the Domestic Sphere
To explain my use of the term ‘gothic parody’, it is useful to unpack its two

constitutive terms. The term ‘gothic’ refers to an wide-ranging genre of works
which are bound together by such common – and often interrelated - features as
supernatural monsters and occurrences, gloomy and foreboding settings, and the
return (literal and figural) of repressed fears and anxieties.1 Film critic Dan Harries
provides the following, usefully broad definition of the term ‘parody’:

… parody (is) the process of recontextualizing a target or source
text through the transformation of its textual (and contextual)
elements, thus creating a new text. This conversion – through the
resulting oscillation between similarity to and difference from the
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target – creates a level of ironic incongruity with an inevitable
satiric impulse.2

According to Harries, parody contains a number of key features. I will
emphasise two of these, because they are both cited in my reading of Vampyres.
The first is the inversion of central themes and conventions of a particular genre.
The second is the exaggeration of ‘lexical, syntactic and stylistic elements of (a)
prototext … beyond their conventionally expected limits.’3 Parody is not always
overtly political. Nevertheless, and this point is also relevant to my reading of
Larraz’ film, parodic texts are always concerned with ‘unsettling … established
normative systems’.4 These systems can be ideological, for example, patriarchal
systems of representation.

Perhaps the most famous example of gothic parody (to the extent that this can
be regarded as its own sub-genre) is Jane Austen’s novel Northanger Abbey
(1818). This text differs on many levels to Vampyres. Yet Northanger Abbey
subverts the gothic genre in a somewhat similar manner to Larraz’ film, so it is
worth looking at this novel briefly. Austen’s text focuses on Catherine Morland, a
young woman who

livens up her trip to the title estate using tropes from the gothic
literature she loves. In describing Northanger Abbey, Morland
mentions stormy nights, ‘a hall dimly lighted’ and ‘gloomy
passages.’5

Catherine’s anxieties are exacerbated by Henry Tilney, whose family owns the
property, and who warns her about the creepy goings-on she may encounter there.6

In the novel’s denouement, Catherine agrees to marry Henry. Northanger Abbey
will become the Tilney’s marital home, and (potentially) the site of future tension.
This will not be the kind of exciting and abstract tension that makes readers turn
the pages of their gothic novel. This tension will be more mundane and pernicious.
Catherine risks being reduced to a source of domestic and emotional labour by
Henry, and suffering what Betty Friedan would later describe as ‘the feminine
mystique.’7

Austen’s novel does more than just poke fun at certain Gothic conventions. The
novel also provides a corrective to the myth that the home is always a place of
safety and security, especially for women. Theorists such as Vanessa L. Dickerson
have analysed the ‘angel in the house’ stereotype that circulated in Victorian
England. According to Dickerson, this stereotype was predicated on the belief that
‘the home (was) women’s natural or appropriate place; she belonged in the house
because biology put her there.’8
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Within the walls of the house, the true woman could spiritualise
space. That is, she could enhance ‘the maternal features of the
house’ which, like woman’s body, is the place where ‘Life begins
well…’9

The term ‘angel of the house’ suggested ‘a debilitating segregation’ between
the sexes.10 Dickerson points out: ‘Assigned to the home, women were effectively
barred from acquiring the knowledge that secured ‘male advantages.’11

The ‘angel of the house’ was compared favourably with the ‘fallen woman’ –
that is, the woman who refused and/or was unable to be enveloped neatly into
domesticated, reproductive heterosexuality.12 In gothic fiction published during the
Victorian era, the ‘fallen woman’ figure (often depicted as a vampire) was the
source of fascination and erotic allure. Ultimately, however, she was punished for
her transgressions – usually via death. Think of the lascivious Lucy in Bram
Stoker’s Dracula (1897), who is transformed into a paedophilic vampire and
whose execution is the most brutal moment in that book. Think of Sheridan Le
Fanu’s novella ‘Carmilla’ (1872), the most famous of a series of lesbian vampire
texts that would later include Vampyres. Le Fanu’s title character seduces and bites
a number of unsuspecting young women before being executed by a pack of
vengeful patriarchs.

3. Vampyres as Gothic Parody
Vampyres was released over a century after Northanger Abbey’s publication

and is set in the 1970s (the clothes and cars featured throughout the movie are
clearly products of that decade). However, the film showcases several key features
of the Victorian Gothic: a dark and creepy house, stormy nights, misty forests and
cemeteries, supernatural monsters. In the film’s opening sequence, a pair of lovers,
Fran and Miriam (Marianne Morris and Anulka), are gunned down in a decrepit
mansion tucked away in the British countryside. The lovers rise from the grave as
vampires, and lure unsuspecting male motorists to the mansion for nights of
fornication and exsanguination. The only victim they do not kill is Ted (Murray
Brown), a middle-aged traveller with a possibly shady past.13 Ted leaves the
mansion on a few occasions, but always returns within minutes. With each
nocturnal visit, Ted loses more blood and his obsession with Fran intensifies.

Most critical responses to Vampyres have focused on the film’s graphic sex and
violence and its obviously low budget.14 The film contains abundant gore and
flesh, but I suggest that it is far more than just another (s)exploitation flick.
Vampyres may not be ‘intentionally’ or ‘deliberately’ parodic in the way that
Northanger Abbey is. Listening to Jose Larraz’ commentary on Blue
Underground’s 2004 DVD release of this film, it seems that he primarily wanted to
shock and titillate viewers, and was happy to use women’s bodies to achieve his
aim. Nonetheless, I argue that Vampyres can easily be read ‘against the grain’ as an
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example of gothic parody. By providing such a reading, I will demonstrate that
even an apparently sexist and politically conservative text can contain quite
subversive messages.

A good place to begin such a reading is with the film’s representation of ‘the
home’. As Ellis Hanson points out in his incisive analysis of the film, all of the
characters are more or less homeless.15 Fran refers to herself as a ‘guest’ of the
mansion she inhabits; with one exception, the vampires sleep in an undisclosed
section of a nearby graveyard. We do not know where Ted lives or whether he has
a permanent address. The other notable characters, John and Harriet (Brian Deacon
and Sally Faulkner), reside in a campervan they have parked on the vampire’s
property. Harriet remarks that they have ‘covered a fair bit of ground’ in their
travels, and there is no mention of a base to which they will some day return. John
and Harriet attempt to create a sense of domesticity with their cosy breakfasts and
chats over coffee, though this makeshift domesticity is destroyed when they are
killed by their undead neighbours.

The vampire’s mansion is every bit as dark and gloomy as Northanger Abbey,
and it is also the scene of oppression. This time, though, women are (for most part)
not oppressed. Fran and Miriam are hardly ‘angels of the house’. They may seem
to pander to (heterosexual) male fantasies as they offer wine and sex to their suitors
and tease them with lines such as: ‘Does this kind of thing excite you?’ Ultimately,
though, these men are food for Fran and Miriam. Life does not begin in the
vampires’ abode; life ends violently. Afterwards, their victim’s still-naked bodies
are dumped in mangled vehicles by the roadside. These men become road-kill, to
be inspected by smirking policemen and carted away by stony-faced ambulance
workers.

4. Exaggerated Sex and Violence
The parodic nature of Vampyres is further evidenced by the film’s much-

discussed conflation of sex and violence. The film is considerably more hard-
hitting in this area than movies such as The Vampire Lovers (1970) or Lust for a
Vampire (1971), both of which were released around the same time, and both of
which depicted lesbian or bisexual women bloodsuckers. I argue that the sex and
violence shown in Larraz’ movie is exaggerated to the point of being
carnivalesque.16 To illustrate my point, I will provide a close reading of a scene
featuring Fran and Miriam in action. This is not the most explicit moment in the
film, but it will help to advance my argument. The scene in question begins with
Fran and Ted writhing around naked on a bed. Fran begins licking frantically at the
bloodied wound on Ted’s arm. This is a wound that she created with her own
knife, and which the camera captures in a series of extreme close-ups. Miriam
enters the room and drinks from the wound before making love with Fran. There
are close-ups of blood rolling down their chins as they exchange open-mouthed
kisses.
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What exactly is parodic about scenes such as this one? These kinds of scenes
might appeal to a misogynist male gaze, as might the representation of the lesbian
as deranged and dangerous.17 The film’s original tagline described the central
characters as ‘very unnatural ladies’, and this is not just a reference to their
murderous tendencies.18 There is significance in the fact that the representation of
same sex-attracted women as unnatural appeared so frequently in 1970s cinema.
‘Second-wave’ feminism flourished during the 1960s and 1970s. Some feminists
of this era argued that becoming a lesbian ‘was a revolutionary political choice
which, if adopted by millions of women, would lead to the destabilisation of male
supremacy …’19 What better way to deflate the growing threat the lesbianism
posed to hetero-patriarchy than to recycle antiquated stereotypes of lesbian desire
as pathological?

Yet I would suggest scenes such as the one I have described cannot be read as
only reactionary. These scenes can also be read as inverting the kind of ‘lesbian’
fantasies found in many horror films and heterosexual male-oriented pornographic
texts. As Leon Hunt observes, when Ted prepares for sex, he ‘collapses … on the
bed – detumescence is spreading to his whole body.’20 Fran and Miriam crave
sexual pleasure, and obtain this with each other – not with Ted, who is too weak to
watch/become aroused by them. The only source of real pleasure he provides is
extracted from his arteries. Ted’s wound ‘constitutes one of the most grotesque
sights in the film.’21 This wound is infinitely more gruesome than the ‘round and
neat’ puncture marks featured in other 1970s vampire films.22

Fran and Miriam may belong to (masochistic)23 male fantasies of strong and
sexually-active women. Yet the film goes some way to emphasise that they are
exactly that – fantasies. They do not represent ‘real’ women. They are not
feminists, though they will clearly not tolerate leering men. In his essay, Hanson
describes the attitude of these women thus:

The vampire lesbians simply say, we’ve had enough. Go ahead.
take a look, take a long long look. All you see is all you get. We’ll
give you sex. We’ll give you wine … And when you are done, we
shall eat you.24

The ‘angel of the house’ offered food, warmth and shelter. The title creatures of
Larraz’ film offer the kind of cheap, voyeuristic thrills one expects to find in a
skinflick. Yet they wind up producing a slasher film in which they are the killers
and the men who want to sexually objectify them become their victims. Through
using the crumbling countryside property for these activities, Fran and Miriam
‘claim the house in which, as guests, they were killed.’25 As Hanson nicely puts it:
‘Their seductions are an invitation to others to wander from home, to trespass, to
expose themselves on unfamiliar ground, and therefore to know the horror of
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dispossession.’26 I find it significant that the women never kill (or indeed do much
at all) when they are not on the grounds of their property.

Like the Victorian fallen woman, Fran and Miriam are enigmatic. This is
suggested in such laughably unsubtle verbal exchanges as the following ones
between Fran and Ted.

Ted: I don’t pretend that you should divulge all your secrets to
me … Is there a limit to the questions?
Fran: There’s a limit to the answers.
Ted: You’re not easy to understand.
Fran: That’s the way I have to be accepted, with no questions
and no explanations.

And elsewhere in the film:

Ted: You intrigue me. And you worry me, because I don’t
understand you.
Fran: Don’t try to.

Fran keeps her mystery intact; Ted must stay curious. Specifically, he must
remain curious about what lesbians (in this case, Fran and Miriam) do in bed, both
with each other and with the men they pick up. Ted’s attempt to answer these most
puzzling of questions is another reason he keeps returning to the mansion, and
(thus) to the psychosexual web that the vampire lovers have woven for him.

Also, and quite significant to my reading of Larraz’ film, the vampires are not
punished in the end. In a closing scene, Fran and Miriam ‘make their usual
romantic dash’ to their graves to sleep before rising to another gory night.27

Conversely, Ted ‘stumbles off, rather pathetically, like the cliché of the sheepish
enthusiast of the porn house who slinks off in his raincoat.’28 He wakes in his car,
groggy and clutching a wine bottle, and is berated by a real estate agent. The agent
is selling the vampires’ mansion to an elderly American couple. The couple quite
like the idea of making a haunted house their home, but it is unlikely the very
unnatural ladies inside will agree.

5. Conclusion
I have argued that Vampyres is most productively read as a ‘gothic parody’.

The sexual politics of this film appear to be as male-supremacist as much Victorian
gothic fiction, but (as I have demonstrated) Larraz’ movie actually subverts – or,
more accurately, may be seen as subverting - a number of key Gothic conventions.
The title characters are not ‘angels of the house’, and at any rate, the house – or,
more specifically, the home – is portrayed as a wildly unstable site. Fran and
Miriam are bloodsucking ‘fallen women’ whose crimes are depicted in ludicrously
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exaggerated detail, and who are not punished by death in the end. The men they
seduce and kill may want to unravel the women’s mystery, reduce them to
pornographic stereotypes, and for this these men pay violently.

Notes

1 See J.E. Hogle (ed), Cambridge Companion to Gothic Fiction, Cambridge
University Press, New York, 2002; J. Howard, Reading Gothic Fiction: A
Bakhtinian Approach, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1994; V. Sage, Le Fanu’s
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13 It is suggested at different points that Ted may have been the one who killed
Fran and Miriam. This is an intriguing suggestion, but one which (due to
constraints of space) I will not explore in this chapter.
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focus on a real-life case that took place in Brisbane, Australia, in 1989. A group of
lesbian women picked up a middle-aged man by the roadside and proceeded to
execute him and drink his blood. The women all identified as vampires. This
murder has disturbing parallels with the crimes depicted in Vampyres, though it is
unclear whether the killers had seen or were even aware of Larraz’ film.
18 The tagline ‘very unnatural ladies’ appears in the U.S. theatrical advertisement
for Vampyres. This advertisement is included as an ‘extra’ on Blue Underground’s
DVD release of Larraz’ film.
19 S. Jeffreys, The Lesbian Heresy: A Feminist Perspective on the Lesbian Sexual
Revolution, Spinifex Press, Melbourne, p. ix.
20 Hunt, British Low Culture, p. 159.
21 Creed, The Monstrous-Feminine, p. 71.
22 Creed, The Monstrous-Feminine, p. 64.
23 For an overview of male masochism in horror cinema, see B. Creed, ‘Dark
Desires: Male Masochism in the Horror Film’, Screening the Male: Exploring
Masculinities in Hollywood Cinema, Routledge, New York and London, 1993, pp.
118-133.
24 Hanson, ‘Lesbians Who Bite’, p. 207.
25 Hanson, ‘Lesbians Who Bite’, p. 207.
26 Hanson, ‘Lesbians Who Bite’, p. 207.
27 Hanson, ‘Lesbians Who Bite’, p. 210.
28 Hanson, ‘Lesbians Who Bite’, p. 210.
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Art-Horror and Natural Horror: What’s the Difference?

Michelle Saint

Abstract
In his dissection of the horror genre of art, Noël Carroll makes a distinction
between art-horror, or what we feel while watching scary movies, and natural
horror, or what we feel when considering the prospect of nuclear war. Carroll
ignores natural horror and argues that art-horror is a mixture of fear and disgust felt
in response to a monster. I argue that Carroll’s account of art-horror requires
revision. Given that art-horror and natural-horror are both types of horror in
general, I argue a theory of one must explain its relationship to the other. I support
an alternative account, which sees both art- and natural horror as a mixture of fear
and impotency. While both art-horror and natural-horror can be understood as
mixtures of fear and a sense of impotency, they differ in how we understand the
relationship between the object of our horror and our lives in general. What
horrifies us is what frightens us and leaves us impotent to save ourselves, but we
call this response ‘art-horror’ when our response’s object is unrealistic and
‘natural-horror’ when it’s object is instead a genuine concern.

Key Words: Horror, Carroll, aesthetics, art, disgust, impotency.

*****

In The Philosophy of Horror or Paradoxes of the Heart, Noël Carroll provides
a careful account of horror. However, by ‘horror,’ Carroll means something very
specific: ‘the type of horror to be explored [by Carroll] is that associated with
reading something like Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein [or] Algernon Blackwood’s
‘Ancient Sorceries’…’ What is not meant is ‘the sort [of horror] that one expresses
in saying ‘I am horrified by the prospect of ecological disaster,’ or ‘Brinkmanship
in the age of nuclear arms in horrifying’…’ The former Carroll calls ‘art-horror,’
which is an emotional response felt to the genre of art of the same name. The latter,
which Carroll calls ‘natural horror,’ goes unanalyzed. The purpose of this chapter
is to discern what relationship holds between art-horror and natural horror. I will
show that Carroll’s account of art-horror is inadequate because it does not explain
the relationship between natural and art-horror. However, by adopting an
alternative theory of horror, developed previously by Peter A. French and myself,
one can explain both the similarities and differences between the two types of
horror.

1. Carroll’s Horror
Art-horror, according to Carroll, is an emotion felt in response to a fictional

monster that defies our scientific understanding of the world.1 One responds with
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art-horror when one responds to a monster as something ‘threatening and impure.’2

Thus, art-horror is a mixture of fear (as a response to a threat) and disgust (as a
response to something impure). This mixture of fear and disgust is what defines the
genre of horror: zombies and all other horrific monsters are both threatening and
revolting. Carroll developed his theory based on the evidence available, and it can
be confirmed or denied by seeing if it ‘appl[ies] to the reactions we find to the
monsters indigenous to works of horror.’3 Read or watch a successful horror story -
if Carroll is correct, you will be left shivering in both fear and disgust.

Carroll never explains natural horror in more depth than his quick examples
above. However, there are only two general possibilities: either natural horror is
the same sort of emotion as art-horror, or it is not. Unfortunately for Carroll,
neither of these options is plausible. Let us consider them in turn:

1: Natural horror and art-horror are the same emotion. That Carroll can even
draw a distinction between the two types of horror and that we can understand this
distinction both imply that there is some difference between the two. However, this
does not imply that they are two different emotions. How an emotion is expressed
can differ dramatically depending on its object. Being angry at a friend for
insulting you is different from being angry at a stranger for stealing your cab, but
what is felt is anger in both cases. If the objects of an emotion differ in relevant
ways, then an emotion felt about one may differ from that same emotion being felt
about the other. Therefore, this option suggests that the differences between natural
horror and art-horror can be identified as some relevant differences in the object
each type of horror takes. The emotion felt in each case would be the same: a
mixture of fear and disgust.

The problem is that those cases where one feels natural horror are not cases
where one is both frightened and disgusted. Specifically, disgust is missing. The
recent oil spill in the Gulf Coast, for instance, is the kind of disaster that many find
naturally horrific. Few, however, have expressed disgust at the oil. Disgust is
marked by a strong desire to stay away from the impure thing - as Carroll says,
‘there is an evidenced aversion to making physical contact.’4 Yet, there are
countless videos of individuals reaching out to touch the oil. There are also videos
taken by divers of the oil as it gushes towards the sea’s surface. Such videos
require these divers to be in the same water as the oil, yet they show no revulsion.
News programs have shown endless footage of the oil gushing from the broken
pipe, but no viewers complain of this scene being too revolting to watch. This
ecological disaster is horrifying, and is as good a candidate for natural horror as
any, but no disgust is evident.5 It is equally hard to find evidence of disgust in other
candidates for natural horror. The prospect of nuclear war, while horrific, does not
leave one gagging. Granted, there are cases of natural horror where one does feel
disgust - the Holocaust, for one, is both horrifying and disgusting - but the
examples listed above show that disgust is not a necessary component of natural
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horror. One cannot parse art-horror and natural horror, as the same emotion if one
accepts that art-horror is a mixture of fear and disgust.

2: Natural horror is a different type of emotion from art-horror. There is
evidence from The Philosophy of Horror to support this interpretation of natural
horror. Carroll notes that the monsters that inspire art-horror fascinate us, and this
fascination ‘would be too great a luxury to endure, if one, against all odds, were to
encounter a horrific monster in ‘real life.’ We, like the characters in horror fictions,
would feel distressingly helpless.’6 Perhaps natural horror is a mixture of different
emotions than the fear and disgust that composes art-horror. Carroll’s suggestion of
distressing helplessness as a component seems apt, and I shall return to this
suggestion later. For now, however, I will consider only the general suggestion that
natural horror is a different breed of emotion entirely from art-horror, whatever
that breed may be.

The problem with this is that we use the same word, ‘horror,’ for both natural
and art-horror. Both ‘natural horror’ and ‘art-horror’ are Carroll’s terms of art, and
ordinary language users speak instead only of ‘horror,’ whether talking about both
the prospect of nuclear war or zombies. Never does one have to clarify one’s
emotional state: ‘That horrified me - but not like zombies do, more like the oil
spill.’ The word, ‘horror,’ without addendum, is sufficient in ordinary language to
describe how one feels, regardless what elicits it. If natural horror were an
emotional state different in kind from art-horror, then one should expect some
linguistic need to differentiate between the two. But there is no such linguistic
need. Therefore, I maintain that an adequate theory of art-horror will be one that
can explain it as the same sort of response as natural horror. What is truly needed is
an account of horror, one that applies equally well to natural horror and art-horror.

We cannot explain the difference between natural and art-horror by accepting
that they are both a mixture of fear and disgust, because many good candidates for
natural horror do not disgust us. We also cannot explain the difference by
accepting that, while art-horror is fear and disgust, natural horror is something else,
because this defies our ordinary usage of the word, ‘horror.’ If one accepts
Carroll’s definition of art-horror while also respecting ordinary language, then one
is left with no clear account of natural horror. Therefore, I suggest an alternative:
adopt a different definition of art-horror.

2. An Alternative
In ‘Blink: Monsters, Horror, and the Carroll Thesis,’ Peter A. French and I

argue that Carroll’s account of art-horror, which I shall now call the Disgust
Thesis, is inadequate.7 We argue that ‘Blink,’ a 2007 episode of Doctor Who, is an
example of art-horror but elicits no disgust. In order to account for ‘Blink’ along
with similar examples, we claim, art-horror should be defined as a mixture of fear
and impotence instead of fear and disgust. In other words, Carroll is right that
horror contains a feeling of being ‘distressingly helpless,’ but we argue that this
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emotion is a necessary component of art-horror, in place of disgust. My claim here
is that this alternative account, the Impotency Thesis, provides an explanation for
the similarities and differences between natural and art-horror that is lacking in the
Disgust Thesis.8

The Impotency Thesis can explain natural horror just as well as art-horror. Why
is the Gulf Coast oil spill horrific, as opposed to just terrifying? Because, as
millions of gallons of oil spilled out into the ocean, there was no way to stop it -
the ecosystem was being destroyed, and we knew no solution would be effective
for months. Why is the prospect of nuclear war horrific? Because the start of a
nuclear war requires only one world leader behaving diabolically, and we as simple
citizens have no power to keep that from happening. Why is genocide so horrific?
Because genocide involves the systemic breakdown of individual rights and
freedoms that is often impossible to escape once it has begun. We experience
natural horror in response to that which threatens us and which we have no
capacity to control. We experience horror when we feel both frightened and
impotent.

The Impotency Thesis explains why we use the same word, ‘horror,’ to
describe our responses both to zombies and to nuclear war: the same emotion is
experienced in each case, a mixture of fear and impotence. As mentioned above,
however, there must also be an explanation of the difference between art-horror
and natural horror, given that Carroll’s distinction between the two is coherent.
There is a difference between responding to The Shining and responding to the
Gulf Coast oil spill. If the same emotion is felt in both cases, there must be a
relevant difference between the objects of the emotion that account for art-horror
being different from natural horror.

3. What’s the Difference?
The most obvious candidate to explain the difference is that, in all of the

examples given so far, natural horror is about what is real and art-horror is about
what is fictional. However, the difference we are searching for cannot be the
difference between real life and fiction. There are many cases of horror in response
to fictions that are more appropriately considered natural horror as opposed to art-
horror. Carroll himself lists a few examples: ‘one might be horrified by the murder
in Camus’s The Stranger or the sexual degradation in de Sade’s The 120 Days of
Sodom. Nevertheless, though such horror is generated by art, it is not part of the
phenomenon I am calling ‘art-horror.’9 More examples are possible. Consider The
Lovely Bones by Alice Sebold, in which the ghost of a young girl tells us of how
she was raped and murdered. The scene is horrific, but the horror we feel is not the
same as the horror caused by zombies even though both are equally fictional.
Consider The Vanishing, where our hero discovers himself buried alive in a coffin,
or a scene in The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle, by Haruki Murakami, where a
character describes watching his commander skinned alive as a form of torture.
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These are fictional stories, yet they are appropriate candidates for the type of horror
felt in response to real cases of depravity and disaster. If the distinction between
natural horror and art-horror is to be useful at all, our account must place these
cases in the category of natural horror, even though they are fictitious.

From the examples above, a more useful distinction can be discerned: what
yields natural horror is more realistic than what yields art-horror. In all of the cases
of natural horror listed above, the horrific object is something we believe could
actually occur or exist.10 It is entirely plausible that a little girl can be raped and
murdered, or a man can be buried alive, or a commander skinned as a form of
torture. While these cases are fictional, we know these types of events actually
happen and could even happen to us. The objects of art-horror, on the other hand,
stretch credibility. The idea of a zombie is ridiculous and far-fetched, just like
vampires, werewolves, and all other sorts of art-horrific monsters. The monsters in
art-horror stories are firmly lodged in the realm of imagination, and we know it. In
the right context, art-horrific monsters can even seem silly in a way that the murder
of little girls or the torture of men cannot - zombies can be laughable, but there is
nothing laughable about horrors that can actually hurt people. The relevant
difference I suggest, then, is this: while, in both cases, one experiences a mixture of
fear and impotence, this mixture expresses itself differently when it is felt in
response to a threat that is genuinely concerning as opposed to when it is felt in
response to a far-fetched threat. Horror is horror, but horror felt about an
unrealistic and ludicrous monster is what Carroll calls ‘art-horror’ and horror felt
about something deserving genuine concern is what Carroll calls ‘natural horror.’

Accepting that art-horror and natural horror are the same emotional response
felt about different types of objects has added benefits. Recall that Carroll’s
definition of art-horror requires we respond to a monster that defies our scientific
understanding of the world.11 It is left unclear, in Carroll’s work, why our horror
must be in response to such a monster. Carroll argues only that ‘[c]orrelating
horror with the presence of monsters gives us a neat way of distinguishing it from
terror…’12 In other words, Carroll acknowledges that art-horror is felt in response
to such monsters but provides no explanation for why this should be so. With the
theory of horror I have outlined above, however, an explanation is possible. Art-
horror requires our horror be about something unrealistic, or, to use Carroll’s
words, something ‘not believed to exist now according to contemporary science.’13

If we believed the monster were realistic, then it would be the subject of a genuine
concern and our response would be natural horror, not art-horror. Because art-
horror is horror felt about what we believe is fanciful, all cases of art-horror will be
about monsters that defy our current scientific understanding of the world. Carroll
was right, but the Impotency Thesis allows us to see why.

Adopting the Impotency Thesis might also explain why so many cases of art-
horror have a metaphorical or allegorical relationship to what we would find
naturally horrific. Carroll, along with many others, notes that stories such as King
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Kong which were popular during the Great Depression highlight ‘the fear of being
outside civil society through no fault of one’s own,’ whereas the horror stories of
the 1950s involved monsters that ‘are really stand-ins for the INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNIST MENACE.’14 As obvious as this connection seems, one is left
wondering why this would be if there is no obvious connection between art-horror
and natural horror. The Impotency Thesis, on the other hand, hints to a possible
answer: since the only difference between natural horror and art-horror is that one
is about a genuine concern whereas the other is about unrealistic monsters, art-
horror may be a conduit for confronting natural horrors. It implies that audiences in
the 1960s felt the same emotion in response to the threat of nuclear war as they did
Godzilla, and so their interest in Godzilla may be interpreted a means to
responding to their horror of nuclear war.

I present the Impotency Thesis as a suggestion for greater consideration, given
that it stands to clarify the relationship between those horror stories that amuse us
in movie theaters and those real horrors that keep us up at night. I do not claim to
have provided anything near a complete account of horror, but I propose that any
consideration of horror will be more successful if it begins with the Impotency
Thesis as opposed to Carroll’s Disgust Thesis.

Notes

1 N. Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, or Paradoxes of the Heart, Routledge New
York, 1990, p. 15.
2 Ibid., p. 28.
3 Ibid., p. 35.
4 Ibid., p. 23.
5 Many have been disgusted by images of animals suffocating in the oil, as well as
the incompetence and greed that led to the disaster in the first place. However, this
is not disgust focused on the oil spill, itself.
6 Ibid., p. 189.
7 M. Saint and P. French, ‘The Horror of the Weeping Angels’, Doctor Who and
Philosophy. P. Smithka and C. Lewis (eds), Open Court Press, 2010.
8 French and I do not deny that disgust is a very common feature within horror
movies. However, we argue that producing a sense of disgust in the audience is a
means to producing a feeling of impotency. Thus, disgust is a useful but
unnecessary means to creating the feeling of impotency that is one half of the
recipe for art-horror.
9 N. Carroll, op. cit., p. 13.
10 I am allowing myself to a considerable amount of questionable assumptions
about possibility. I admit that I do not have a clean explanation for how the threat
of nuclear war strikes us as a realistic possibility whereas the threat of a supervirus
of concentrated rage, a la 28 Days Later, does not. I am relying on my reader’s
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intuitions about this, while also accepting that different individuals will allow for
different possibilities to seem realistic. I am also accepting that there can be a
range to which a possibility may seem more or less realistic. All that I need for my
argument, however, is that murder by a sociopath is realistic whereas turning into a
werewolf is not.
11 Carroll is careful that the monster must be one that elicits fear and disgust. This
is an important note in the context of his work, and I ignore it here only because it
is not relevant.
12 N. Carroll, op. cit., p. 15.
13 Ibid., p. 27.
14 Ibid., p. 208. Original capitalization.
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Government Bodies Generating Fear





Medicalisation of Nazi Ideology

Beverley Chalmers

Abstract
As a case study of horror, the Holocaust is one of the most often cited examples, to
the extent that the term ‘Holocaust’ has almost become the ultimate description of
horror or horrific events. The Nazi medical experiments and practices are at the
extreme of this case study. What is less often articulated is that Nazi medical
practice was the a primary means of implementing Nazi policy and that the horror
aroused by this practice emerged out of fear as much as it inspired it. Nazi society
as a whole, and medical practice in particular, were designed to achieve the dual
objectives of promoting Aryan superiority and eliminating ‘the Jewish threat’.
While Jewish women’s and men’s experience of these events is commonly
acknowledged, those of Aryan women are not. Both Jewish and Aryan women’s
experiences of these events will be explored in this presentation. While by no
means equivalent in incidence or severity amongst Jewish and Aryan women, fear,
horror and terror were experienced by most who were caught in the net of
medicalised Nazi ideology.

Key Words: Nazi, medicine, eugenics, euthanasia, medical experiments,
extermination, reproductive life.

*****

1. Depictions of Jews in Nazi Ideology
The Jew in Nazi ideology was an ‘embodiment of everything considered evil,

impure and unwanted in the Nazi world view.’1 As depicted in the propaganda
films Der Ewige Jude2 and Jud Suβ,3 Jews were depicted as parasites, dedicated to
wealth and deceit, soulless, and fit only for extermination.4 Not only were Jews
regarded as biologically impure, but they were also depicted as socially,
economically, and politically contaminating and, moreover, responsible for all the
world’s ills, including the loss of World War 1. Viewed – remarkably - as
simultaneously, and impossibly, Marxist, Capitalist and Democratic, they were
seen as bent on world domination.5 Such dehumanising views of Jews were not
new although the biological component of Nazi anti-Semitism, based on their
racially focused ideology, was a novel addition to traditional anti-Semitic views.
This view saw Jews as belonging to the lowest rungs of the racial scale of
humanity, and as biologically deficient and diseased. Violence of the magnitude of
the Holocaust suggests that the Jews in particular had to be intensely feared and
possibly hated, as ‘infected, polluted objects.’6 Hillberg7 describes how the beliefs
in Jewish disease and that Jews were seen as carriers of disease were central to the
system of murder. Jews were associated with lice, typhus, syphilis and infection.8
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Murder was justified as ‘the Jew is a sub-human, a germ that attempts to infect the
pure German blood.’9 Removing Jews from society was seen as a healing act. As
Auschwitz physician Fritz Klein said, it was ‘out of respect for human life’ that he
would ‘remove a gangrenous appendix from a diseased body. The Jew is the
gangrenous appendix in the body of mankind.’10 This ideology made later actions
taken against Jews understandable and acceptable to Nazi followers and in
particular to doctors.

Nazi ideology became imbedded in medical schools through the development
of the pseudo-scientific discipline of Rassenkunde or Rassenhygiene (race hygiene
or eugenics). Under this mantle, doctors became intimately involved in the
eugenics-based sterilization programs as well as the euthanasia killings of those
deemed unworthy of life and in the ultimate horrors of the concentration and death
camps.

2. The Eugenics Program
A core component of Nazi ideology was the promotion of lives deemed

valuable for the generation of an idealized ‘Master Race’ and the elimination of so-
called ‘Lives unworthy of Life’ or lebensunwertes Leben. The Nazis implemented
eugenics and euthanasia programs, medical experimentation and extermination to
achieve their goal. At the same time as they perpetrated genocide against
lebensunwertes Leben, the Nazis manipulated reproductive life to achieve the
antithesis of genocide amongst all those it deemed ‘worthy of life. The term
‘eugenics’ can be simply defined as the ‘science of encouraging good offspring’11

‘Positive eugenics’ promoted the birth of racially pure Aryan babies through
prohibitions against abortion and restrictions regarding contraception for those
approved as of sufficient ‘Aryan’ purity, while approving interruption of
pregnancy if the future child was likely to inherit defects such as mixed Jewish and
non-Jewish parentage. Positive eugenics became known as the ‘battle for births.’
To date there is no term that succinctly encapsulates this invasive, frequently
unpleasant, and manipulative series of actions taken to promote ‘desirable’ life
other than ‘positive eugenics,’ a term which does not convey the negative
connotations of these actions adequately. In addition, under the shadow of the
Holocaust, it has generally been politically incorrect to emphasize the targets of
such actions, such as German women who were ‘encouraged’ to have numerous
babies, or to be divorced so as to free their husbands for alternate reproductive
mates, or women whose children were abducted to enhance the ideal ‘Aryan’ stock
– as victims of Nazi ideology. Again, while in no way diminishing the extent or
magnitude of the differing horrors experienced by all Jewish women and men, this
aspect of the Nazi antithesis of genocide experienced by German women deemed
to be ‘Aryan’ is important.

The counterpart of this was ‘negative eugenics’ which enforced abortion or
sterilization (and later euthanasia) of so-called ‘undesirable life.’ Negative
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eugenics was focused on the threat posed by mental illness in particular as well as
other undesirable medical and social ills: it was not directed specifically at Jews
but at all Germans, although Jews were frequently classed as having such
unwanted characteristics.

Within months of the Nazi party coming to power, the Law for the Prevention
of Genetically Diseased Offspring was promulgated taking effect from January 1
1934.12 The removal of earlier restrictions preventing the compulsory sterilization
of those with hereditary mental or physical defects, or other social or racial
‘undesirables,’ opened the door for enthusiastic cooperation by doctors and
psychiatrists to work in collaboration with police and local government authorities
through the so-called Hereditary Health Courts. Not only Nazis, but also
professionals in a range of fields could take advantage of this, justifying their
actions through recourse to ‘the ‘wishes’, ‘intentions’ or ‘aims’ of the Führer, the
interests or needs of the ‘national community’ and ‘racial health.’13

3. Who Was Targeted?
The law targeted both mental and physical illness.14 Compulsory sterilization

was implemented for congenital feeblemindedness, schizophrenia, manic-
depressive psychosis, hereditary epilepsy, Huntington’s chorea, hereditary
deafness, blindness or severe deformity, or severe alcoholism.15 Definitions of
these categories were narrow at first but later became loosely defined and broadly
interpreted. People were compulsorily sterilized who were unaffected by any of
the illnesses that were specified by the Law and who were perfectly capable of
passing the intelligence tests which were required for selection.16 Many victims
simply deviated from ‘normal’ behaviour, as judged by their apparent social
‘superiors’. For example, people who failed to be monogamous, thrifty, clean,
efficient, tidy, responsible, and striving upwards were designated ‘socially
feebleminded’ on the basis of ‘intelligence tests,’ spurious diagnoses’ or more
usually gossip or hearsay.17 A considerable number of the victims were from the
poorer sections of society or were discharges from asylums.18 Regardless of their
actual state of health the latter were alleged to have recessive genes. Roughly two-
thirds of those sterilized were the inmates of mental hospitals. The scope of
sterilization, organized and administered by the medical profession, widened as
time passed to include convicts, prostitutes and even children considered
uncooperative in orphanages. Eventually, even social problems like poverty were
attributed to genetics.19

Between 1934 and 1936 about 250 special sterilization clinics were established
and race hygiene experts along with judges decided on the desirability of
sterilizations. Doctors had to undergo training in recognizing hereditary
degeneracy (for example though the shape of the patient’s earlobes, the patient’s
gait, or the configuration of the half moon at the base of the patients fingernails).20

Doctors were required to record all cases of serious alcoholism and what were
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termed incurable hereditary or congenital diseases such as imbecilism, and highly
contagious diseases like venereal diseases, except in women over forty-five (who
were regarded as less of a threat to the potential racial pool), and could be fined for
failing to do so.21 These people were termed ‘useless eaters’ and a burden to the
German war machine.22 The Nazis implemented a ruthless sterilization program
that ultimately victimized approximately 350,000 Germans23 divided equally
between men and women, including an unknown number of Jews. Also included
were gypsies, classed as ‘disorderly wanderers,’ and approximately 500 ‘Rhineland
bastards’ - children of liaisons between German women and black French soldiers.

4. The Euthanasia Program
In 1939 the Nazis moved from sterilization to mass murder. Virtually the entire

medical profession had been involved in the sterilization program. For an unknown
number, moving to euthanasia was but a short step.24 The lawyer Karl Binding and
the forensic psychiatrist Alfred Hoche coined the phrase ‘life unworthy of life’ in
their writings, and argued that what they called ‘ballast existences’ - people who
were nothing but a burden on society - should be killed. They proposed that as the
incurably ill and mentally retarded were costing millions of marks and were taking
up thousands of needed hospital beds, doctors should be allowed to put them to
death. Those targeted for euthanasia included children born with congenital
anomalies including Down’s syndrome/mongolism and vaguely defined conditions
such as ‘idiocy,’ especially when associated with blindness or deafness; mental
retardation; hydrocephaly; microcephaly; spina bifida; muscular dystrophy; limb
malformations of all kinds; and paralysis including spastic conditions such as
cerebral palsy.25 All Jewish patients were to be killed regardless of illness.26

Doctors and midwives were paid 2 Reichsmarks for every case they reported.27 In
December 1939, questionnaires were sent to every German mental institution to be
completed for each inmate.28 Inmates with stays of five years or longer were at
particular risk.29 At first concerned with physical issues, the reports were
considerably expanded in June 1940 to include: details about the birth, family
history, especially concerning such things as hereditary illness and excessive use of
alcohol, nicotine or drugs, evaluation of the illness including expectations for
improvement and life expectancy, prior institutional observations and treatment,
details of physical and mental development, and descriptions of convulsions and
related events.30 After this time, the questionnaires also inquired about the ability
of the inmate to work.31 Eventually, all physicians were allowed to complete the
questionnaire and not only psychiatrists.32 The methods of killing involved
injections of morphine and cyanide, or carbon monoxide gassing in sealed
chambers, chemical agents including luminal and veronal in addition to morphine
and scopolamine, and occasionally the injection of phenol directly into the heart,33

all of which were the responsibility of the medical profession.
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Eventually 30 killing centres were established34 including some of Germany’s
most prestigious hospitals – Hadamar, Hartheim, Sonnenstein and Grafeneck –
which were set up as medical schools conducting classes, not in curing, but in
killing, mental and genetic ‘defectives.’35 The main killing centres were in is
isolated areas and had high walls36 although onlookers could see and smell the
crematory smoke and could view the buses transporting patients to them. Between
70,000 and 93,000 inmates of asylums were gassed by medical professionals
before the euthanasia program (the T-4 program) was run down after opposition
from Church leaders. On or about 24 August 1941, Hitler gave a verbal order to
end or at least to ‘stall’ operation T4.37 Only the visible aspects of the program
were discontinued - the large scale gassing of victims which resulted in obvious
smoke from burning bodies in the crematoria - while the killing by other means
continued.38 The special gas chambers were dismantled and shipped to the east
where they were re-assembled in such places as Belzec, Maidanek and Treblinka.39

The program continued on a lesser scale for the remainder of the war40 with killing
now by drugs, lethal injection or by starvation – even more medical methods – and
more efficient for adults than starvation.41 Many of these doctors spoke with pride
about their work after the war, maintaining that they had been contributing to
human progress.42

5. The Manipulation of Birth to Achieve Nazi Ideological Goals
In addition to the eugenics and euthanasia programs, the Nazis manipulated

birth and factors contributing to birth to implement the Shoah of the Jews and the
genocide of all those deemed lebensunwertes Leben. Numerous injunctions
involving the reproductive activities of women and men were undertaken to
achieve these goals. To promote the achievement of a ‘pure’ ‘Aryan’ race among
those deemed to meet racial purity criteria, on the one hand, the Nazis rewarded
motherhood socially with distinctive medals and respectful salutes being awarded
to mothers with many children, and financially, with grants (e.g. marriage loans)
for those likely to produce ‘pure’ Aryan offspring. More drastically, amongst
‘Aryans’ the Nazis supported childbirth outside of marriage and divorce on the
grounds of being past childbearing age; condoned infidelity within marriage;
officially promoted interpersonal relationships and sexual practices (‘joyful
heterosexuality’43) that were deemed to be acceptable e.g. amongst those deemed
racially ‘pure’ enough; forbad birth control and abortion; and even kidnapped
‘desirable’ children in occupied lands to promote the ‘Aryan’ racial pool.

On the other hand, the Nazis took differing steps to manipulate reproduction in
order to eliminate lebensunwertes Leben, and to prevent contamination of the
‘Aryan’ race. While there were numerous groups regarded as ‘undesirable,’ Jews
were by far the most adversely affected category of people targeted by the Nazis
for extermination. These actions included preventing social and sexual contact
between those regarded as ‘desirable’ and those as ‘undesirable,’ to avoid
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‘contamination.’ More severely, the Nazis prevented those they regarded as
‘undesirable’ from reproducing through segregation of the sexes in camps,
forbidding births in ghettos and camps on pain of death, enforcing abortion
amongst those who did conceive, and through sterilization and euthanasia.
Amongst Jews, reproduction was, in addition to the actions described above,
prevented by murdering pregnant women on arrival at concentration or
extermination camps or later, if pregnancy manifested after admission to the
camps. Mothers and their newborns were murdered if a birth occurred. The Nazis
gassed Jewish children on arrival at the camps to prevent them from growing into
adults who could then reproduce. Nazis also inflicted significant sexual
degradation and humiliation such as forced nudity and shaving of all bodily hair,
contributing to a dehumanization of these psychologically significant components
of reproductive self-concept.

6. Medical Experimentation
In addition to implementing both the eugenics and euthanasia programs, and

the manipulation of reproductive lives of women and men, Nazi doctors conducted
a number of medical experiments in concentration camps, often with considerable
involvement of the scientific research community, to explore methods of mass
sterilization or castration to prevent reproductive capacity amongst those deemed
lebensunwertes Leben. Methods used included surgery but also chemicals injected
into the uterus or x-radiation of genital organs. Senior SS fantasized about these
methods being applied to 10 million racially inferior people but they never got
beyond the experimental stage.44 While the exact numbers of how many underwent
these procedures is not known, estimates suggest approximately 1000 women and
men.45

7. Conclusion
In Nazi Germany, doctors and medical science played a central and crucial role

in creating and implementing practices designed to achieve the objectives of
eliminating ‘Life unworthy of Life’ and, in contrast, promoting the achievement of
the ideological, pure, ‘Aryan’ race. Doctors interfered with the most intimate and
previously sacrosanct aspects of life – reproductive function and behaviour – in
addition to implementing eugenics, euthanasia, experimentation and extermination
programs - all in the name of an ideology based on fear.
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The Rule of Fear: Political Thinking in the Age of Terror

Bjørn Yngve Tollefsen

Abstract
The role of fear in political thinking is well documented, but often poorly
understood. The ancient tragedy’s perceived ability to purge pity and fear lead
Aristotle to oppose Plato’s ban on art. What is this purging (catharsis) and fear
(phobos), and what is their political significance? The Aristotelian concept of fear
shares with the Hobbsian fear for ones own survival (leading to the signing of the
social contract and the ceding of natural rights for the sake of protection), and the
Heideggerian anxiety (as the realization of ones own finitude as a human being
thrown into existence) that they all pertain to a situation where the individual is
faced with something it is unable to fully master: its own death. The precarious
existence of man, and the fear it might induce, easily gives impetus to the need for
increased regulation and control with our surroundings, sometimes leading to
encroachment on civil society and even the sacrifice of civil rights. On the other
hand, as finite beings thrown into existence, never being two places at once and
always orienting ourselves by relying on the use language and the adherence to
social habits, we are always denied total mastery of social interaction and complete
information of our situation. Neither gods nor animals, our social interaction is
always already regulated, but could never be fully under our control. If death
marks the limit, political thinking is the struggle to come to terms with it. By
drawing upon recent political thinking (Nancy, Agamben), as well as classical
political philosophy, tracing fear through its connections with ancient Greek
tragedy, terror, anxiety and the state of exception, this chapter explores the role,
and rule, of fear in political thinking today.

Key Words: Fear, anxiety, terror, death, democracy, Heidegger, Derrida,
Agamben, Plato, Aristotle.

*****

1. Fear of Death in the Greek Polis
For Plato, the raison d’être for establishing the city-state or polis, is the way it

makes possible a division of labour, leading to products of better quality and of a
larger quantity, benefiting everyone. For every citizen to accept their position and
perform their task, there is need for myths and tales of heroes.1 The poetry that
Plato will not allow is the kind that does not tell tales of brave heroes, but of death
and despair. The prime example being the tragedy.

We will beg Homer and the other poets not to be angry if we
cancel those and all similar passages, not that they are not poetic
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and pleasing to most hearers, but because the more poetic they are
the less are they suited to the ears of boys and men who are
destined to be free and to be more afraid of slavery than of death.’
[...] ‘Then we must further taboo in these matters the entire
vocabulary of terror and fear [τὰ δεινά τε καὰ φοβερὰ][.]2

The ideal polis is the one to produce the best and the most, and where nothing
less is good enough.3 Therefore the producers have no time to grieve over lost
ones, they must be brave in the face of the enemy, and above all they must not
question their place in the polis, but always stand ready to perform the task they are
set to do. Fear does govern life in Plato’s polis, not as fear of death, but of slavery
under another power. According to Plato, the tragedy makes us dwell in death, and
so might somehow disturb the division of labour and the strict social order of the
polis, and thereby also the level of productivity, which should secure its
competitive edge and survival. As the establishment of the ideal polis becomes all
about maximizing productivity, the polis seems reduced to the household, the
oikos, and politics to oikonomia, to economy.

And so we may at last say that we should be justified in not
admitting him [i.e. the producer of tragedy] into a well-ordered
state, because he stimulates and fosters this element in the soul,
and by strengthening it tends to destroy the rational part
[ὰπόλλυσι τὰ λογιστικόν].4

The word logisticon, the rational, could just as well be translated «the
calculation»: Fear of death might interfere with the way we do our calculation.
This does not mean that it introduces something irrational, but it might make us
question the way we calculate, as well as who is to count or do the counting, and
who is to be held accountable. For example: Democracy could be made so as to
extend the right to vote to foreign workers, refugees, children etc. It is not obvious
if giving these groups the right to vote is to be considered more or less democratic
than denying them these rights. This of course also applies to other groups and
issues, such as the question of simple majority versus qualified majority. The way
these questions are settled will have consequences for the way we calculate and
make people count in a democracy.

To better grasp how Plato connects the fear of death to the unravelling of his
ideal polis, we turn to Aristotle. As Aristotle insists that the tragedy has a place or
function in the polis, his Poetic should show itself as a work of political thinking.
Here Aristotle explains not what tragedy is, but what it should be.

Tragedy is, then, a representation of an action that is heroic and
complete and of a certain magnitude [...] it represents men in
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action and does not use narrative, and through pity and fear
[Φόβος] it effects relief to these and similar emotions.5

The fear that is to be relieved (and re-lived) through the tragedy is phobos
(Φόβος), but this is not the only Greek word that correspond to the English fear. In
the ancient Greek mythology, Phobos, son of Ares (the god of war) and Afrodite
(the god of love), had a twin brother, Deimos, as well as several other siblings.
Deimos and Phobos accompanied Ares on the battlefield, inducing fear into the
heart of the warriors. It is not always easy to tell who is who in a flock of siblings,
especially regarding twins.6

Let fear (φοβοὰνται) be defined as a painful or troubled feeling
caused by the impression of an imminent evil that causes
destruction or pain; for men do not fear all evils [...] but only such
as involve great pain or destruction, and only if they appear to be
not far off but near at hand and threatening, […] all know that
they have to die, but as death is not near at hand, they are
indifferent.7

Then again, the effect Aristotle seem to want from tragedy is not one where the
spectators fear a certain determined object or situation. The sight of Oedipus
tearing his eyes out at the end of Sophocles’ play Oedipus Rex, does not primarily
induce the fear of getting one’s eyes torn out.8

The main character’s tragic outcome is, according to Aristotle, caused primarily
by his hamartia (ὰμαρτίαν). Hamartanein signifies a spear thrower who misses his
target. Hamartia does not entail a moral flaw per se, but rather a misguided
attempt, a failure because of lack of overview of the situation. The tragedy that
befalls him is a consequence of his own actions; in combination with the way he
lacks perfect view of the situation. He would not have acted the way he did if he
had known, and he then finds himself trapped in a series of incidents he cannot
fully control. Through the presentation of the fall of the hero (as experienced in the
safety of the theatre), the spectators should recognize that in his lack of complete
control they are essentially like him. This induces fear into the audience of the
tragedy, according to Aristotle, but this fear seems more like the anxiety that might
grip us as we are reminded of the insecurity tied to our precarious human
existence, than the fear of a determined and imminent evil that causes destruction
or pain.

Instead of constantly looking ahead to what needs to be done next, what needs
to be overcome and how to tackle the next problem, the experience of the tragedy
makes us look ahead in a way that makes us see our own death, our own end and
finitude.
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2. Fear of Death, and Existential Anxiety
Although both Plato and Aristotle had at their disposal resources in the form of

texts in an extended sense, as myths and as the Greek language itself, they never
seem to clearly distinguish between these two nuances of the fear of death.

Obviously these are kindred phenomena. This is betokened by the
fact that for the most part they have not been distinguished from
one and another: that which is fear, gets designated as ‘anxiety’,
while that which has the character of anxiety, gets called ‘fear’.9

Heidegger translates the Greek deine as unheimlich, uncanny.10 In anxiety one
feels unheimlich. There is in the Unheimliche something that expels us from the
heimliche, from the peaceful quiet of the domestic, the heimisch, the usual and the
familiar. Man is the most unheimlich, because he steps outside the familiar, the
habitual frontiers. To Heidegger this is what sets man apart from the animal, which
only reacts instinctively on its environment. Further: In anxiety one feels
unheimlich.

According to Heidegger, this anxiety may lead to estrangement, enabling us to
take a step back from the way we most of the time are totally immersed in our
everyday concerns, and make us aware of the contingency and historicity of
existence, and therefore of our possibilities for creating new ways of living, to live
authentic, as Heidegger puts it in Being & Time.11

Fear is the fear of a certain determined threat, something to look out for,
something one may see arriving on the horizon. The existential anxiety applies to
the existence, or the transformation, of this horizon itself. In a way it could be said
that anxiety individualizes, instead of uniting in fear of slavery as in Plato. But
anxiety and authenticity cannot really consist in me experiencing my own death, as
Heidegger argues, as I would not be authentic, but dead:

If the I cannot say that it is dead, if the I disappears in effect in its
death, in that death that is precisely what is most proper to it and
most inalienably its own, it is because the I is something other
than a subject.12

How we understand ourselves is always dependent on how we are thrown into
existence, into what is delivered over to us as (linguistic and social) conventions,
norms and relations, as history, culture, language and so on. In this way we are
brought into the world as ‘in-common’, which is not something later added onto an
isolated self. My understanding of my existence and my possibilities is always
given to me through my being with others. Being ‘authentic’ does therefore not
entail finding one’s hidden, but proper and already given, self. It is rather a process
(Ereignis) of opening up toward ones historicity, and letting possibilities come into
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view. A process measured not against any pre-given ideal, but against (and as the
continual weakening of) the confinement of the everyday, inauthentic existence
(das Man).

3. Fear of the Sovereign
Before arriving at a conclusion we need to take a detour through Hobbes, and

his claim that it is precisely the possibility of better, if not complete, control over
ones fate that justifies the establishment of the civil state. Man’s total freedom in
the state of nature makes trusting one another impossible, as one cannot hold the
other accountable. Life in the state of nature, is defined by its being
unconditionally exposed to a death threat, but life in civil society is no less
characterized by continual fear, as the civil society is secured only by the
sovereign’s ability to make its threat of death believable.

[H]e hath the use of so much power and strength conferred on
him, that by terror thereof, he is enabled to conform the wills of
them all, to peace at home, and mutual aid against their enemies
abroad.13

Fear does not disappear in the civil state, but is somewhat easier to cope with,
since it is connected to established laws and sanctions. What distinguishes a
despotic state from a democratic one is not the absence of fear, but the certainty of
its objects and limits.14 The laws are publicly known, and so are the consequences
for breaking them.

Today, if ever, this is of course not so simple: Every law must be interpreted in
order to be applied to a particular situation. The application also requires an
interpretation and understanding of what constitutes a normal situation, and what
constitutes en exceptional situation. Agamben investigates how the suspension of
law within a state of emergency can become a prolonged state of being.15 The
problem is, according to Agamben, that the state of exception (exemplified by the
measures taken in the war on terror, setting aside the law (civil liberties), with the
pronounced intention to save it by creating a ‘normal’ situation, with the use of
extraordinary means, where the law can once again be applied) has become the
rule. When this happens it becomes impossible to separate the outside from the
inside of the law. Then the ‘certainty’ of the fear in Hobbes civil society turns out
to be completely uncertain, and any and every citizen becomes a potential
Guantanamo-bay prisoner. This situation is of course legitimated by appeal to
emergency, and the citizen’s fear of death, so as to free the hands of the executive
power to act as it sees fit.16

If the sovereign is the one who marks the point of indistinction between
violence and right by proclaiming the state of exception and suspending the
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validity of the law, the police are always operating within a similar state of
exception:

The rationales of ‘public order’ and ‘security’ on which the
police have to decide on a case-by-case basis define an area of
indistinction between violence and right that is exactly
symmetrical to that of sovereignty.17

While all this may to some degree be alleviated by the establishment of
democratic institutions (electoral government, insistence on civil rights and public
deliberation), the need to make a decision, the need to act and respond, will
necessarily interrupt the democratic debate or deliberation.

When the stealthy plotter is moving on me in quick sort, I, too,
must be quick with my counterplot. If I await him in repose, his
ends will have been gained, and mine missed.18

At some point every discussion must, if only temporarily, come to an end. This
will always be a kind of violence against the essentially endless democratic
deliberation, but is also a condition for society, as we now know it, to function.
This means that true democracy, what Derrida calls democracy-to-come
(démocratie à venir), always transcends the existing political institutions, which
therrefore should be open to continuing radical critique and revision.19

4. Conclusion
Derrida understands democracy much like Heidegger understands the

unheimlich existence of man, defined by the very lack of the proper. This means
that democracy can never be fully present, should not be reduced to existing
societal and political institutions, but is always democracy-to-come. Not as any
pre-given regulative idea in the line of Kant or Habermas, but as open to the
historical transformation of its own ideal. Any attempt to close this openness (such
as the reduction of the political to economy or logistics, or effectively absolving
certain established political structures from critique, even ‘democratic’ ones)
would constitute an authoritarian move.

We may understand politics as the attempt to come to terms with death, both in
the sense of our finitude and historicity, as well as the dangers that threatens our
survival. Still, we should not confuse these two senses of man’s mortality when
deliberating political measures.
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Notes

1 Contrary to a much-held belief, poetry certainly do have a place in Plato’s polis.
The myth of the metals consists in convincing the citizens that some of them are
mixed with a little gold, some with silver, and some with bronze, and therefore
belong to different classes.
2 Plato, Republic, Harvard University Press, London, 1969, from line 387b.
3 This applies both to the luxurious polis, the one with a fever, introduced in book
3, as well as to the first polis.
4 Plato, from line 605b.
5 Aristotle, Aristotle in 23 Volumes, Vol. 23: Poetics, Harvard University Press,
London, 1932, from line 1449B. «Effects relief» is the translation of catharsis
(κάθαρσιν). Catharsis should not be limited to a medical context, but also seen in 
the context of the juridical or religious, in relation to rituals that were to
rehabilitate the criminal and facilitate reconciliation with the victim, and heal the
community.
6 If one were to consult dictionaries on these deities, one would soon come across
unhelpful entries like these: «In Greek mythology, Deimos (Δεῖμος—’dread’) was 
the personification of terror. […] Phobos (Ancient Greek Φόβος, ‘Fear’) is the 
personification of terror and horror in Greek mythology.» (Wikipedia,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deimos_(mythology) and http://en.wikipedia.org/wi
ki/Phobos, (mythology), Viewed on Oct. 8th, 2010); «Pallos, god of terror […] his
siblings are Deimos (the god of fear) […] Phobos the god of fear and terror.» (P.
Turner & C.R. Coulter, Dictionary of Ancient Deities, Oxford University Press,
2000). These examples are in no way unique. It is quite understandable that some
would argue that phobos is completely interchangeable with words like deos,
deimos or deine. See D. Konstan, The Emotions of the Ancient Greeks. Studies in
Aristotle and Classical Literature, University of Toronto Press, 2006.
7 Aristotle, Aristotle in 23 Volumes, Vol. 22: Rhetoric, Harvard University Press,
London, 1926 From line 2.5.1.
8 See for example Sophocles, The Tragedies of Sophocles, Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, 1904.
9 M. Heidegger, Being & Time, Blackwell lmt Publishing, Oxford, 2004, p. 230.
10 M. Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, Yale University Press, Yale
University, 2000, p. 160.
11 M. Heidegger, Being & Time, a recurring theme throughout the book.
12 J-L. Nancy, The Inoperative Community, University of Minnesota Press,
Minneapolis, 1991, p. 40. ‘Subject’ is here understood as a self-determined and
self-transparent, isolated being, something altogether different from the tragedy’s
portrayed ‘hero’.
13 T. Hobbes, Leviathan, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2008, p. 114 (my
italics). In the light of this Derrida defines terror or terrorism as ‘knowing-how to
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make fear reign’ J. Derrida, The Beast & The Sovereign, University of Chicago
Press, 2009, p. 40
14 This point is also made by R. Esposito, Communitas, Stanford University Press,
Stanford, 2010, p. 25
15 G. Agamben, State of Exception, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2005.
16 According to Agamben, and logically following from Hobbes, power no longer
has any form of legitimization other than emergency, and therefore everywhere and
continuously refers and appeals to emergency as well as labouring secretly to
produce it. See G. Agamben, Means without End, University of Minnesota Press,
Minneapolis, p. 104.
17 G. Agamben, Means without End, p. 104.
18 Sophocles, op. cit., line 619-620.
19 A recurring theme in the later thinking of Derrida, see for example J. Derrida,
Rogues: Two Essays on Reason, Sanford University Press, Stanford, 2005.
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Accounting for the Role of Fear in Performance Management

Shilinka Smith

Abstract
Emotions such as fear are connected not only to ourselves but also to other people
and their social worlds. In this collective context they are often characterised as
unruly and disruptive. Yet emotions are integral to achieving goals. This has
particularly been the case in the social world of organisation and work, where
achieving work-based goals is often described as individual or organisational
performance. To lift and enhance performance different forms of management
inherently seek to control and manage these motivating and disruptive forces.
Performance Management is one of the ‘new’ management accounting practices
that is claimed to replace fear-based command and control management
techniques. Yet despite the growing recognition that emotions in general and fear
in particular can be a factor in actual ‘performance’, limited accounting literature
has been focused on the role of fear within performance management techniques.
Therefore this chapter draws from studies that make connections between fear and
success or failure in areas such as sports and human resource management as well
as education. I explore how performance management can be improved with
additional research on the role of fear in both positive and negative work-based
performance. I also advocate for more empirical research into the claim that
organisations that have adopted performance management practices will be free of

fear-inducing techniques.

Key Words: Performance management, cultures of fear, management accounting,
goal-based social and organisational systems.

*****

1. Introduction
This chapter is a work-in-progress. It is a presentation of ideas about fear,

drawn from multiple disciplines, which may be relevant to the study of
performance management systems. It outlines some key theories on individual and
cultural fear, and sketches some instances of where this may be applicable to
performance management studies. Each of the ideas in this chapter could be
expanded into a specific argument for the enhancement of performance
management studies, but for now, I sketch multiple possibilities with the aim of
identify research potential, rather than exploring any one issue in great depth.

2. Management Accounting/Performance Management and Fear
Have you ever seen Keith’s performance review in the BBC series The Office?1

I argue it is funny, or ‘absurdly incongruous’, the definition I use of humour,
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because it is a performance review without fear. It has no logic, no purpose and no
consequences. For people to find this scene funny, it suggests people do assume a
performance review will have those elements. Yet, surprisingly, in the academic
study of performance management systems, of which the performance review is
one component, only limited attention has been paid to the relationship between
performance management systems and human emotions.

In this chapter, I argue, it is time that accounting literature accounted for the
impact of fear in its design, implementation and analysis of the effectiveness of
performance management systems. This is because fear might be one answer to the
question: why are performance management systems ‘so attractive in theory, yet so
difficult in practice?’.2 Below I outline several areas where performance
management research would benefit from a more systematic and detailed
consideration of fear. Using a lens of fear offers both insights into better
implementation of performance management systems and also critical insights into
the fundamental changes that performance management shepherds. While only
some of the myriad possibilities are sketched here, this chapter signals the
usefulness of an overlooked area of study that will enhance the reach and impact of
performance management research.

Performance Management (PM) is a system of identifying organisational goals
and developing systems to monitor and measure progress towards those goals, with
the aim of continuously improving an organisation. A PM system includes a
number of mechanisms for defining and monitoring asset performance, such as
targets, measurement, information systems and human resource performance
reviews. These systems are designed to operate collectively, but often in the social
world of work the entire system may be seen to be represented by a single
initiative.3 For example, in the case of academia, various version of performance-
based funding stand-in for the system or in the case of the UK health sector, health
targets stand-in for the performance management of the National Health Service
(NHS).

These Performance Management systems are predicated on the assumption that
well-specified goals combined with rational planning toward those goals is the
most efficient and effective form of organisational management. This assumption
of rationality means that performance management research tends to focus on
rationally testing the effectiveness of performance management systems.4 Several
literature reviews that look at strategic and performance management suggest a
growing variety of topics and methodologies, yet none of these theoretical
approaches gives significant focus to fear.5 While the study of power in system
implementation is a theme to explore the non-rational and emotive dynamics of
human-related systems, the study of fear, has been less common. This is
particularly interesting given that one of the claimed advantages of performance
management systems is that they remove the arbitrariness of rule-based and
paternalistic management policies and thus reduce fear in the workplace.6
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To consider what the lens of fear offers accounting, I outline literature from
other disciplines interested in performance. Following Tudor’s claim that fear
needs to be understood at both institutional (structural) levels and individual
(agency) levels, this chapter collects literature that can form a basis for studying
fear as emotion and fear as culture in performance management research.7

3. Studies of Fear and Tudor’s Framework
It is argued that fear is not merely a reaction to a rational assessment of threat.8

Fear is also socially, academically and politically constructed according to
Altheide, Furedi, Glassner and others.9 According to Altheide, in contemporary
society, fear has become a dominant framework for developing identity and
engaging in everyday life.10 He claims the longevity of fear as a socializing
framework is not necessarily in one-off dangerous activities but in activities that
repeatedly construct and reconstruct fear through vaguely related tangible threats
or even merely potential risks. This makes fear itself a foundational threat. This
threat then reinvents itself in new objects shaping and being shaped by various
discourses, events and public perceptions. Over time, the object may change, but
the fear persists. There are various perspectives on how this operates but the
essence of debate is that in everyday life there is a ‘culture of fear’ in which the
threat, or risk, of acts such as terrorism, disease, crime and death have created
uncertainty.11 Coupled with the study of fear is also the study of victimization.
Rader, May & Goodrum specifically argue that fear, risk and constrained
behaviours may be diverse components of a construct they call the ‘threat of
victimisation’.12

Against this academic and practical backdrop, there has been a growing
diversity of research topics and methodology.13 However, an electronic search of
fear topics and data sources resulted in articles mostly focused on fear of deviance,
such as crime or disease, rather than conformity, such as workplace fear.

To systematize the study of fear, Tudor has suggested that a framework is not
only timely but also ‘empirically and theoretically significant in understanding late
modern society’.14 He argues, like those previously mentioned, that ‘even the most
seemingly straightforward situation of fearfulness is heavily mediated … and
entangled’ within society.15 To develop a more ordered understanding of the
contexts within which fear is organised Tudor develops ‘six analytically distinct
parameters … to frame the constructions of fear: environments, cultures, social
structures, bodies, personalities, and social subjects’.16 To organize the literature
that looks specifically at fear and performance, I have chosen to focus on two
parameters, as identified by Tudor; social subjects and social structures. In the first
section I outline the micro level studies of fear as an emotion and the potential
impact fear may be having on the implementation of performance management
systems. The second section focuses on the origin and impact of fear on social
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structures to give a flavour of the critical power the lens of fear offers at the macro
level.

4. Fear as Emotion and its Relationship with Performance
Studies of the social world of work have often focused on the disruptive

potential of emotions in general, and business literature is no exception. Emotional
Intelligence and other similar constructs have been significant in defining ‘best
practice’ decision making.17 This approach is useful for improving the quality of
implementation of performance management systems. Yet, among this literature,
fear as an emotion has not been a focus of top accounting journals but it has
received passing reference in human resource journals. A 2005 survey indicated
that employees believed their companies’ performance management system did not
‘improve performance’ and ‘generated fear and intimidated employees’.18

However, even this study, did not report on any exploration of understandings of
fear in the qualitative interviews that accompanied the survey. There are two points
to be made in relation to fear being overlooked in this survey and as an area of
management accounting research. The first is that even if the results of the survey
outlined above are not generalisable to all PM systems, the finding is important
because it contradicts the premise that performance management systems remove
arbitrary definition of personal and organisational performance and thereby remove
fear from the workplace (as we might have seen in the clip from The Office).19

The second is that the questions in the survey were only focused on
intimidation and disruption, which is only one aspect of fear. Other disciplines
have more sophisticated understandings of the range and types of fear as well as
the effects it has. Learning from other disciplines, sports research and to a lesser
extent educational research, have a long history of considering the impact of fear
on individual performance. Fear is more than a disruptive emotion; it is also a
source of motivation. This literature considers two types of fear.20 The first is fear
of success; the second is fear of failure. Both forms of research consider the
relationship between the sense of identity or sense of self in the individual and how
the individual mediates that sense of self in the face of externally defined success
and failure. In essence, if fear of either failure or success is extreme then the
individual is likely to remove themselves from the situation or even sabotage
outcomes in order to avoid being in a potential position to either fail or succeed.
Neither of these responses is useful to the implementation of performance
management systems. While there is much literature on implementation failure,
exploration of the role of fear in social subjectivities that derail implementation
may be timely.

In addition, are there more critical insights to be had from a study of fear? For
example, Tudor’s framework suggests combining a study of social subjectivity
with a study of social structures and the culture of fear.
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5. Fear as Culture
To organise the study of fear at the macro level, Tudor identifies the role of

social structures in shaping society. At this level, Altheide and others argue that the
very fabric of society, that is, its social structure has become embedded in a ‘script
of fear’. Because, as outlined earlier, the objects of fear lose their significance and
only the fear remains, it is easy for the mass media, politicians and policy makers
to use this script to persuade mass audiences of the inherent fearfulness of any
particular new initiative. This application of the script of fear can been seen in the
UK discussion of health targets. The UK media consistently associates the
performance management systems of the NHS that includes specific health targets
with the language of fear. Using the dual meaning of the word target in both
mundane and military metaphors, the media claims: ‘targets kill’ and associates
health targets with terror. This language, used at a time when the language of
terrorism is one of the current circulating, fearful objects, is also used by
politicians. Further research would be necessary to unravel the consequences of
this rhetorical move. However, studies in the area of fear of crime and terrorism
suggest that such fearful rhetorical strategies both shape immediate political needs,
but in the longer term also have an impact on paralysing society and encouraging
compliance with State authority.21 This makes citizens docile and increases the
internalisation of surveillance.

At another level, this line of inquiry also begs the question; does a performance
management culture and its growing embedded-ness in societal structures have an
impact on the development of society?

Burke is one author that expresses concern at the growing underpinnings of a
‘cult of performance’.22 Burke raises the concern that the overriding focus on
performance through goal acquisition in the workplace and the promotion of this
way of thinking into everyday life subverts the current balance between
performance, ethical procedures and agreed rules in society. This concern is
something that was predicted as early as the 1950s by sociologist Merton.23 He
developed a schematic that classified societies based on their primary adherence to
goals or rules. Juxtaposing Japan and America as rule and goal-based societies
Merton identifies consequences for societies that selected figures like Bonnie and
Clyde as heroes or societies that select reclusive monks, or figures that represent
cultural virtues. Burke’s concern that performance management systems are further
codifying and enforcing goal-orientated cultures is a timely reminder that
promotion of particular ways of doing things across work environments and across
mediated continents has significant impact on both social subjects and social
structures.

Fear is significant here (although not refereed to directly in Burke’s chapter),
because if Burke is correct, performance management is more than an innocuous,
or at least neutral, technical tool to improve baseline profits. It is a cultural shift in
emphasis further down the continuum of goal versus process orientated, in
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societies that only covertly support a philosophy of ‘the ends justifies the means’.
It suggests that with the ascendance of performance management cultures that only
occasionally measure processes, the cultural ethos is shifting to ‘ends by any
means’ philosophy. This new emphasis implies a loss of identity and the fear this
can induce. It both strengthens the culture of fear because its source is another
intangible object – performance management that attacks identity, and it is
supported by a mass media rhetoric that talks of killing and terror. In this sense,
fear in the work place is not only an emotional response to the actions of co-
workers, but also permeates the social world of the individual and shapes and is
shaped by the social structures of everyday rational planning. Interestingly, Cullis
and Jones, using economic theories, have advocated the use of policy rules to
mitigate the detrimental impacts of target failures in welfare policy.24 This implies
a shift back along the continuum to a rule-based society. What I advocate for in
this chapter, is that fear is approached systematically and mined for the insights
and consequences that seeing performance management through a lens of fear
offers.

This may be useful to accounting not only because a lens of fear raises new
research questions and new demands for action. The study of fear is also a rich
source of theories on antidotes to fear, whether this is Garland’s empowerment
antidote for victimisation, Nancy’s antidote of community, Grixti’s consideration
of fictionalising processes or others.25 While strategic management accounting
searches for its ‘relevance’, its critical power may come from its ability to identify
and thereby seek to master the culture of fear. Following Altheide; those that
appear to manage the fear in society are those that society will follow.

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, Burke’s warning is that the focus on performance that is

pervading the Western world of work is becoming normative. It will, in effect, shift
western countries further down the continuum toward a sole focus on goal
achievement with the attendant disregard for process and function. Consequently to
manage this we need to acknowledge it, study it, and note the consequences – not
just that targets kill, but that exclusive focus on targets will not only lose the battle,
but possibly the war. By implication, this is the source of the fear.

Notes

1 I would like to thank Dr Bill Doolin, Auckland University of Technology, who
drew my attention to this clip, which can be found on You-Tube, or it can be seen
as part of the BBC series, The Office (2001).
2 P. Thomas, Performance Measurement, Reporting, Obstacles and Accountability:
Recent Trends and Future Directions, ANU E Press, Australia, 2006, p. 1.
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3 G. Bouckaert and J. Halligan, Managing Performance: International
Comparisons, Routledge, New York, 2008, p. 30.
4 A. Bertelli and L. Lynn, ‘Policymaking in the Parallelogram of Forces: Common
Agency and Human Service Provision’, The Policy Studies Journal, Vol. 32, No. 2,
2004, pp. 167-185.
5 K. Langfield-Smith, ‘Strategic Management Accounting: How Far Have We
Come in 25 Years?’, Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal, Vol. 21,
No. 2, 2008, pp. 204-228.
6 B. Sulzer-Azaroff and D. Harshbarger, ‘Putting Fear to Flight’, Quality Progress,
Vol. 28, No. 12, 1995, p. 61.
7 A. Tudor, ‘A (macro) Sociology of Fear?’, The Sociological Review, Vol. 51, No.
2, 2003, p. 248.
8 D. May, N. Rader and S. Goodrum, ‘A Gendered Assessment of the ‘Threat of
Victimization: Examining Gender Differences in Fear of Crime, Perceived Risk,
Avoidance, and Defensive Behaviours’, Criminal Justice Review, Vol. 35, No. 2,
2010, p. 160.
9 D. Altheide, Creating Fear: News and the Construction of Crisis, Aldine De
Gruyter, New York, 2002, p. 24.
10 Ibid.
11 F. Furedi, The Culture of Fear: Risk Taking and the Morality of Low
Expectations, Cassell, London, 1997; and B. Glassner, The Culture of Fear: Why
Americans are Afraid of the Wrong Things, Basic, New York, 1999, p. 224.
12 D. May, N. Rader and S. Goodrum, op.cit. p. 160.
13 R. Pain, ‘Place, Social Relation and the Fear of Crime: A Review’, Progress in
Human Geography, Vol. 24, No. 3, 2000, p. 366.
14 Tudor, op. cit., p. 238.
15 Ibid., p. 240.
16 Ibid., p. 240.
17 D. Coleman, Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More Than IQ, Bantam
Books, USA, 1996.
18 S. Harper and T. Vilkinas, ‘Determining the Impact of an Organisation’s
Performance Management System’, Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources,
Vol. 43, No.1, 2005, p. 88.
19 B. Sulzer-Azaroff, D. Harshbarger, ‘Putting Fear to Flight’, Quality Progress,
Vol. 28, No. 12, 1995, p. 61.
20 See for example, A. Elliot and H. McGregor, ‘A 2 x 2 Achievement Goal
Framework’ Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 80, No. 3, 2001,
pp. 501-519, or D. Conroy J. Coatsworth and M. Kaye, ‘Consistency of Fear of
Failure Score Meanings Among 8-18 Year Old Female Athletes’, Educational and
Psychological Measurement, Vol. 67, No. 2, 2007, pp. 300-310.
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21 B. Baybars-Hawks, ‘Long Term Terrorism in Turkey: The Government, Media
and Public Opinion’, in S. Hill and S. Smith (eds) There Be Dragons Out There:
Confronting Fear, Horror and Terror, Inter-Disciplinary Press, Oxford, 2009.
22 R. Burke, ‘The Cult of Performance: What Are We Doing When We Don’t
Know What We Are Doing?’, The Journal of Futures Studies, Strategic Thinking
and Policy, Vol. 6, No. 1, 2004, pp. 47-56.
23 R. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, Free Press, New York, 1968.
24 J. Cullis and P. Jones, ‘The Welfare Economics of Public Sector Targets:
Towards an ‘Expenditure Constitution’, Economic Issues, Vol. 12, No. 1, 2007, pp.
1-14.
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Social Workers’ Fears and the Risks for Safeguarding
Vulnerable Children

Paula Brăescu 

Abstract
The prevalence of fear in public discourse and relationships has had a significant
impact on people’s lives and interactions with each other. Our society is a risk
society where the culture of fear flourishes day by day. Social workers that work in
the child protection field and live in a culture of fear and risk society are required
to cope not only with their own fears but with their clients’ fears as well. The
discourse regarding child protection does not pay enough attention to the social
workers’ fears and the fear’s impact on their roles, relationships and
responsibilities. What fears do social workers face daily? What is the impact of
these fears on their daily professional activity? What are the risks for safeguarding
vulnerable children? This article plans to answer these questions and draw data
from an empirical study that includes 21 social workers from England and 21
social workers from Romania who work in child protection. This article highlights
the fears of social workers, the difference between advanced social workers and
beginners as well as the difference between English and Romanian social workers.
It also evidences the risks for children and their families in the context of
inadequate fear management, poor supervision and lack of reflexivity. These
findings are relevant for the social workers’ daily practice as they highlight the
significance of critical thinking and reflexivity for safeguarding vulnerable
children and helping the clients to achieve their full potential.

Key Words: Fear, social worker, risk.

*****

1. The Theory behind the Fear
Fear is an emotion and we need to understand what an emotion is before

proceeding further. Psychologists as well as sociologists have had a difficult time
defining the emotion.1 Finally, a consensus was achieved and a definition based on
the emotion’s components was widely accepted.2 According to Scherer, an emotion
has 5 components: the cognitive component (the appraisal) responsible for the
evaluation of objects and events, the neuropsychological component (bodily
symptoms) responsible for the system regulation, the motivational component
(action tendencies) responsible for preparation and direction of action, the motor
expression component (facial and vocal expression) responsible for the
communication of reactions and behavioural intentions and the subjective feeling
component (emotional experience) which monitors the internal state and the
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interaction between the organism and the environment.3 This study will focus on
the appraisal and the emotional experience.

Scherer evidences that an emotion is elicited by an internal stimulus (a
stomach-ache or the memory of a rape) or by an external stimulus (a cataclysm or
the traffic jam) that needs to be ‘[…] relevant to major concerns of the organism.’4

This means that not all events are able to elicit an emotion but only the events that
are relevant to us.

Glassner detached himself from the common meaning of fear as an emotion
that people activate as a response to danger and evidenced that fear can be elicited
not only by real dangers but also by socially constructed dangers that might have
the meaning of a real danger for a specific person.5

Fear became a significant feature of today’s society, which is in the same time,
a society saturated by risk.6 Whilst Beck defines the risk as ‘[…] a systematic way
of dealing with hazards and insecurities induced and produced by modernisation
itself’7 which, in my opinion, refers to the action once the risk has been already
identified, Bauman and May offer a more realistic definition indicating that the risk
is a danger or a threat that is related to what we do in our daily lives or to what we
refrain from doing.8

It is difficult to imagine fear or risk in the absence of a real or a socially
constructed danger or threat. Fear cannot exist in the absence of a risk but this is
not a reciprocal relationship. A danger elicits fear only if it is appraised as relevant
to major concerns of our person. For instance, the danger of a locust invasion
elicits fear in a farmer who thinks of his grain but it will not elicit fear in a person
who lives in a city, who might be indirectly affected by it.

The fear of social workers is a relatively neglected topic in research literature.
The first relevant study conducted in the United Kingdom (UK) identified three
types of fear: fear of danger (the most predominant), fear of losing control and fear
of disapproval and rejection.9 Another relevant study was conducted in Australia
and, even if the primary focus was the risk in social work practice, the study
identified three types of fear: the fear of negative reactions of colleagues and other
professionals (the most predominant), the fear of physical assault and the fear of
harming others.10 Subsequently, I will present the methodology of the study that
prompted me to explore English and Romanian social workers’ fears.

2. Methodology
As ‘[…] there are no objective methods of measuring the subjective experience

of a person during an emotion episode,’11 the participants in this study were asked
to report on the nature of their experience. No definition of fear has been offered;
the fears are self-reported fears. A self-administered interview with four open
questions was designed in order to collect general information regarding fear. I
chose this approach in order to offer each participant the possibility to express the
views and feelings as freely as possible, to minimise the risk of suggestibility and
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to overcome the constraints regarding time.12 The questions were formulated taking
into account a previous study conducted in the UK.13 The areas covered were: the
stimuli that elicited fear, the place, the time, the people involved and the immediate
and long-term impact on their professional and personal life.

The validity of this instrument was checked with 7 English and Romanian
social workers.14 The questions are not reliable as the social workers are not likely
to answer to the questions the same way each time.15 This is the consequence of the
nature of social work practice and human nature; another significant situation is
likely to occur and the participants may change their opinion based on the new
information.

Appropriate permissions to conduct the study were obtained from Direcţia de 
Asistenţă Comunitară Iaşi and Direcţia Generală de Asistenţă Socială şi Protecţie a 
Copilului Iaşi16 (Romania) and from Greenwich Council and Cambridgeshire
County Council (the UK). The data were collected between May and August 2010.
For the purpose of this chapter, I will draw data from social workers who have
child protection cases on their caseload: a) 21 Romanian social workers, 19 (90%)
females and 2 (10%) males, 10 (48%) beginners17 and 11 (52%) seniors18 and b) 21
English social workers, 17 (81%) females and 4 (19%) males, 10 (48%) beginners
and 11 (52%) seniors. Their replies were subject to content analysis, which is a
quantitative and qualitative research tool that enables the researcher to analyse
communication in order to evidence the main themes and patterns.19 19 (90%)
Romanian social workers reported 31 similar or different fears, whilst 21 (100%)
English social workers reported 34 fears. 2 (10%) Romanian social workers
reported no fears. 5 (24%) Romanian and 5 (24%) English social workers reported
more than one fear.

3. Types of Fear
I grouped the fears reported by the social workers under two categories based

on the person who suffered or who was most likely to suffer harm due to the
danger or the threat that elicited the fear: a) the social worker and b) the child.
Also, I grouped the fears from each category based on the type of danger or threat
that was appraised as relevant and elicited the fear. The fears from the first
category were grouped based on the following types of danger or threat: a) the
clients’20 action (1), b) other people’s action (2) and c) the environment’s features
(3). Similarly, the fears from the second category were grouped based on: a) the
social workers’ action (4), b) the clients’21 action (5) and c) the environment’s
feature (6) (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Types of Fear22

The social worker The child

►Fear of physical abuse: 8 
(26%);

►Fear of being
overwhelmed by the client’s
emotions: 1 (3%)

►Fear of bad case management: 3
(11%)

►Fear of not being able to
persuade the parent to work in the best
interest of the child: 1 (3%)

►Fear to not find the most 
appropriate channel of communication
with the parents: 1 (3%)

►Fear of physical abuse: 17 
(50%)

►Fear of sexual abuse: 1 
(3%)

►Fear of facing the
parents/carers: 1 (3%)

►Fear of overwhelming decisions
regarding the client’s life: 1 (3%)

►Fear of losing the job: 2 
(6%)

►Fear of being sued: 1 
(3%)

►Fear that the victim will deny the 
abuse: 1 (3%)

►Fear that the family will abduct
the child: 1 (3%)

- ►Fear that something wrong might 
happen to the child: 2 (6%)

►Fear of dogs, fleas and
disease: 3 (11%)

►Fear of something 
different than normality: 1 (3%)

►Fear of physical abuse: 1 
(3%)

►Fear that the client’s recuperation 
will not succeed: 1 (3%)

►Fear that the current system of 
child protection will fail the child: 5
(16%)

O

►Fear of being overloaded: 1 (3%)

O

►Fear of dogs: 1 (3%) 
►Fear of losing the job: 1

(3%)

► Fear that the current system of 
child protection will fail the child (50%
beginners and 50% seniors): 2 (6%)

K

►Fear of being a social worker in the current context23: 8 (23%)

K

For the purpose of this chapter, I will analyse the most predominant fear.

4. A Portrait of Fear
As illustrated in Table 1, the fear of physical abuse is the most predominant

fear. This is consistent with the findings of a previous study conducted in the UK.24

More Romanian (6-67%) and English (10-59%) senior social workers reported this
fear, which might be a consequence of most of the difficult cases being allocated to
the seniors. This fear was more frequently mentioned by English social workers
(17-81%) than by Romanian social workers (9-38%), which might suggest that
clients and their families are more frequently aggressive towards English social
workers. Maria, a female English senior social worker, stated that social workers
are likely to experience on a daily basis the effect of fear, violence and stress. This
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finding is consistent with my own observations as social worker in Romania and
the UK.

Nine (100%) Romanian and sixteen (94%) English social workers described
fears elicited by indirect violence, such as verbal threats to kill or to cause harm,
threats with a weapon such as knife or axe, using relatives to intimidate and
punching objects with the fist, based on Romanian social workers’ reports and,
such as being watched by the client, being phoned on the personal phone during
the night, verbal threats to kill or to cause harm, swearing, screaming in the face,
using friends, neighbours or relatives to intimidate and blocking the exit door,
based on English social workers’ reports. 1 (6%) English social worker mentioned
a fear elicited by direct violence (hitting, punching, kicking and biting). This
finding supports the results from a previous study, which evidenced that indirect
violence is more common in child protection than direct violence.25

The fear is a good guardian to the social workers’ life, as previously stated, and
it points out a danger or a threat that needs to be considered.26 The subsequent
responses to fear and the support received or not by the social worker are able to
predict the quality of the future actions to safeguard vulnerable children. Mark, a
male English beginner social worker described his feelings and thoughts
immediately after he experienced fear:

I didn’t feel comfortable visiting the family, challenging the
family or even going to that area in case I saw them. I worried
for my safety, and my possessions.

As illustrated by Mark, specific risks are likely to increase, immediately after
the episode of fear: avoiding the family, delaying the assessment and the provision
of services, completing poor assessments, following the rule of optimism and not
delivering the most appropriate services. Therefore, in the context of inappropriate
fear management, there is a high probability that the risks for vulnerable children
will considerably increase. Most of the English social workers mentioned that
safety plans were developed in order to increase their protection, whilst continuing
to protect, support and safeguard vulnerable children. Some of the plans were
successful. For instance, Mark mentioned that:

It took me about 4 months to get over this and develop my
confidence when challenging. This was built up through joint
working when having contact with the family and through the
application of a risk assessment.

But not all of the safety plans have been successful. Tania, a female English
senior social worker, who was pregnant when she experienced the fear, mentioned
that the safety plan included, as a protective measure, the client’ visits to the office
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but her request to allocate the case to a different worker was denied. As a
consequence of that, Tania felt that she:

[…] wasn’t able to provide a service to the child. Although the
situation wasn’t so that the child was at an immediate risk, the
child did not get the support he needed from me as a
professional.

On the other hand, Romanian social workers stated that little support had been
offered. There is little evidence that appropriate safety plans were developed.
Michelle, a female Romanian senior social worker, said that:

We are not protected and we cannot benefit from other protection
than that provided by ourselves. In future we have to analyse
carefully each step and to try to anticipate as much as possible
the potential dangerous situations. 27

Sonia, a female Romanian senior social worker felt little support from her
supervisor who recommended her return to the family’s address irrespective of the
Police’s decision regarding the joint visit. In Romania, the Police have no statutory
duties to jointly visit the family where there are concerns regarding violence. Sonia
managed creatively to involve a male worker from a different institution in order to
safely accomplish the tasks and to protect vulnerable children from significant
harm.

Based on Romanian and English social workers statement, the first step of a
good fear management is to openly admit the existence of fear and to agree to talk
about it with peers and managers. Subsequently, appropriate and individualised
safety plans need to be developed, implemented, monitored and reviewed. Also, as
Michelle has evidenced, the critical thinking and the reflexivity are valuable safety
tools, which might help the social worker to reflect on what had been done and
how, to learn from each experience and to creatively involve other available
resources in order to safely proceed to what needs to be done to protect vulnerable
children.28

How many social workers are able to safeguard vulnerable children whilst their
own life is in danger? This is a rhetorical question. More attention needs to be paid
to the social workers’ fear and to its healthy management in order to make sure that
the risks for the social workers and for vulnerable children are significantly
decreased.

5. Conclusion
This chapter explored the fears of Romanian and English social workers,

analysed the predominant fear and highlighted the potential risks for vulnerable
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children in the context of inappropriate fear management. In the light of these
findings, the managers as well as policy makers need to pay a greater attention to
the social workers’ fear and its healthy management in order to efficiently and
effectively minimise the risks for vulnerable children.

Notes

1 K.S. Scherer, ‘What are Emotions and How can They be Measured?’, Social
Science Information, Vol. 44, No. 4, 2005, pp. 695-729. See also J.H. Turner, ‘The
Sociology of Emotions: Basic Theoretical Arguments’, Emotions Review, Vol. 1,
No. 4, 2009, pp. 340-354.
2 Scherer, pp. 698-699. See also P.A. Thoits, ‘Introduction to the Special Issue:
Sociological Contributions to the Understanding of Emotions’, Motivation and
Emotion, Vol. 23, No. 2, 1999, pp. 67-71.
3 Scherer, op.cit., pp. 698-699.
4 Scherer, op.cit., pp. 700-701.
5 B. Glassner, ‘The Construction of Fear’, Qualitative Sociology, Vol. 22, No. 4,
1999, pp. 301-309.
6 U. Beck, Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity, Sage Publications, London,
2003.
7 Beck, op. cit., p. 21.
8 Z. Bauman and T. May, Gândirea sociologică, Humanitas, Bucureşti, 2008, p. 
160.
9 M. Smith, L. McMahon and J. Nursten, ‘Social Workers’ Experiences of Fear’,
British Journal of Social Work, Vol. 33, No. 5, 2003, pp. 659- 671.
10 S.N. Stanford, ‘Speaking back to Fear: Responding to Moral Dilemmas of Risk
in Social Work Practice’, British Journal of Social Work, Vol. 40, No. 4, 2009, pp.
1065-1080.
11 Scherer, op. cit., p. 712.
12 S. Chelcea, Tehnici de cercetare sociologică, SNSPA- Facultatea de Comunicare
şi Relaţii Publice, Bucureşti, 2001, p. 85. 
13 Smith, McMahon, Nursten, op. cit., p. 660.
14 T. Rotariu and P. Iluţ, Ancheta sociologică şi sondajul de opinie. Teorie şi 
practică, Polirom, Iaşi, 1997, p. 100. 
15 Rotariu, Iluţ, op. cit., p. 98. 
16 Based on the recommendation of a Romanian manager, I included in this study
social workers that work in different villages from Iaşi County, who are supervised 
by this manager.
17 I consider that a beginner is a social worker with less than 5 years experience.
18 I consider that a senior is a social worker with more than 5 years experience.
19 Chelcea, op. cit., pp. 219-220.
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20 This includes the client who is usually the child, but also the parents, other
family members, neighbours and friends.
21 This includes the client who is usually the child, but also his parents, other
family members, neighbours and friends.
22 The italic type is used to evidence the predominance of the beginners among the
social workers who mentioned the specified type of fear. The roman type is used to
evidence the predominance of seniors. RO- fears reported by Romanian social
workers. UK- fears reported by English social workers.
23 Under this category I grouped the following reported fears: the fear/dread of
governmental cutbacks; the fear/dread of departmental reorganisations; the
fear/dread of overwhelming caseload numbers, the fear/dread of excessive
paperwork; the fear/dread of media coverage of child protection cases; the
fear of what the social worker will discover; the fear of what will happen if the
social worker would not find what was happening in the family and the fear of
doing this kind of work.
24 Smith, McMahon and Nursten, op. cit., p. 663.
25 B. Littechild, ‘The Stresses Arising from Violence: Threats and Aggression
against Child Protection Social Workers’, Journal of Social Work, Vol. 5, No. 1,
2005, pp. 61-82.
26 M. Smith, ‘Too Little Fear can Kill You: Staying Alive as a Social Worker’,
Journal of Social Work Practice, Vol. 20, No.1, 2006, pp. 69-81.
27 The text was translated from Romanian to English by the author.
28 C. Taylor and S. White, Practicing Reflexivity in Health and Welfare, Open
University Press, Buckingham, 2000, pp. 191-201.
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An Inhuman Eco-Limit: Fear and Social-Spatial Segregation

Natália De’ Carli and Mariano Pérez Humanes

Abstract
In the current world and particularly in the public spaces of the contemporary
cities, speeches about fear have been integrated in the daily life. Living in the city,
at the present time, means living in fear. Public space and fear combine in a
process of social transformation that generates new patterns of social-spatial
segregation. For this reason, we wanted to explore how public spaces in
contemporary cities are being built facing fear and, particularly, in the favelas of
Rio de Janeiro. Exclusion, social inequality, delinquency and traffic drugs are
presented as the elements that prevail in the hierarchical structure of these nuclei,
and in turn, they become the main fears the citizens of Rio have to face.
Historically, the State has faced this urban complexity with violence and
toughness, with practically military interventions that did not terminate with the
control of the situation. All this has generated a constant sensation of fear and
threat: an undeclared war. In this chapter we meditate on the diverse social-spatial
processes that are taking place in the favelas and to what extent they own public
spaces and if their inhabitants can be considered as citizens. Finally, we will
analyze the eco-limit project proposed by the government of Rio de Janeiro against
the horizontal growth of the favelas extending to spaces considered green belts or
land not for building, occupying protected environmental areas. This way, we will
prove that the urbanization measures and the steps for the integration of the favelas
in the city are still insufficient and especially how the eco-limit project denies
legitimacy to the informal settlements as part of the city and the principles of
public life. We face an aggressive symbol that increases even more the deep
inequalities, now stigmatized, among those that live inside and those that live
outside.

Key Words: Public spaces, fear, favelas, Rio de Janeiro, eco-limit, social-spatial
segregation.

*****

1. Fear and Favela Seem to Go Together
Maybe too much has been written about the origins of Brazilian favelas and, in

the last decades, even more about the relationship between favelas, crime, violence
and terror.1 All this has stigmatized so much that urban space that we end up
accepting as natural statement that the favelas are real terror and fear scenarios.
Perhaps data2 reinforce the stigma of those spaces as places of risk and violation of
human rights.
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Pereira Leite explains three aspects of the complexity of this social-spatial
process of multiple dimensions. Firstly ‘the state-nation crisis and the reduction of
its capacity of decision and execution as concern the economic policy and,
especially, the investment in public policies.’ Secondly ‘the deregulation of the
working world, the fragility of social protection policies and the growing lack of
alternatives to generate employment and incomes have a strong impact in popular
sectors.’ And finally, he highlights how favelas and urban peripheries have become
‘spaces where the selling points for the final consumption of the productive chain
of illicit drugs, especially cocaine,3 have been embedded.’ All these aspects finish
being interacted phenomena within a local-global flow difficult to control.

It is necessary to add its territorial particularity - these favelas from Rio de
Janeiro are not in the periphery, but rather inside the city, located up on the hills
called ‘morros’. As reflected by the sociological studies carried out in the last
century, we are facing a split or a divided city – the one of the ‘morro’ (favelas)
and the one of the asphalt (districts of the city) -; two cities that seem to be
irreconcilable. They fear one another and they depend on one another more than it
is believed.

At the end of this chapter we will analyse whether the measures that have been
taken are or not effective. We refer to different measures, such as the walled
closure of some favelas and we analyse if it is necessary or not to think much more
seriously of the three processes that according to Sousa, are the structures that
maintain this situation: value trust, violence and corruption.4

2. Looking for the Urbanity of the Favelas: The Possibility of What is Public
Attracted perhaps by that specific way of making a city given in the favelas, we

have outlined this chapter as the necessary search of the urban values of those
spaces. It is also possible that that modus vivendi and that way of acting in the
favelas have been idealized, but without a doubt another way of doing this is
present, a way that we miss or we admire beyond the form they produce. The list of
values5 that Jáuregui provides regarding the informality of these settlements is
quite complete, from a social and political dimension (that is always open to daily
life) to participating dimension (that makes the community interaction possible).

All these characteristics are in fact those that, probably, approach the favela to a
model of urbanity6 quite different from the one existing in our cities and that is full
of authentic possibilities to continue the making of the city. Instead of a formal city
(normalized and domesticated), to be open up to an informal city (participating and
spontaneous); this could be at least a good antidote to fight our society.

For this reason we want to loom over the favelas: not only to disable that
traditional stigma of risk, danger, terror and fear but also to learn from their
urbanity. And to explore the concept of public space as a space with a way of
doing and being in the city, that fights more for freedom and for open participation
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than for a norm, control and surveillance. In the course of this chapter we will be
become aware of the limits of the favela as a space of freedom.

2.1. From the Common, Visible and Open Space to the Violent Hyperghetto:
Fear and Control of the Limits

Nora Rabotnikof 7 refers to ‘public space’ as a space <common> to all that
represents the <general> interests over the <individual> interests. In this space the
conflict is between State and Society. Over the last decades we have observed how
progressively the values of what is public have decayed. What is common and
what is general have been substituted by private values. Regarding this, Bauman
observed that one of the fateful aspects of this great transformation in our societies
has been a clear diversion of the State model: ‘the change from a model of <a
social State> and an inclusive community to an excluding State of <criminal
justice>, <penal> or <crime control >’.8

It is convenient now to think of the property of the favelas and to understand
their construction process and their development. There is a fight for power
between drug dealers and the State, but how did drug dealers invade this space?

In this particular sense, ‘in fact the circle has moved from the sphere of security
- that is, from a position of presence/absence of reliance/security in oneself - to
protection or safety - or, what is the same, to the position of being sheltered from /
exposed to the person and its extensions’.9

Perhaps the lost security is only another <ontological security> defined by
Giddens as ‘an emotional and not cognitive phenomenon that < is referred to the
belief that most human beings have in the continuity of their self-identity and in the
perseverance of the surrounding atmospheres of social and material action>’.10

And although here, in the favela, it is not easy to find, it is possible that human
relations are still beyond walls and safety technologies.

Rabotnikof’s second definition of what is public refers to ‘what is <visible> or
<evident>, in opposition to <hidden > and <dark>.’ From this point of view what
we worry about is to study the limits and conflicts between the principle of
publicity and the principle of privacy. To check up to which point the favelas are a
public space will mean to check if their spaces are visible and evident to
everybody. It is not only a question of exploring what can be seen of favelas and
what remains hidden, but of thinking how the image of a favela and its inhabitants
has been built and still is and how, to a certain extent, this image is intimately
linked to fear and terror.

Over the last century the favelas have been living two realities, separated and
joined progressively: on one hand, daily reality, that of scarcity, misery and
exclusion, on the other hand, an imaginary reality more powerful, the reality of the
image people have of favela.

As Arendt says, ‘what appears in public can be seen and heard by everyone and
it has the widest possible publicity. For us, appearance-something that is seen and
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heard by others at the same time as we do - makes reality’.11 But, what do other
people see and hear, like we do, about favelas? Who is entitled to show it and how
is it shown? These questions make us think that those appearances are more and
more careful and better manufactured by a policy of publicity and concealment at
the same time.

We cannot analyse the significance of movies production,12 advertising, press
reports or TV,13 artistic contributions as well as opinion articles and literature
focused on these environments and, very especially, on the favelas of Rio de
Janeiro. Nevertheless, we can point out that without these images the favelas would
not be what they are.

In fact, two recent interventions in the favelas of Rio have been significant. The
first one, created by the artist JR who transformed the image of the Morro of the
Providence into a landscape of glances full of suggestions. In 2008, when JR14

covers the houses of this favela with dozens of vigilant eyes, questions arise from
everywhere. Is it possible to make that hidden world visible? And can it demand
another viewing? Is it not certain that everything has become a marketing strategy
to reinforce the fame of favelas and that somehow the artist has taken advantage of
the aesthetic dimension of the Morro and of its inhabitants? And who has
sponsored this whole image operation?

The second intervention we want to point out in the construction of the image
of favela is the phenomenon < Favelatour > started in 1992 in the favela of the
Rocinha.15 The fact that from then on the visits to this favela have been included in
the tourist offer of the city has generated in us an enormous anxiety. Because, what
will the tourists see? How is it possible for this place of misery and horror to
become a show? Paying for visiting the favelas means that the favelas became
more than merchandise but a product of culture.16 Suddenly, that noire area, hidden
with no interest to be shown has become a sign of identity. For that purpose an
image has been built17 and, mainly, it had to undergo an important aesthetic
operation:18 favelas have been homogenized and softened.19

The latest definition of Rabotnikof tells us of what is public as ‘what is <open>
or <accessible> to everybody, or at least to those that enjoy the status of < citizens
>, in opposition to <what is closed>.’ It is possible that, at first, a favela fitted in
with this definition, as it was open and accessible for any person that could
appropriate its territory. In that way, the absence of ownership was a primordial
character of the territory on which a favela was built.

Nevertheless, there is a part in Rabotnikof’s definition that doesn’t fit in and it
is the one that makes reference to the citizen’s status. Because, in fact, if at the
beginning the accessibility to those lands was clear, the condition of citizenship of
those acceding there was not so clear. Those that constitute the favelas are outcasts,
without identity documents, excluded. They usually are outlaws and their profile
respond to the concept of < those without >: < without papers >, < without work >,
< without land >, < without money > and thereby, heading to lack citizen’s status.
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Therefore, if favelas have been built from the idea of inclusion or at least from the
possibility of acceding, we cannot forget that the process has been carried out with
excluded people. The question that arises is if the inhabitants of favelas have real
access to the rights of citizenship or, even more, if at some stage they will end up
being citizens.

What we check up at the end is that the two conditions of Rabotnikof´s
definition are probably far from being completed in a favela: to be open and to be
accessible to all citizens. And if this is so, we must wonder about that closing
process and its materialization. Because, what and who stops the free access to
these spaces?

We cannot analyse here how from the domain of <brave men> it became the
domain of terror of <bandits or drug dealers>, neither how did that change
transformed a poor community into a violent hyperghetto. Be as it was both
representations have been present from the beginning of the favelas: as a place of
solidarity and participation, and as a space of fear, violence and with lack of
control. That is the reason why the condition of people living in favelas has always
tended to a double stigmatization and to a double fear:20 outside their residence
place they are considered as traffickers or traffickers’ accomplices, and inside they
are possible informants of the police.

In this sense, the investigations carried out by Márcia Pereira are explanatory
when considering ‘the hypothesis that the coexistence and contacts with violent
crime in the territory would transform, in certain contexts, the favelas from being
dense ‘places’ from the point of view of sociability, to ‘spaces’ where social
bounds would be fragile and social interaction increasingly emptied of
possibilities.21 So it is possible that in the favelas of Rio where violence and fear
persist, we may be nearer to a hyperghetto phenomenon, such as Loïc Wacquant
defines it, than to a community ghetto. From intending that it is possible to
understand these social-spatial phenomena like real counter-laboratories, up to
proposing a certain parallelism between favelas and refugees camps, as Bauman
has tried to understand the tremendous situation of citizenship expropriation that
their inhabitants suffer.22

All this help us to meditate on these metropolitan situations and to be aware of
the necessity of integrating limits, to impede the physical or imaginary walls that
stop the access to what is open or common that avoid visibility and permeability,
and that confines the human element and segregates the one who is different.

3. What does the Wall Divide? Fear and Social-Spatial Segregation: An
Inhuman Eco-Limit

The recent case of the construction of a wall, known as eco-limit, around eleven
favelas in the southern area of Rio de Janeiro, has made us think on its necessity
and opportunity, on the validity of its limits and the causes and consequences of
the segregation, privatization and exclusion processes that are taking place.
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The walls that have separated the morro from the asphalt have always been
invisible: walls of exclusion, of injustice, of omission and of terror. Now, the
Government of Rio de Janeiro has decided to fully legitimate those invisible walls
that already separated socially and spatially those two worlds of the city.

It is certain that the wild growth of the favelas is occupying the spaces
considered not for building, particularly, the areas of environmental protection
made by what is known as ‘Mata Atlántica’ This has become the government’s
excuse to surround these nuclei by a wall that does not allow their growth,
denominated ‘eco-limit’ by the administration. The environmental government’s
justification hides a restricted prohibition of the growth and horizontal expansion
of these favelas. Therefore several questions arise. Does this environmental benefit
justify its impact and social-cultural cost? Why a wall?

In the limits of a defensive planning, the eco-limit project, instead of avoiding
the conflict, promotes it. On behalf of the environmental protection discrimination,
confinement and oppression are given. On the other hand, when it is pointed out
that the objective is to protect nature, we cannot stop wondering at what price and
with what consequences? Is it a wall the only way to preserve the forests in Rio de
Janeiro?

The project of the wall refuses the genuineness of informal settlements as part
of the city. It also produces isolation. On the contrary, what it would be seriously
necessary is to find and to materialize new connecting points, which are able to
stump the limits among what is considered formal and informal city.

In this chapter we have only wanted to show the articulation between violence,
poverty and social exclusion associated to privatization, segregation and
confinement processes which are usually emphasized by urban policies that give
priority to security and social control. It is clear that these interventions inhibit the
own citizenship rights and end up by reproducing a cycle of economic and social
vulnerability, as well as political fragility, where the sensation and perception of
fear in a city is intensified.

Notes

1 See S. Adorno, ‘A criminalidade urbana no Brasil: um recorte temático’, Boletim
Informativo e Bibliográfico de Ciências Sociais, No. 35, 1993, pp. 1-72. See also
R. Kant de Lima, ‘Violencia, criminalidade, segurança pública e justiça criminal
no Brasil: uma bibliografia’, Boletim Informativo e Bibliográfico de Ciências
Sociais, No. 50, 2000, pp. 91-110. See also A. Zaluar and M.C. Leal, ‘Violencia
extra e intramuros’, Revista Brasileira de Ciencias Sociais, Vol. 16, No 45, 2001,
pp. 145-164. See also M. Misse, ‘As ligações perigosas: Mercado informal ilegal,
narcotráfico e violência no Rio’, Contemporaneidade e educação, Vol. 2, No 1.
1997, pp. 93-116.
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2 According to the Crime Prevention International Centre, every year in Rio de
Janeiro 55 out of 100 thousand inhabitants are murdered, most of them in their
favelas, turning these settlements into the most violent places in Latin America.
3 M. Pereira Leite, ‘Pobreza y exclusión en las favelas de Río de Janeiro’, Procesos
de urbanización de la pobreza y nuevas formas de exclusión social Los retos de las
políticas sociales de las ciudades latinoamericanas del siglo XXI. A. Ziccardi (ed),
Siglo del Hombre, Clascso-Crop, Bogotá, 2008, p. 217.
4 R.S. Sousa, ‘Narcotráfico y economía ilícita: las redes del crimen organizado en
Río de Janeiro’, Revista Mexicana De Sociología, No. 1, Enero-Marzo, 2004, pp.
141-192.
5 See the four characteristics Jorge Mario Jáuregui points out on the informality of
the favelas in J.M. Jáuregui, ‘Traumas urbanos: «urbanización» fuera de control,
«urbanismo explosivo»’, América Latina Conferencia pronunciada en el marco del
debate ‘Traumas urbanos: La ciudad y los desastres’, Centro de Cultura
Contemporánea de Barcelona, 7-11 July 2004. Available at http://www.cccb.
org/ca/edicio_digital?idg=10357.
6 ‘This makes us think of the urban comprehension in the traditional of the term,
pointing out at a ‘urbanity’ defined by accumulation and density of social-spatial
processes that involves some minimum orientation and arrangement rules.’ Quote
from J.M. Jáuregui, ‘Traumas urbanos: «urbanización» fuera de control,
«urbanismo explosivo»‘ in América Latina Conferencia pronunciada en el marco
del debate ‘Traumas urbanos. La ciudad y los desastres’. Centro de Cultura
Contemporánea de Barcelona. 7-11 julio 2004. Publicada en http://www.cccb.
org/ca/edicio_digital?idg=10357.
7 As a strategy to approach this paragraph and the next two we will review Nora
Rabotnikof’s three approaches to public space. See N. Rabotnikof, En busca de un
lugar común. El espacio público en la teoría política contemporánea, Instituto de
Investigaciones Filosóficas –UNAM, México, 2005. See also G. Lariguet, ‘Nora
Rabotnikof, En busca de un lugar común. El espacio público en la teoría política
contemporánea. Instituto de Investigaciones Filosóficas –UNAM, México’, En
Crítica, Vol. 40, No. 119, 2008, pp. 75-84.
8 Z. Bauman, Archipiélagos de excepciones. Comentarios de Giorgio Agamben y
debate final, Katz y CCCB, Barcelona, 2008, p. 13.
9 Bauman, op. cit., p. 95.
10 Pereira Leite, op. cit., p. 228.
11 H. Arendt, La condición humana, Paidós, Barcelona, 2005, p. 71.
12 Among the most famous films from the last decade Cidade de Deus (2002), Uma
Onda No Ar (2002) and Elite Squad (2007) stand out; or the documentary ‘Halcón:
the boys of drugs traffic’ (‘Falcon: the boys of drugs traffic’), where among the 16
young people interviewed, 15 were already dead when emitted in 2006 by the
program Fantastic on TV Globo de Brasil.
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13 As Ray Surette says, ‘the world, as it is seen through television, seems to be
made of <citizens-sheep> protected from the <delinquents-wolves> by some
<policemen-dogs-shepherds>. See R. Surette, Media, Crime and Criminal Justice,
Brooks/Cole, Pacific Grove, California, 1992, p. 43. See also Bauman, op. cit., p.
91. But all this is much more complex and full of relations where complicity and
corruption eventually come to light, showing a net of connivances between state
and drug dealers that go beyond local limits.
14 The artistic exhibition by JR in the Morro de la Providencia in Rio de Janeiro
was called Women and it was part of the 28MM Project. This French photographer
has been exhibiting his work in several countries since 2006. In Women JR gets
together the faces and eyes of thirty women who volunteer and were residents in
the favela and he places them as advertising posters on the most outstanding
façades of the Morro.
15 Rocinha’s <Favelatour> has become a first range attraction for those
adventurous tourists that look for risk and come near to danger. For only 30$ per
person an excursion through the favela can be done guided by a perfect English
speaker guide who can finally offer the visitor an interview with a drug dealer.
16 With regard to this, Niklas Luhmann says: ‘Culture understands by itself what
culture is in all its features: building its own differences of national comparisons
[…]. The current fashionable choice for a cultural diversity legitimizes at the same
time, a conservative position whit respect to others.’ See N. Luhmann, La realidad
de los medios de masas, Anthropos, Barcelona, 2000, p. 124.
17 The same thing happened with the German concentration camps of the Second
World War. The only difference is that here the approach to death is live. For a
reflection on the images of the Jewish holocaust see the trial of G. Didi-Huberman,
Imágenes pese a todo. Memoria visual del Holocausto. Paidós, Barcelona, 2004.
18 And as Magali Haber says ‘[…] the anesthetization can be thought as a way of
making what is diverse easily assimilated and homogeneous.’, a way of passing
through a visual filter any strangeness until changing it into ‘a familiar and
pleasant object of enjoyment and consumption.’. See M. Haber, ‘Las imagenes del
Tercer Mundo en la revista National Geographic’. Revista electronica del Instituto
de Altos Estudios Sociales de Universidad Nacional de General San Martín, No 4,
Buenos Aires, 2008, p. 8.
19 See A. Quart, Branded: The Buying and Selling of Teenagers, Perseus Books,
Cambridge, 2003. See also N. Klein, No logo. El poder de las marcas, Paidós,
Barcelona, 2007. A good interpretation of both applicable to the city is the trial
from essay of F. Muñoz, Urbanalización. Paisajes comunes, lugares globales,
Gustavo Gili, Barcelona, 2008.
20 Maybe those two fears – of the police and drug dealers – provoke an inaction
also characteristic of the inhabitant of the favela. As Arendt says ‘politically
speaking, fear (and I do not refer to anxiety) is the despair due to my impotence
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when I have reached the limits where action is possible.’. See Arendt, op. cit., p.
104. And there is some of this in the desperate situation of the inhabitants of
favelas.
21 See L. Wacquant, Os condenados da cidade. Estudos sobre a marginalidade
avançada. REVAN, Observatório IPPUR e FASE, Rio de Janeiro, 2001.
22 See G. Agamben, Lo que queda de Auschwitz. El archivo y el testigo. Homo
sacer III. Pre-textos, Valencia, 1998, pp. 109-111.
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Militarisation of Urban Space as Context of Fear,
Horror and Terror

Fazal Malik

Abstract
Bunkers – the sand bagged ‘temporary’ shelters for the paramilitary forces have
become a permanent part of the urban landscape in Indian administered Kashmir.
The two decade long armed conflict between the Kashmiri militants and Indian
troops have brought wide spread death and destruction to this state which shares
borders with India, Pakistan and China. Described as the most militarized corner
in the world, Indian military presence in Kashmir is manifest in thousands of
bunkers, dotting narrow lanes and by lanes of the city of Srinagar. These bunkers,
housing trigger-ready troops, in some of the most densely populated areas, not only
pose a perpetual threat to the lives of the people living around these bunkers, but
have also robbed them of their freedom of movement. Consequently, these bunkers
have become the Panopticans of modern age. People fearing the wrath of the
forces, living in these bunkers, are now self-disciplining, which has led to an
increase in the mental ailments. The chapter, drawing on Foucault and Agamben
sketches the contemporary urban landscape of Kashmir to explore the contexts of
fear, horror and terror.

Key Words: Militarisation, Kashmir, exception, political violence, bunkers,
sovereign power, biopower, Panopticon, resistance, power relations.

*****

1. A Summer of Despair
From June to October of 2010, 111 civilians,1 mostly teenagers, were killed

when the Indian forces and armed police fired at groups of protesters in different
parts of Indian administered Kashmir. This cycle of violence, the latest in a long-
standing confrontation between the Indian troops and the people of Kashmir, is a
chilling reminder of the consequences of the militarization of urban areas. With
700,000 troops on ground, a force-to-population ratio in Kashmir stands at
70:1000. The majority of these military and paramilitary troops stationed in and
around the capital city Srinagar, with a population density of 556 people per square
kilometer, the force-to-population ratio dramatically increases in this city with a
population of 1,202,447.2

As a result of this militarization, the valley is dotted with military bunkers,
standing on all major roads, government buildings, bridges, cinemas, parks, and
even on the hills of picturesque Kashmir, which for its unparalleled natural beauty
has been called the ‘Paradise on Earth’. The last two decades of unabated violence
has added some dubious distinctions to this beautiful part of the world. It is now
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being referred as the ‘most militarized corner’ of the world. The chapter explores
the fear, horror and terror people go through as a result of militarization of their
immediate environment.

Drawing on Agamben’s conceptualization of ‘exception’ and Foucault’s
explanation of ‘disciplinary subjectivity’, the chapter tries to understand the
political violence in Kashmir in a security obsessed post 9/11 world. Although
there are inherent differences in the ways Agamben and Foucault address the issue,
the chapter offers the worldviews of the victims of the jurisdictional and discursive
power.

2. ‘Exception’ and the ‘Enemy Within’
Influenced by Carl Schmitt’s definition of the sovereign as the ‘one who has the

power to decide the state of exception’, Agamben sees state exception a strategy of
‘modern totalitarianism to establish ‘a legal civil war that allows for the physical
elimination of not only of political adversaries but of entire categories of citizens
who for some reason cannot be integrated into the political system’.3 Foucault on
the other hand looks nation-state sovereignty as a discourse and system of power
wherein sovereignty, discipline, and governmentality become different
manifestation of state power.4

Although many Foucauldian scholars see Agamben’s juridical conceptualization
of exception problematic, the association of sovereign with rule of ‘exception’,
however, develops a sharp critique of the controversial political practices,
including state violence, legitimised under the pretext of ‘waging a war against
terrorism’. There are, of courses, many conflicts between these two critical
explanations of sovereign power, but these tensions somehow mute when we apply
them to a real situation, like that in Kashmir where ‘exception’ and ‘power’
juxtapose and overlap to overcome conceptual and positional tensions.

The current situation in Kashmir represents the discursive nature of power, and
how power circulates through the systems of security (military, intelligence,
political elite, government) apparatus on one hand and on the other show how these
power relations create a rule of exception for sovereign to suspend, over-rule and
manipulate law without being called lawless. The militarization of Kashmir along
with the imposition of draconian laws like Public Safety Act (PSA) and Armed
Forces Special Powers Act (AFSPA) have resulted in the death of at least 70,0005

people including extra judicial killings, forced disappearances, mass rapes, torture
and detentions of thousands of people with out trial. These laws not only give
agents of state unlimited power to search, arrest, destroy, kill but also gives them
legal immunity, which means that they can not be sued or prosecuted.

Although being condemned as a ‘tool of state abuse, oppression and
discrimination’6 and coming under heavy criticism for breaching international
human rights standards, the AFPSA is being used with impunity to crush dissent in
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Kashmir. Reacting to the draconian nature of this law, the South Asia Human
Rights Documentation service, writes:

The AFSPA, by its form and in its application, violates the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (the ‘UDHR’), the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (the
‘ICCPR’), the Convention Against Torture, the UN Code of
Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials, the UN Body of
Principles for Protection of All Persons Under any form of
Detention, and the UN Principles on Effective Prevention and
Investigation of Extra- legal and summary executions.7

Kashmir is not the only place in the world where human rights are being
violated in the name of security, but the fact that Kashmir’s proximity with
Pakistan and more pertinently, Kashmir’s geo-political significance in America’s
‘war against terrorism’ gives Indian state an excuse to use exception and suppress
people’s legitimate right to protest. While the Guantanamo Bay, Belmarsh, Abu
Garib and the Bagram make headlines, the valley of Kashmir with shoot at sight
orders, curfews and ban on protests is no less than a prison which remains hidden
behind the façade of Indian democracy.

Here, we may need to bring more political and less legal arguments to expose
this duplicity Indian state. Neal8 argues that Agamben, ‘poses the problem of
sovereignty in rather apolitical and entirely juridico-philosophical terms’ which are
not enough to understand the political practices, including the sovereign violence.
Foucault’s conceptualization of the deductive nature of sovereign power is more
appropriate in this situation to illustrate the complex nature of the security
apparatus. Foucault’s analysis helps to understand the discourse of ‘security’,
which the government uses to transform citizens into subjects and categorizes them
for its own convenience to govern. Anything outside the ‘accepted norm’ is labeled
and demonised. Hence those who do not conform to ‘Indian normal’ are labeled as
separatists, militants, extremists, stone-throwers, anti-social, anti-national,
disaffected and so on.

3. A Khaki Gaze
With the ‘big brother’ on every street, staring and watching, many people in

Kashmir have lost not only the peace but also the state of mind. Kashmiris are
now prisoners in their own homes. One has to walk, talk and behave in a way that
is acceptable to the men in Khaki. Any deviation from the ‘norm’ can lead to
trouble. Part of this ‘norm’ is to carry an identity card, stop at the bunker, keeps
hands out of pockets, and not to walk in a group. If you are younger chances of
being frisked, detained and interrogated are higher. People who live near these
bunkers have changed and adopted their lives to suit the men in bunkers. Many
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houses have boarded their windows, changed doors and advised people not to visit
them in order to avoid the wrath of the forces. Many social and cultural customs
and norms have changes due to this militarization. Weddings, which in Kashmir
used to be a nightlong event with music and festivity, have now changed to a low-
key diurnal event. Even for funerals and other social gatherings, prior permission is
to be sought from the paramilitary troops stationed in inner city areas.

Indian troops, by invading the private and public space in Kashmir, have left
deep impressions on the social, cultural and political consciousness of people
living here. The impact of this presence can be explained through the concept of
the Panopticon, conceived by Jeremy Bentham and used as metaphor by Michel
Foucault to illustrate the destructive and deductive nature of sovereign power. The
gory description of obliteration of bodies in the name of the sovereign, provided in
the Discipline and Punish,9 in many ways reflect the streets of Kashmir with
military bunkers as physical embodiment of sovereign (Indian). The bunkers thus
become the metaphorical Panopticon to generate fear and horror among people as
their lives get appropriated in the name of security. This way, a Kashmiri behaves,
acts and present (self-discipline and regulate) himself/herself in way acceptable by
the trooper who represents the sovereign The presence of bunkers, barbed wire,
drop gates and gun-wielding troops illustrate what Foucault sees as a ‘privilege to
seize hold of life in order to suppress it’.10 This presence when seen in conjunction
with killings, arrests, tortures and interrogations, used extensively in the name of
national security, explain the power relations between the oppressors and
oppressed. Foucault suggests that the Panopticon is ‘cruel ingenious cage’ which
enforces self-discipline so that people behave and normalize like the prisoners and
lunatics as they are controlled and manipulated to become the agents of their own
subjection.11

The barricading of cities and towns in Kashmir has created an environment of
insecurity, and with the banning of people’s right to protest, democratic rights and
aspiration of people are undermined, and that too in the name of ‘security’. One of
the most commonly used tactic to handle the dissent is the operation of ‘crack
down’ which Wirsing in his detailed account of human rights violation in Kashmir
describes as a abusive and ‘tremendously disruptive, patently humiliating, bound to
produce massive injustices, and to say the least – frightening to those who must
endure it’.12

This way India not only tries to suppress the dissent but also creates ground for
creating ‘exception’ for its rule. Agamben sees this trend becoming the ‘dominant
paradigm of government in contemporary politics’ where he envisions the ‘state of
exception as a threshold of indeterminacy between democracy and absolutism’.13

While such discourses were used, previously, in the post 9/11 security obsessed
environment, the normalization of state exception has become more blatant. When
we look at the militarization of Kashmir on one hand and the Indian complacency
about it on the other, Agamben’s analysis holds good. The civilian government in
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Kashmir has remained subservient to the military authority, and some key decision
on forces deployment and the ‘search operations’ are taken by the ‘unified
command’ under the control of Indian army. During the summer of 2010, Indian
army carried out flag marches14 in highly dense streets of Srinagar while civilian
authorities remained clueless about these operations. Looking at Kashmir as a big
prison, Foucault’s explanation of disciplinary institutions overlaps with Agamben
understanding of political power as a permanent state of exception.

4. Militarised Governance
Although, the actual numbers are hard to get (India continues to put a lid over

its military presence in Kashmir), the number is believed to have increases to a
range between 500,000-7000,000 as India has sent more forces after the 1999
Kargil War and also raised more battalions of local police and paramilitaries. In the
first week of August 2010, India dispatched more troops including the Rapid
Action Force (RAF) personnel to fight the growing unrest in the valley. The Times
magazine reports that in 2010, there are about 700,00015 Indian troops stationed in
Kashmir.

The militarization threatens the core of urban social and political life, reducing
the use of public space and levels of popular participation in making protests more
difficult. When Kashmir was rocked by the anti India demonstration after the
alleged rape and murder to two women in Shopian by the Indian paramilitary
troops in the Summer of 2008, the chief of Indian army in the region, Lt. General,
B.S. Jaswal16 called these protests as ‘agitational terrorism’. He not only rubbished
the protests of people but also justified the use of force to break these protests.
With this statement of Army chief, the political space is further terrorized as the
soldiers take cue in stopping the democratic process of protest through brutal force.

The prevalence of anxiety, coupled with uncertainty is affecting the physical,
emotional and mental health of people. Apart from numerous tension-related
ailments like high blood pressure, heart problems, stomach ulcers, and a large
number of people are suffering from psychosomatic illnesses. In 2008 it was
reported that the ‘high levels of violence confronted by the Kashmiri population
have resulted in high prevalence, (33%) of mental health problems’.17

According to Dr Mustaq Margoob, head of the Government Psychiatric
Diseases Hospital in Srinagar 15 percent of Kashmiri population suffer from post-
traumatic stress disorder; of which a record number of 60,000 people have tried to
commit suicide in 2007-2008. The increased militarization of Kashmir has also led
to an increased number of forced disappearances. According to Asian Human
Rights Commission18 Kashmir is ‘estimated to have between 8,000 to 10,000 cases
of politically motivated disappearances…with non-combatant Kashmiris
accounting for the majority of the victims of custodial disappearances. Most of the
women who have lost their husbands are referred as half widows as they remain in
a legal limbo till the fate of their husbands is confirmed.
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Ather Zia carrying out anthropological study in Kashmir to look into the
unconventional role women play in searching their missing husbands, brothers,
sons and fathers, quotes 13 year old Bahar who has been looking for his father
taken away by an Indian army Colonel in 2002:

It is possible that nothing may happen but just to see that Colonel
come before the panel is a big thing for us, we have the evidence,
he needs to tell us what he did to my father, did he kill him, is he
alive, we need to know.19

A wide-range of exceptional powers given to the ‘security’ machine and its
agents, under the justification of dealing with exceptional circumstances, have
affected the lives of thousands people like Bahar in this landlocked part country.
These powers of Indian security machine manifest in the physical and
psychological curb on rights and freedom and citizens. Increasing the number of
‘security personnel and arming them to teeth to enforce curfews, Kashmir has
become a big prison. Agamben,20 within the context of biopolitical paradigm,
compares the contours of such a city to a [concentration] camp. And, within these
‘camps’, applying Foucault’s explanation of sovereign disciplining, the
omnipresent military bunkers in Kashmir can be described as modern Panopticons,
and within this geography the ‘productive’ bio-power and ‘deductive’ sovereign
power work simultaneously.

The summer of 2010 has made a paradigm shift in the way people engage with
these powers. There is a dramatic decrease in the militant activities but a
remarkable increase in public protests against the militarization of Kashmir. People
have challenged the military presence through mass protests; strike actions,
shutdown of work places, government offices, schools and taking out processions
and defying curfews. This has led to open confrontations as protestors have often
engaged in stone pelting. The Indian military response has been brutal leading to
more protests and defiance. A new generation of protesters, mostly young people
born during the two decades of turmoil have joined in. The exception sovereign has
given to its security apparatus has not silenced the dissent...it has led to more
protest. Here, we visit Foucault once again to analyse the relational and dynamic
conceptualization of power to understand this new revolt simmering in the
backyards of Kashmir.

Foucault sees biopower dynamic, relational and action oriented…a ‘power bent
on generating, making them grow, and ordering them.21 This way Foucault argues
that power is not just repressive and constraining, but productive and enabling, as
‘there are no relations of power without resistances’ and in a net-like organism of
power individuals ‘simultaneously undergo and exercise power’.22 This ‘enabling’
power, not mutually exclusive from the reductive sovereign power, can only
‘create an effect if the object of power has the ability to resist’.23
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In Kashmir, the ‘children of turmoil’ – those born during the last 20 years of
unrest have seen nothing but ubiquitous presence of Indian troops and their
unquestioned power. Born in a place described as the most militarized corner in the
world, this generation’s visual repository is a kaleidoscope of scared landscape,
bunkers, Khaki and guns; an unmistakable picture of sovereign repression. And the
blood-socked summer of 2010 is seen by many a spontaneous reaction to this
subjugation.
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Representations of Disease and Threat: The Case of Swine Flu in
Greece and in Cyprus

Vaia Doudaki

Abstract
The swine flu disease has been presented by scientists and the media as a major
threat for humanity and dominated the news throughout large part of 2009 and
2010. However the course of the disease in many countries did not justify the
levels of alarm or the huge supplies of vaccines against influenza A (H1N1) virus
the countries were left with. The present research focuses on how the media
presented news about the swine flu in Greece and in Cyprus: which was the extent
of coverage of the issue, which actors were chosen for the construction of the
story(ies), which were the elements of the disease in its portrayal by the media
under study, under which frames the relevant news was portrayed. For the purpose
of the study, content analysis enriched by discourse analysis in the 2 newspapers
with the highest circulations in each country was performed for a period of 3
months. Three key assumptions underlie this research endeavour: the first is that
the swine flu issue gained prominent positions on the media’s agendas, as in most
cases of major health threats, the second is that risk-centred frames were used by
the media for its portrayal and the third that official language and dominant
discourse for the (re)presentation of the issue were adopted. The findings support
the three hypotheses: (a) news about the swine flu ranked high on the agenda of the
media most of the research period with extensive coverage (b) the media under
study largely adopted the dominant discourse on the swine flu issue, reproducing
the official language, arguments and framing of the event, and (c) the appeal on
fear was made through official voices, presenting the worst-cases scenarios and
stressing out the need for vaccination.

Key Words: Agenda-setting, framing, discourse analysis, swine flu news
coverage.

*****

1. Introduction – Identity of Research
The swine flu disease has been presented by scientists and the media as a major

threat for humanity, often compared to the Spanish Flu of 1918, which infected
half of the planet’s population or portrayed as the first great pandemic of the 21st

century. News about this new type of influenza, whether it is called swine flu,
novel flu or influenza H1N1, dominated the media throughout large part of 2009
and 2010. However the course of the disease in many countries did not justify the
levels of alarm or the huge supplies of vaccines against influenza A (H1N1) virus
the countries were left with.
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It is true that news concerning major risks has always attracted the public’s
interest and usually occupies prominent positions in the agenda of the media.1

Muntean points out that ‘[t]he twin threats of terrorism and pandemic disease have
perhaps been the two defining public fears for much of Western society in the
twenty-first century’.2

Relevant research has shown that in times of uncertainty the public is more
dependent on media for information and orientation. Particularly when it comes to
scientific and medical issues, it is more vulnerable to media agenda-setting,
framing and interpretation due to lack of adequate personal knowledge.3 The
media, on the other hand, when covering issues of global (health) threats, are
accused of often crossing the thin line that separates caution from panic and of
reproducing the dominant discourses and frames of meaning.4

The present research focuses on how the print media presented news about the
swine flu in Greece and in Cyprus: which was the extent of coverage of the issue,
which actors were chosen for the construction of the story(ies), which were the
elements of the disease in its portrayal by the media under study, under which
frames the relevant news was presented. These two countries of the Mediterranean
were chosen as they share a lot in terms of culture, history, social organisation and
media structures. Furthermore, due to similar climatic conditions the course of the
‘pandemic’ followed in both countries a common chronological pattern. In
addition, the spread of the disease was much more limited than anticipated, rising
issues of inconsistency between the media agenda and the reality. In any case, the
comparative study on the news coverage of an issue in two different countries
allows for the examination of existing common or divergent transnational news
frames and journalistic patterns.

2. Agenda-Setting, Framing and Construction of Meaning
According to the agenda-setting theory, there is a strong correlation between

the emphasis the media place on certain issues and the importance attributed to
these issues by the audience.5 Academics have in fact located different levels of
agenda-setting. As McCombs and Ghanem have described, the ‘first level’ of
agenda-setting is focused on the relative salience of issues or subjects, whereas the
‘second level’ examines the relative salience of attributes of issues.6 In the
discussion on the agenda of attributes enters the concept of framing. Shoemaker
and Reese argue that framing refers to modes of presentation that journalists and
other communicators use to present information in a way that resonates with
existing underlying schemas among their audience.7

Entman argues that:

[…] to frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and
make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way
as to promote a particular problem definition, causal
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interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment
recommendation for the item described.8

According to Price and Tewksbury:

Agenda setting looks on story selection as a determinant of
public perceptions of issue importance and, indirectly through
priming, evaluations of political leaders. Framing focuses not on
which topics or issues are selected for coverage by the news
media, but instead on the particular ways those issues are
presented.9

McCombs has suggested that in the language of the second level of agenda-
setting, ‘[…] framing is the selection of a restricted number of thematically related
attributes for inclusion on the media agenda when a particular object is discussed.10

However, not all scholars agree that second-level agenda-setting is equivalent to
framing. According to Weaver, both second-level agenda-setting and framing,

[…] are more concerned with how issues or other objects
(people, groups, organizations, countries, etc.) are depicted in the
media than with which issues or objects are more or less
prominently reported. Both focus on the most salient or
prominent aspects or themes or descriptions of the objects of
interest. […] But framing does seem to include a broader range
of cognitive processes—such as moral evaluations, causal
reasoning, appeals to principles, and recommendations for
treatment of problems—than does second-level agenda setting
(the salience of attributes of an object).11

The present chapter focuses both on the agenda of issues and the agenda of
attributes, but in the broader sense of framing.

3. Hypotheses, Methods and Tools
Three key assumptions underlie this research endeavour: the first is that the

swine flu issue gained prominent positions on the media’s agendas, as in most
cases of major health threats, the second is that risk-centred frames were used by
the media for its portrayal and the third that official language and dominant
discourse for the (re)presentation of the issue were adopted, as relevant research in
this area has demonstrated.

For the purpose of the research, content analysis enriched by discourse analysis
in the 2 newspapers with the highest circulations in each country was performed
for a period of 3 months (To Vima and Kathimerini in Greece and Phileleftheros
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and Politis in Cyprus). More specifically, one month for the period preceding the
peak of the pandemic (September 2009), one month during the peak of the disease
(December 2009) and one month after the peak (March 2010). Unit of analysis was
the newspaper article. The specific media were chosen under the hypothesis that
the swine flu stories written in the Greek and Cypriot elite newspapers that
comprise this study’s sample were likely to influence how other media of the
corresponding countries covered swine flu, as intermedia agenda-setting
suggests.12

Content analysis for locating agenda-setting effects (1st hypothesis) was
empowered by discourse analysis in order to map the framing of the swine flu issue
and examine the social construction of the disease (2nd and 3rd hypotheses).
Discourse analysis was chosen as ‘[i]t is particularly concerned with providing an
account of the linguistic features and structure of texts used to convey and
construct meaning […]’ and with examining the reproduction of dominant
ideologies and authority in discourse.13

According to Prosser, ‘[…] discourse analysis allows an examination of how
texts and their use of language construct reality and guide the ideological stance
and possible understandings of the reader’.14

It should be noted that the research is extended covering a period of a whole
year (June 2009 – May 2010) in order to study the agenda-setting and framing
effects of the print media following the life cycle of the swine flu issue. Another
objective is to study the agenda-setting function of these media by comparing the
extent of coverage of the issue to the actual data concerning the spread of the
disease, the number of deaths and the number of people vaccinated against the
disease.

4. Findings
A. Extent of Coverage

For the 3-month period under study 448 articles were collected and analysed,
having as their main theme or as one of their themes the swine flu. For Vima 97
articles (21.7%) were coded, for Kathimerini 132 articles (29.5%), for
Phileleftheros 158 articles (35.3%) and for Politis 61 articles (13.6%). For the
Greek press the total number of articles was 229 (51.1%) and for the Cypriot
newspapers 219 (48.9%).

The issue was covered extensively in both counties. The number of articles per
month (with the exception of March) is rather impressive. All the newspapers had
1-3 articles daily (on average). Considering that on some days there were no
articles, some other days the coverage was really heavy. For example, on
September 6th 7 articles were recorded in Kathimerini and on the 1st of December
10 articles in Phileleftheros.

Studying the extent of coverage of the swine flu issue during each one of the
three months of the research period, one notices that the newspapers in each
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country follow the same pattern, strengthening the hypothesis of domestic
intermedia agenda-setting: In the case of Vima and Kathimerini more emphasis is
given in September (52 and 72 articles, respectively) and slightly less in December
(44 and 59 articles), whereas in March the issue is practically inexistent (1 article
in each title). As it regards the Cypriot press, the extent of coverage in December
(107 articles in Phileleftheros and 37 in Politis) is twice as heavy as in September
(44 and 22 articles), whereas in March the accounts are rather scarce (7 and 2
articles, respectively). It is rather remarkable how the issue disappears from the
newspapers’ agenda in March, even though the alert of the World Health
Organization for a global pandemic is not over.

B. Front Page Coverage
Nearly half of the articles published in all four newspapers appeared on the

front page of their corresponding titles, with the percentages varying from 41% to
48.5%, indicating the importance the media attributed to the issue.

As for the front page publicity the swine flu issue got per month, it is
practically inexistent in March and reverse in September and December between
the two countries, following the pattern of the total coverage of the newspapers
under study: 60-63% of the front page articles of the Greek newspapers appear in
September, whereas in the Cypriot ones the percentages for the same month are
23% and 35%, respectively. The situation is different in December, where one
finds 40% and 37% of the Greek front-page articles, whereas for the Cypriot
newspapers, the percentages are 75% and 65%.

Concerning the frequency of front-page coverage of the swine flu issue, in the
month of September it appears daily in Vima (28 articles) and Kathimerini (34
articles), very often but not daily in Phileleftheros (17 articles) and about every 3
days in Politis (9 articles). In December it appears very often in the Greek
newspapers (19 and 20 articles respectively) and in Politis (17 articles) and daily in
Pheleleftheros (56 articles). In March it is practically inexistent in all four
newspapers (apart from one front page article in Phileleftheros).

C. Thematic Frames
Regarding the thematic sub-categories through which the issue was presented,

more than 65% of the articles in all four newspapers contained information about
policy actors and actions, more than 41% about vaccines and vaccination, almost
40% about schools and education, 24% about cases of the disease and 11.5%
information concerning the spread of the disease, 22% about the scientific
community, the same for fatalities related to the swine flu, and 4% about
pharmaceuticals. Apart from the extent of coverage on deaths, which does not
follow a steady pattern, no huge differences are observed in all the other categories
between the four newspapers.
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As shown by the findings, officials were the ones that outbalanced the news
coverage of the swine flu issue, both as sources of information and as interpreters
of the event. Even the sub-issue of vaccination, which dominated the news, was
mainly presented through the officials, less through the scientists and much less
through the pharmaceuticals. The specific frame was that for ‘the vital necessity of
vaccination against the lethal pandemic’. Furthermore, in the great majority of
cases where members of the scientific community appeared, they addressed
appeals for vaccination of the general population. The voices that diverged from
this consensus (such as for instance warning against possible vaccination side
effects) were rather scarce.

D. Description and Extent of the Disease
In almost 75% of the articles studied, the naming of the disease was novel flu,

whereas other descriptions, such as influenza A and influenza H1N1 got 27% and
8% accordingly. The naming swine flu was encountered in less that 5% of the
articles. It should be noted that during the early phase of the swine flu epidemic,
the official bodies —both political and health-related— of the World Health
Organization (WHO), the European Union (EU) and the countries studied
abolished the term ‘swine flu’, as it was thought to evoke negative connotations
within the public and to affect the consumption of pork. WHO launched the term
‘H1N1 pandemic influenza’ which was largely adopted by the bodies and the
country-members of the EU, together with that of ‘influenza A’. As shown by the
findings, the media under study have largely adopted the official language.

Furthermore, they followed the characterization of WHO and of the official
bodies (national and international) for the disease, that of a pandemic, even though
in both countries the spread of the disease was never even close to a pandemic.
More specifically, in 2.7% of the articles the disease was described as epidemic,
whereas in 67.6% of the articles studied it was called pandemic. It might not be
irrelevant that in both countries special policy bodies ‘for the confrontation of the
pandemic’ were formed under the ministries of Health. In the Greek newspapers,
the adoption of the formal description concerning the extent of the disease was
much broader. The Greek newspapers described the disease as a pandemic in
almost half of their articles, where as in Cyprus the percentages were 18-20%.

E. Elements of Risk
The frequency of appearance of words indicating risk within the articles studied

was not high. Specifically, the word risk appears in 4% of the articles, the word
threat in 1.6% of the articles, concern in 7% of the items studied, fear in 5%,
terror/horror in slightly higher than 1%, panic in 7% and deadly/lethal in 1.3% of
the cases.

However, even though the actual use of words of risk and threat was not heavy,
the emphasis and placement of worst-case scenarios concerning the possible spread
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of the disease and the number of deaths and the repeated appeals for vaccination as
the only way of preventing those scenarios seem to have served as constructive
elements of the risk-centred schemata that were used by the media to portray the
issue.

5. Concluding Remarks
The issue of the swine flu got extensive coverage, as it was anticipated.

However, it seems that the media under study did not follow the actual life cycle of
the event. In March, all four media in both countries chose to exclude the issue
from their agendas, even though numerous new cases and deaths were recorded,
according to the official data. This finding is in line with studies showing that after
extensive coverage of an issue there is fatigue both from the audience and the
media and it is substituted in the agenda by other issues, regardless of its actual life
cycle.15

One rather remarkable finding is that the framing of the event and the
discourse adopted are almost identical in both countries, with the same actors
chosen for its portrayal, indicating apart from domestic, also trans-national inter-
media agenda-setting. All four media under study largely followed the dominant
discourse on the swine flu issue, reproducing the official language, arguments and
framing of the event. Swine flu was presented unquestionably as a pandemic, as a
major threat for the people’s lives in the countries under study. The magnitude of
risk was delivered through the voices and interpretations of the ‘authorities’ and
the appeal on fear was made through the presentation of the worst-case scenarios
and the emphasis on the need for vaccination. Interestingly enough, from the
discussion on the necessity of vaccination the pharmaceuticals were absent!
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